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Chapter I: Introduction

This paper is my attempt to both explore a very popular concept in
Anthropology, that of ethnidty, and to write a history that has largely been
forgotten and untold. I have been interested in the concept of ethnidty for a
number of years, and as a student of anthropology my interest, intrigue, and
confusion have only continued to grow. I have also always been a lover of
history, and more recently I have come to realize the degree to which history
is selectively written. I am interested in how histories are crafted and how

history is remembered in the popular consciousness. It is a daily challenge to
remember that both concepts of ethnidty and versions of history are fluid and
not stable truths. While I began this thesis project with the hope that I would
learn more about the town where I have lived for four years as a student and
achieve a better grasp on how ethnic categories are devised, what emerges at
the end as most important is the previously unwritten history that is being
presented on these pages.
This paper is an exploration of the industrial and immigration history
in Waterville, Maine. The goal of this paper is to trace how different groups
of people were fit into the analytic categories of ethnidty and minority in an
industrial American town.' In order to trace ethnic and minority labeling
I NOTE: As ] began to study the use of the term ethnicity it became apparent that ethnicity is tied to the
category of minority as well. In order to properly contextualize the Waterville community I will look at
concepts both ethnicity and minority. Race is also tied in with notions of minority and ethnicit)'. however
for the purposes of this paper

6

and how these designations change over time I have focused on the Lebanese
and Franco-American groups in Waterville. Much of the history of these two
immigrant groups has not been recorded and not celebrated. Today in
Waterville there is very little evidence that there were once thriving

Fran~o

American and Lebanese communities in this small town. Additionally, there
is little evidence of the massive industrial history of the town that initially
drew immigrants to the area and kept them here as laborers. To write this
paper I consulted numerous books, articles, historical records, and conducted
a number of personal interviews with people from the Waterville
community.2 This paper is written for the Lebanese and Franco-Americans of
Waterville in the hopes that their history is not forgotten.

Exploring Ethnicity

In the realm of Anthropology, there is a vast range of ideas,

descriptions, and definitions of what ethnicity is and what it means. In
popular imagination, ethnicity is a term which connotes something
traditional and inherent in a given group of people or in an individual. In
essence, the popular understanding of ethnicity promotes ethnic stereotypes.
An example of this would be to say that Jewish people are born with a special

knack for handling money and understanding business organization. Instead
·COllS1TUetiODS of racial categories will not be detailed.

7

of looking at why some people of the Jewish faith historically have been
involved with business and finance, the popular stereotypes look at a given
trend in society-for example, lots of Jewish people are successful
merchants-and establish an ethnic 'fact' based upon this observation.
During the past few decades anthropology has loudly challenged these
stereotypes and begun to look at the process of ethnic identity

f~rmation.

In

this mode of thinking, ethnicity is a label that someone acquires and that is

oftentimes a strategic political identity. This way of looking at ethnicity
implies that identity can be manipulated and changed over time. This paper
will draw largely on these latter anthropological standpoints.

Ethnicity is a type of label that arises out of a hegemonic process. It is a
word that is used in the US to describe certain categories of people within the
hegemonic socia-economic framework. Hegemony here is understood as the
situation in which the dominant group in society imposes its desires onto
subordinate groups who in turn consent to the imposed desires. Hegemony
is a difficult concept to define adequately; it is in a sense an umbrella term yet

it is a term with an ever-changing definition. Hegemony does not just mean

culture or ideology. Its boundaries extend beyond the limits of those terms.
A discussion of hegemony encourages one "to think broadly_ and look at the
'whole social process: Hegemony seeks to incorporate a discussion of
domination/ dominant groups and how they function and affect the 'whole
social process'. As Raymond Williams explains:

1

NOTE: The names of people I interviewed are listed in the Bibliography. However in the footnotes I refer
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Instead it [hegemony] sees the relations of domination and subordination, in
their forms as practical consciousness, as in effect a saturation of the whole process of
living-not only of political and economic activity, nor only of manifest social activity,
but of the whole substance of lived identities and relationships, to such a depth that
the pressures and limits of what can ultimately be seen as a specific economic, political,
and cultural system seem to most of us the pressures and limits of simple experience and
common sense. J

Bearing in mind the inclusiveness of hegemony, for the purposes of
this paper it is important to look specifically at how hegemony is established
by elites. T.J. Jackson Lears emphasizes the notion of dominance in his
discussion of hegemony. In society the dominant groups impose their will
upon subordinate groups; initially this is established through the use of forc,e,
and if the rule of the dominant group is challenged force is also used. Once
hegemony is successfully established, the dominant group exerts its will in
both subtle and overt ways. The IJ-consent [of the subordinate groups to
accept the dominant group rule] is 'historically' caused by the prestige (and
consequent confidence) which the dominant group enjoys because of its
position and function in the world of production.'" What is particularly
important to understand is that hegemonic structures establish that which is
normative and that.which is not through manipulations of the elements of
lap.guage. Tluough language the dominant group is able to establish

JI_

boundaries of permissible discourse, [d.iScourage] the clarification of social
alternatives, and [make] it difficult for the dispossessed to locate the source of

to people as either "A,B,C... etc." in order to protect their identities.
) Williams, Raymond. Marxism and Literatwe. p. 110.
• Gramsci. Antonio. SeleetjonS from the Prison Notebooks. p. 12.

9

their unease, let alone remedy it." s Hegemony and domination are difficult
to identify because the relationships of power are bound up' and masked
within the very fabric of 'social understanding. The power of hegemony and
of the dominant group lies in the difficulty the subordinate groups have in
articulating their position in society.
For the dominant group to achieve social and cultural hegemony, the
dominant group or elite must develop a world view that they both wish to
enforce and that the rest of society will be able to accept. As Foucault explains,
the dominant group is considered to be normal, it sets itself up as the
standard by which all others in the society are to be measured. 6 What is key
to understanding this whole process is the fact that while the dominant group
sets up the social framework or the boundaries that all other groups operate
within, they do not mandate how the groups will react to or perceive the
given boundaries. As Lears explains: "The base [the dominant group] does
not determine specific forms of consciousness, but it does determine what
forms of consciousness are possible." 7 Thus groups of people are fit into
particular slots as determined by the needs and desires of the dominant
group. However, these groups can be thought of as semi-autonomous in that
they create their own world view and operate both within the norms
established from the top and those established from within. The labels of
ethnicity and minority, among others, arises out of these scenarios.

$

6
7

tears, T J. Jackson. "'The Concept of Cultural Hegemony: Problems and Possibilities". p. 570.
FoucauJt, M. "Two Lectures." p. 107.
.
tears. TJ. Jackson. "The Concept of Culnual Hegemony: Problems and Possibilities". p. 571.

Within the boundaries established by the hegemonic process,
groups-such as ethnic gToups-are able to articulate their own forms of
culture. Cultural expressions also affect the hegemonic process itself.
Cultural traditions, the way people think about themselves, how they
morally and spiritually make sense of their environment, are all bound up
within hegemony along with the lived experience of domination and

subordination. Hegemony is a way to talk about society in constant process.
As Raymond Williams articulates:

A lived hegemony is always a process. It is not, except analytically, a system
or a structure. It is a realized complex of experiences, relationships, and activities,
with specific and changing pressures and limits. In practice, that is, hegemony can
never be singular. Its internal structures are highly complex, as can readily be seen in
any concrete analysis. Moreover (and this is crucial, reminding us of the necessary
thrust of the concept), it does not just passively exist as a form of dominance. It has
continually to be renewed, recreated, defended, and modified. It is also continually
resisted, limited, altered, challenged by pressures not at all its own.8

With society in constant process, the dominant group is not firmly
established in indisputable control. In fact, the dominant group(s) in society
actually must maneuver strategically all the time to maintain their position.
1his leaves room for the possibili ty of challenges from within and outside.

As Lears surmises: "The overall picture that Gram.sci [who coined the term
hegemony] provides is not a static,

dosed system of ruling-class domination.

Rather, it is a society in constant process, where the creation of
counterhegemonies remains a live option.'J9

• Williams, Raymond. Marxism and Literature. p. 112.
9 leafs, T J. Jackson. "The Concept of Cultural Hegemony: Problems and Possibilites." p. 571.
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Hegemony is in flux, as are the boundaries that the hegemonic process
creates. Thus it lOgically follows that the groups that are inserted into
hegemonic boundaries are also in flux. "!Tlhe articulation of ethnidty is seen
to be contingent and it is thus, inter alia, only a part phenomenon. Ethnic
units are never isolates."'o Ethnic groups require at the most basic level a
distinction between 'we' and 'they.'u Thus ethnicity can only be conceived of
when there is more than one group present. JlEthnici.ty arises in the exercise
of power. It has no singular construction; there must always be two, usually
more, ethnidties to he defined against each other."1l The ethnic label is
applied when this we-they scenario is devised. Ethnicity also is situational, it
is something that shifts over time and is conceived of differently throughout
history. In the US ethnidty is more of a political identity because its
definitions can be changed by political actors as historical contexts change.
Two other labels given to groups operating under hegemonic
boundaries are those of race and minority. As Vincent describes:

Minorities are subordinate self-<onscious segments of complex state societies with
special physical or cultural traits which are held in low esteem by the dominant
segments. Membership is transmitted by a rule of descent; minority members tend to
marry endogamously. Negroes form such a minority in the United States.o

Minorities are groups of people at the lower rung of the sodal-economic-class
structure. Categories of race and ethnicity are associated with a..tlture in folk

Vincent, Joan. "Brief Communications." p. 376.
Vincent, Joan. "Brief CommunicatiollS." p. 377.
~l McAllister, Patrick and E. N. WilmseD. ThePoUticsofDjtIerence p.4.
lJ Vincent, Joan. "Brief Communications." p. 377.
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•
trnderstanding. They are also perceived as being timeless designations.
However, in actuality when a group is labeled as ethnic, this indicates that the
group occupies a particular space in the social-economic-class structure.
Minority group status in the US arises out of a very different set of
circumstances than does the label of ethnicity.
Charles Wagley and Marvin Harris outline a useful-wcu:king definition
of minority groups. They explain that minority groups have the following
characteristics: they are subject to disabilities in the form of prejudice,
discrimination, segregation, and/or persecution; the disabilities of a minority
group are connected to particular characteristics which the minority shares
(and which the dominant group in society often disapproves of); minority
groups are self-conscious units meaning they share a sense of group unity and
belonging; finally, people are born into minority groups and also tend to
marry endogarnously, or within the minority groUp.14 In the following
excerpt Vincent addresses the differences between minorities and ethnics:

The recognition (often the legal enactment) of the minority group status of
others by dominant actors serves to maintain the status quo: the recognition of ethnic
group status by other political actors may bring about change. Minority group status is
formally encapsulated within political structure; ethnic groups, ephemeral in nature
and multipurpose in function, are formed in the interstices of the polity. Defined from
above, minorities are immutable; defined from below, ethni.city1s constantly subject to
redefinition. Identification of groups as minorities lies within the internal structure of
a polity; ethnic groups, in contradistinction, may be characterized by their external
relations with 'nationals' of other polities with whom they share common ethnicity.15

Charles and Marvin Harris. Minorities in the New World. p. 3-9.
Vincent, Joan. "Brief Communications." p. 377.

I. Wagley,
IS
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Minority groups do not change over time in the same way ethnic groups do.
Minorities in the US such as African Americans, Mexicans, 'and Native
Americans are all groups of people who have been conquered and I or
controlled for their labor by the dominant group. These groups are at the
bottom end and are some of the most disadvantaged people in the US. As
Peter Kwong describes, African Americans had their 'ethnic institutions' or
networks destroyed because of slavery.16 The same can be said of Native
Americans and Mexicans when the US conquered these peoples. These
people do not have the same institutions available to them nor the same
boundaries that immigrants to the US have had. It is largely immigrants to
the US-Italians, Jews, Lebanese, Greeks, Chinese, and others-who have
been labeled as ethnic. When, where, and how these immigrant groups
entered into the US social-econornic-class structure determined how they
were labeled. These immigrant ethnic groups have changed their identities
over time and many of them are now at the point in which ethnicity is an
optional label. For a minority, the minority status is never

art optional label.

For these reasons minorities and ethnics should not be compared because
they have never historically been operating within the same framework.

Ethnicity & Minority in Waterville

16

Kwong, Peter. "'Manufacturing Ethnicity." p. 365.
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This paper traces how hegemonic forces create boundaries through the
specific examples of the Lebanese and Franco-Americans in Waterville,
Maine. These two immigrant groups entered into Waterville after an
English-Scottish Protestant majority had already been established in the
eighteenth and early nineteenth century. The Franco-American immigration
from Quebec extended well over a century and the flow of people out of
Canada can generally be studied into two distinct waves. People were
constantly coming into Waterville from Quebec, and a small number would
return to live in Canada after a time. It is also critical to understand that
Franco-Americans were settling all over Maine during this same time span
and that it is generally accepted that in the state of Maine today at least forty
percent of the state has French-Canadian ancestry. In contrast the Lebanese
who came to Waterville came during a very specific time period, from about
1890-1920. Their numbers were smaller and there were very few Lebanese
who settled elsewhere in Maine.
The Lebanese, the Franco-Americans, and the Yankee (meaning the
English-Scottish Protestant group) are thought of as the three leading groups
in Waterville. Significantly, the Franco-Americans comprise nearly half the

population of the town while the Lebanese are around one to two percent of
the population. The rest are Yankees/ with very marginal numbers of other
groups such as Greeks, Poles, Jews, Italians, and Irish. The very fact that the
Lebanese-who are numerically a minority when compared to the Franco
Americans and Yankees-are considered an influential group in town shows

15
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their unique structural position. The ways in which these groups have
interacted, how they were either separated out or integrated within the social
economic-class structure all have determined how they have been publicly
labeled over time. In this paper I seek to examine how these people can be
labeled (in an analytic sense) as either ethnic or minority. This study allows
one to observe the hegemonic process at work in a specific. locality. However,
the influx of irrunigrants into a newly established Yankee hegemony is typical
of the entire N ortheastem US. While there are specific details and historical
conditions involved that are unique to Waterville, at the same time
Waterville can be used as a model for what happened to similar towns across
the Northeast over the past two centuries.

16
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Chapter II: Early History of Maine and the
Rise of Industry in the State
The early years of the penetration of European travelers and settlers in
Maine is a fragmented, varied history. Many of the first Europeans to stand
on the shores of Maine and travel up her rivers were French Jesuit priests
who were committed to converting the native population of Maine. Others
were fishermen of French and English origin. And still others were
interested in establishing posts both for trading with the Native Americans in
the region and for establishing forts to protect the European-either French
or English---claiIris to the territories.
Maine's early history is directly linked with Massachusetts, the colony
that Maine was a part of until the early part of the nineteenth century.
Massachusetts was a strictly Puritan area, a theocracy in the sense that the
religious male leaders of the colonists were also the political leaders. The
development of European settlements in Maine are directly linked to the
polices and political climate of Massachusetts. Even after 1820 when Maine
became an independent state, the links between the two regions remained
strong and many residents of each state have traveled frequently and in some
cases settled in the other state.
During the eighteenth century, the most critical settlement of
European people in Maine carne about as a result of the English attempting to
place loyal Anglican citizens in Maine to rival the strong power base of

17

Puritan MassachusettsP The English crown issued major land grants
designed to make Maine a predominantly Anglican community; however the
land grants brought a large mix of settlers, many of whom did not support the
Anglican authority system. Some of the settlers who took advantage of the
land grants were even Puritan loyalists, thus this maneuvering did not secure
a Joyal area for England. Instead, it brought a number of people from varied
Christian backgrounds to Maine. Later, when the American colonies
achieved independence from England, the Massachusetts Puritan theocratic
apparatus took control of Maine. Office holders had to be Puritan and in

many cases non-Puritan religious activities were repressed. ls
Despite this strong Puritan control, Maine did not transform into a
region centralized by a Puritan religious community. Maine's coastal areas
developed most significantly during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries.

The interior area was essentially a frontier region that

experienced multiple wars with Native Americans. Settlement of the region
was characterized by fluidity, many people migrated from town to town. In
addition, many of the interior towns were focused around small family
farming. Due to this pattern of small-scale economic activity, many
communities remained isolated from.one another making any kind of
political or religious solidarity difficult to achieve. Nevertheless, if there was
any dominant unifying element in Maine around 1800, it was the values and
emotions of Puritan styles of worship and the Puritan work ethic.

. 11

Allen, James Paull, <&QJQ!ics ,in Maine: A Social Geography. p. 21.
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The majority of the people in Maine during the early nineteenth
century were of English and Scottish origin. Many of these people were
Puritan (or Congregationalist as Puritans came to be called) and even though
the Congregationalist church was not state supported after Maine gained
independence in 1820, the church retained its power and its members were
dominant in civic affairs. Throughout most of Maine's towns. the wealthy
and educated people were usually the Congregationalists, holding positions
such as teachers, businessmen, newspaper publishers, and politicians. 19 Some
of the early French Jesuits were still active in Maine, and there were some
Acadians and Quebecois in Northern and Eastern Maine, however the
numbers were relatively small. In addition, Aroostook county, which has
consistently held the most concentrated French population in Maine over
time, was a territory claimed by both the US and Canada. The dispute
r1egarding this territory is known as the Aroostook War; the border between
Canada and the US was not detennined until 1842. Regardless, Aroostook
county and its largely French population was significantly cut-off from the
remainder of the state. Thus it can be stated that Maine had a largely
homogenous population of Protestant people of English-Scottish ancestry.
The other Significant population in this area is the Native American
population which was largely decimated by disease and warfare and also
marginalized both geographically and culturally by the dominant society.

~' Allen., James Paul. Catholics in Maine; A Social Geography. p. 23
19 Allen, James Paul. Catholics in Maine: A Social Geography. p, 37.

19

In terms of economic activity, there has been a marked contrast

between the coast and the interior of the state from the beginning of Maine's
development. Many of the coastal communities grew wealthy from fishing,
trade, and shipping. Portland was the most wealthy city north of Boston and
a major hub for commerce in the Northeastern US. In the interior of the
state people often fanned the land, harvested ice, and did logging in the dense
forests.

However, during the mid-nineteenth century the economic activity

in Maine made a significant shift. People moved away from the traditional

industries and began to focus more on shore fishing, paper production,
hydroelectric power and tourism. 20 Although pulp and paper production in
Maine was no longer nationally competitive after 1880, it was still a booming
industry in the state well into the twentieth century. The importance of the
industry caused many people---mostly men-to migrate to remote sites in the
woods where cities were literally being created overnight. The new.'cities in
the woods,' such as Millinocket, were created solely for the purpose of serving
the huge paper companies and everything was geared towarcis the optimum
success of these companies. Substantial links between rural paper-production
activities and the bases for these companies in larger New England cities were
established. Large amounts of capital were pumped into the Maine woods
from the hubs of New York City and Boston in order to fuel the paper
production industry. This evolution of the pulp and paper industry was a
major turning point in the economic sphere of inland Maine.

20

Judd, Richard W. Maine: the Pine Tree State from PrebistoQ' to

20

the Present.

p. 420-5.

Part of the cause for the shift in Maine's economy in the mid-l8DDs was
the westward expansion of the US-the lines of commerce b"egan to run East
West where as previously they had run North-South along the seacoast. The
development of railways and the strong links being forged between the
American west and the established Eastern communities had huge and often
initially detrimental ramifications for Maine. Maine's economy Sllffered with
the lessening of these North-South connections and was forced to shift.
People began to migrate throughout the state in search of stable jobs and
security. Those who had once been able to survive on homesteads and sell
farm products and timber to·be shipped out of Maine ports often had to leave
their small farm communities, or watch their children leave, in search of
more lucrative jobs. Many people migrated to Maine's growing industrial
centers at this time. More importantly, this time period. is marked by another
wave of immigration to the state from a largely non-English-Protestant
population.

21

Chapter III: Waterville-An Overview of the Early Settlement
Through Nineteenth Century Indusbialization

Early European and Native American Relations in Maine

This srudy focuses on the history of the town of Waterville in
Kennebec County, Maine. The town was established in 1802 which separated
it from the town of Winslow across the Kennebec River. However, prior to

settlement in the town there was an extended period of European and Native
American contact in the area. Collectively, the native peoples of Maine are
referred to as the Wabanaki or the 'people of the dawn.' The languages the
Marne tribes spoke is closely related to Algonquian languages. The English
settlers often named the native groups they came in contact with after their
geographic locations, for example those natives living along the Kennebec
were often referred to simply as the Kennebec (from Canibas) Indians. The
French labeled· all of the Indians living east of the Connecticut River as
Abenaki, which is a tenn derived from Wabanakiak, which literally means
"people living in the land of the dawn." The term Wabanaki is used to refer
to the Micmac, Maliseet, Passamaquoddy, Penobscot, Kennebec, and various
other Abenaki groups living as far west as Lake Champlain. 21
The Native Americans of Maine initially adjusted to the European
presence. By the mid-1500s some Wabahaki peoples were in regular contact

21

Judd, Richard

w.

et all. Maine: The Pine Tree State from Prehistory to the Present. p.99
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with Europeans in the St. Lawrence and Gulf of Maine. There was a great
deal of trading of furs for steel goods such as knives, copper kettles, or cloth
goods. As the English and French became greater trading rivals in North
America, the natives of Maine were drawn more and more into the conflict.
The history of conflict and the complex relationships among tribes and
between the natives and the Europeans is far too long and detailed for the
purposes of this

pap~r.

However, it is critical to recognize that Maine had a

sizable native population that initially worked in conjunction with
Europeans and then later, through wars, disease, and displacement, gradually
receded from their former vast territories. The natives influenced how
settlements in Maine developed, especially along the Kennebec River.
Those Kennebec natives living in the areas that later became Winslow,
Waterville, Oakland, and Fairfield were primarily agriculturalists. They grew
crops as well as hunted animals such as beaver, otters, moose, and bear. Their
population density was somewhat higher than other native groups and their
fields were often located near the river. In general the natives of Western
Maine had /I-widely dispersed summer villages, usually located on the banks
of the Kennebec, Androsocggin/ Saco/ and other rivers [which] differed in size,
ranging from as low as 150 to as many as 1;500 inhabitants."22 In what is
present day Waterville and Winslow there was a native village that extended
for nearly a mile along the banks of the Sebastiscook and the Kennebec
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Rivers. 23 The village is often called Teconnet (or Ticonic) as are the natives
and the series of waterfalls in this section of the Kennebec River. Traders had
established a trading house at Teconnet Falls in the late 16005. During King
Williams' War in 1688 the Teconnet village area was used as a station for
captives who were either sold into slavery, killed, or ransomed. 24 Some
Kennebec natives were allied with the French and French Jesuits had set up a
settlement at Norridgewalk. They had succeeded in converting many of the
natives in the area to Christianity. Kingsbury provides a description of the
Kennebec (Canibas) natives that adequately indicates their power and
presence in the area:

The aboriginal occupant of }\ennebec County was the Indian tribe called
Omibas. This was a large and important tribe and claimed as their territory the land
extending from the sources ot the Kennebec river to Merrymeeting bay. It rri'ay be noted
as bearing on the lndian ideas of ownership of land, that Assiminasqua, a sagamore,- in
1653 certified that the region of Teronnet (Waterville) belonged to him and to the wife
of Watchogo; while at near the same time the chief sagamores, Monquirte, Kennebis
and Abbagadussett, conveyed to the English all the lands on the Kennebec river
extending from Swan island to Wesseronsett river, near Skowheg~ as their property.15

It is often difficult to gain an accurate tmderstanding of what the relationship
was between the English, French, and the Native Americans. What is
indisputable, however, is the fact that the English were highly concerned with
gaining the deeds to the natives land. The above excerpt indicates that the
English were concerned with native claims to the land, and it also indicates
that they had to negotiate over time with the natives in order to take over the
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lands. This signifies that the Kennebec natives had considerable power in the
area and the English could not initially move in and push the natives aside.
It took many decades of maneuvering for the English to gain a foothold.

During French and English conflict in the mid-1700s the English in
Massachusetts received reports about a French fort that had been built at the
head of the Kennebec River. In response, the English launched a military
expedition in 1754 to root the French out of the area and to build their own
fort on the river. A militia force of BOO people arrived in what is present-day
Winslow and constructed Fort Halifax. This began a large permanent English
settlement in the area and greatly affected the natives who did not want a fort
to be built in their territory, especially so close to Teconnet village. The
Kennebec River was truly a highway for the Central Maine region, even
before the Europeans arrived, and the Teconnet area was particularly strategic.
After the founding of Fort Halliax, the English had a vested interest in
remaining in the area. The alluvial banks of the river had already been
cultivated by the natives and the river provided excellent transportation
route and linked the area with other significant English settlements. The final
skinnish with the native population in Waterville occurred in 1757. During
the American Revolution, Benedict Arnold's army passed through the
Waterville-Winslow area in 1775. They stayed at the "Fort House," a tavern
in the former Fort Halifax. 26 As Arnold's army marched north to fight in

Quebec, some Kennebec natives joined his army and took part in the assault
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NOTE: Fort Halifax was dismantled as a military installation in 1763 after the Treaty of Paris.
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on Quebec in 1776. Z1 During the late 1700s, the area began to swell with
English settlers. It is unclear exactly how the Kennebecs were displaced from
the area and where they· all went to. Disease decimated the size of the
population all over the region and indeed throughout all of North America.
Yet the natives had been trading with the Europeans, fighting agairtst them
and fighting with them for two cenhrries. Some had converted to
Christianity. It is likely that some natives adopted European ways and settled
along side the new English settlers.

The Early years of English-American Settlement in Waterville

The English who settled in the Waterville-Winslow area became
fanners and also made use of the Kennebec river. Farmers grew crops such as
com, wheat, potatoes, oats, and barley. Orchards were a standard feature of
hill {anns and, as a result, cider mills were operated all over the region. On

farms people kept sheep for wool, cows for dairy, and oxen for work. Butter,
cheese and other dairy products were often sold for profit. People used sap
from trees to make molasses and maple sugar. Also, hunting and fishing
provided food for the settlers. The following provides a good description of
what life might have been like in the greater Waterville area and other parts
of Maine in the late 17005 and early 1BOOs:
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The economy of Maine's inland farm communities revolved around subsistence
production, a small export crop, a complex bartering trade between neighbors, and an
assortment of small-scale crafts. Maine's early farmers usually plied a supplementary
skill or occupation, since their homesteacls were never fully self-sufficient. A farmer
might also be a tanner, joiner, shipwright, blacksmith, or even a minister. Each, in
fact, needed numerous skills: to be able to build and maintain chimneys; make farm
tools, shoes, brooms, and baskets; repair looms and spinning wheels; and construct
furniture. Farmers were also lumberers. During the boom years following the
Revolution, harvesting timber brought a measure of prosperity to anyone willing and
able to go into the woods to bring it out. Trees were an immediate crop. The forest
provided not only material for home construction, but timber for'shipbuifders and cargo
for the vessels once they were seaborne. Maine settlers fOWld ready markets for lumber,
house frames, clapboards, shingles, and cordwood in Boston and the West Indies. 221

While the seaports on the Maine coast were doing a booming trade and using
currency, bartering remained a common way for fanning families of the
interior to survive.
In terms of transportation, there were very few roads in the Kennebec

region during the early 18005. Wagons were a very rare Sight. Instead, travel
was focused on the river and many schooners, brigs, and ships were
constructed on the Kennebec just below the series of waterfalls. All around
the US at this point in time canals were being dug to improve . waterways and
increase transportation. Canals were built in Maine to allow logs to float
down to sawmills and other goods to be transported more efficiently. In
Winslow and Waterville, bridges were built across the Kennebec, linking the
growing towns socially and economically. Dams were also built as well as saw
mills, a grist mill, and a carding and clothing mill. Most trade in the
Waterville area involved lumber and fann products in the early 1800s. The
town of Bath is located at the mouth of the Kennebec river and it had a lively
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maritime trade. Goods flowing down the Kennebec from towns like
Waterville were able to enter into the global market.29 The following excerpt
provides a sense} albeit a perhaps inflated sense} of the far-reaching economic
connections that the Kennebec settlements had with the rest of the world:

When the Revolution ended and the Americans stood up as a nation, something
. tremendous happened to the Kennebec. It started rising, and it kept on rising until its
waters covered the Atlantic, poured down around the Hom, out across the Pacific, and
met themselves coming around Good Hope. It had circled the globe, and neighbors in
Bath and Bowdoinham said how-do-you-do to one another in every port of the world.
The Kennebec fishing, lumbering farmers suddenly turned sailors, took down the pines
back of the barn, and sailed off on them to become citizens of the universe, with their
arms in spices of Java to their elbows, in tea of China, and molasses, and coffee and
sugar of Brazil. For a century the doorway of the Kennebec stood open, and ships came
out in thousands and whitened all the oceans with sail, filled the lonesomest waters
with songs of sailors, and hails to passing ships, and Kennebec men and women and
children kept house around the world. Small farmers of Topsham walked, all Yankee
spick-and-spanness, by the places of Venice and the hovels of Calcutta, through New
Orleans and London and Batavia, like the princes they were. A fisherman hung up his
shad net and threw a net across the sea and brought back a fortune for his family. The
Kennebec became known as one of the chief rivers of earth.. 30

Waterville had several newspaper businesses rise and fall during this
era. In 1836 the Ticonic (another spelling of the word Teconnet) Village
Corporation was created to levy taxes for the community. These taxes paid for
items such as night watchmen} sidewalks, and other public works.31
Waterville's first industry was the Waterville Iron Works Foundry and

Judd, Richard w. et at. Maine: The Pine Tree State from Prehistory to the Present. p..220.
NOTE: The port cities of Maine were heavily involved in the tmnsportation of sugar from the West
Indies and the South to New England where it was made into rum and molasses. In particular. Portland
had a sugar factory where molasses and rum were made. Rum was a commodity traded with natives in
Maine, the Kennebec region included. While the Waterville area was not directly involved with the rum
and molasses trade. the area was linked with the coastal cities which panicipated heavily in the triangular
trade throughout the seventeenth, eighteenth, and early nineteenth centuries.
~ Coffin, Robert P. Tristan. Kennebec: CradleofAmericaus. p. 131-2.
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during the 1840s railroads had reached this section of Maine, providing
additional employment.

Religious Institutions

Maine did not become independent from Massachusetts until 1820,
thus during Waterville's early years the Puritan theocracy was still strongly in
control. Many Congregationalist Churches were fOWlded in Maine during
the early 1800s and the members of the Congregational churches were
typically the most wealthy business owners, land owners, and politicians.
The Congregationalists became strong in Waterville and built a church in
1836. However, before the Congregationalist church was fOWlded there was
already a strong Baptist presence in Waterville which was atypical of Maine
towns. There is a long history of tension between Baptists and
Congregationalists in the state of Maine and this is reflected in Waterville.
This is due to the fact that the Baptists, led by Roger Williams (1603-83), had
originally grown out of the Congregational church.
During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, Baptists had been
religiously oppressed in New England by the civil authorities and
Congregationalist clergymen. The Baptists had a church in Kittery in 1682,
however it had to be dissolved because of religious intolerance and
persecution. When this church was dismantled, the Baptists fled the
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state-many went to the southern colonies where Baptist churches were
more successful and accepted-and did not return to Maine until 1764.
During the Great Awakening (roughly from 1725-1760), a popular religious
revivalist movement, Baptists were responsible for pulling hundreds of
people away from the Congregational church.32 The following description
(written by a Baptist describing the situation in 1785) aptly.depicts the
religious climate in Maine during the end of the eighteenth century:

These five churches and four ministers, constituted the entire denomination in
Maine, while at the same time there existed something more than eight times the
number of Congregational churches and ministers, who were encouraged by the
protection of law, and privileged with the disposal of all the ministerial lands in the
places where they were located. They had, therefore, the power of influence, and
possessed every facility for retaining it, nor were they slow to secure every means
favorable to their success.33

When the BaptiSts returned, they hoped to evangelize the state and traveled
into many Maine communities attempting to set up churches. 34 As- churches
were founded, the Baptists created associations, such as the Bowdoinham
Association and the York Association, so that communities would work
together to complete their common goals of spreading their faith.

n NOTE: The Great Awakening revived the Baptist religon throughout the 1700s to such a degree that by
the end of the century the Baptists were the largest single Christian denomination in the US. See: Weaver,
Mary Jo. Introduction to Christianity, p. 131,
J} Millet, Joshua. History of the Baotists in Maine. p. 73-4.
M "'The eight years from 1782 to 1790 saw a rapid spread of the sect in Maine, with churches at
Bowdoinham, ThomastOn., Limerick, Parsonsfield, Newfield, Waterboro, Cornish, Fryeburg, Whitefield,
Vassalboro, Hebron and Bucksfield. The year 1796 saw the fOWlding of the very influential Baptist Church
at Portland, and in IS01 another church ofeven more substantial influence at Yarmouth,'" From: Marriner,
Ernest C. The History of CQlby Colle2e. p.3
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The Baptists did not have a well established, educated clergy that they
brought from Europe like the Congregationalists and Presbyterians did. As
Ernest Marriner describes:

The first Baptist colleges ...came into being as the result of local movements by
respected, influential Baptist leader, rather than because of any general concern fOT
education throughout the denomination...Chartered in 1765, Brown was for nearly fifty
years the only Baptist college in America. Not unti11813 did another group of Baptists
secure a charter to found a college, and that group was an association of clergy and
laymen in Massachusetts' sparsely settled District of Maine. The institution tor which
they secured a charter, the second Baptist college in the country, was the Maine
Literary and Theological Institute, the forerunner ot Colby College.35

When the Maine Literary and Theological Institute was chartered in 1813,
there was still a great deal of difficulty choosing a site. The Baptist
associations in the state all recognized a need for a school, but initially
Waterville did not seem like a good site. Marriner again describes y.rhy the
virtual frontier town of Waterville was chosen:

During the months that had passed since the Trustees had first sounded out
several communities, Waterville seemed to be at a disadvantage. She had no academy
and no Baptist church. But what she did have was a group at energetic and determined
citizens, led by the town's two wealthiest men, Nathaniel Gilman and Timothy
Boutelle. Singly or in partnership, the town owned vast acreage of Maine land. Both
were prominent members of the Jeffersonian party and both were well acquainted with
William King [one of the Trustees). Better still, they were outspoken supporters ot
King's pet project, independence for Maine. Preserved in the King Collection at !:he
Maine Historical Society are severaIletters from Gilman to King, concerned chiefly
with commercial matters, but in every Jetter Gilman took the opportunity to put
himself on record as a booster for an independent state.l6

Marriner, Ernest C. The History of CQIby Colle~e. p. 2.
)6 Marriner, Ernest C. The History of Colby College.
p. 15.
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This Institute was later named Waterville College, and still later named Colby
College.:l7 The College has had a profound influence on the town of
Waterville from its inception to present day. Its founding meant that an
educated elite would appear in the town, and also many people from allover
the country would come to the school. Many graduates remained in the area,
opening businesses and becoming involved in industry in the latter part of
the nineteenth century.
As mentioned above, in many towns that the Baptists pushed into
there was already a Congregationalist influence. However, the WinslowWaterville area did not have a strong Congregationalist background. A
minister from Winthrop commented in 1817 that Waterville was lacking in
religious sentiments. l8 Shortly thereafter, steps were taken in nearby
Congregationalist communities to establish a church in Waterville. There
was a bit of a struggle for a few years to maintain the vitality of the
Congregational church, however powerful ministers came from other parts
of New England and the church became linked in with an influential
Congregational network. A Universalist church was founded in 1833 by
Thomas Bames, who was the first Universalist minister ordained in the state
and who preViously had been a Baptist. l9 The Universalists had more
influence in West Waterville, which later was incorporated as the separate
town of Oakland. In 1863 a Unitarian society was founded in Waterville and
n Non: The Coburn Classicallnstitute was f01mded in 1829 as WaterVille Academy. It served as a
greparatory school for Colby.
. Whittemore, Edwin C. The Centennial History of Waterville. p. 241.
J9 Whittemore, Edwin C. The Centennial History QfWateryille. p. 235.
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by 1890 a church was constructed. The Centennial History of Waterville
implies that many Unitarians were considered affluent citizens both within
Waterville and around the

state.~

There had also been a great deal of

Methodist activity in Waterville beginning as early as the 18205 and 18305
when ministers would pass through the town. In 1870, a Methodist church
was founded.

The Establishment of Small Industries in Waterville

In the 18205, 18305, and 1840s there were grist mills, saw mills, and

carding and clothing mills on the Kennebec. Leonard Cornforth and James
Cormmett were two men who owned such mills. In 1830, Windsor and
Barrett opened a carpet factory which also produced cotton goods such as
linen table cloths. Later, this factory was turned into a shop for the
manufacture of woolen mill machinery. In 1836 William Pearson established
a large tannery. The Waterville Iron Works was established in 1833 by Joseph
P. Fairbanks, a member of the family from St. Johnsbury, Vermont who built
the famous Fairbanks scales. After a few years, the Iron Works became the
Waterville Iron Manufacturing Company. Around 1850 Samuel Appleton,
Zebulon Sanger, and John Ransted built a paper mill on Erastus Wheeler's
property along the river. The paper from this mill was used for newspapers.

This paper mill was taken over by the Monroes of Boston who made paper
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from cedar bark. Also in 1850 another dam was built (there were already
several on the river at this point in time) by Daniel Lord who manufactured
axes and hoes. Two scythe and ax factories were established in the greater
Waterville area and in 1857 the two were organized into one and named the
Dunn Edge Tool Company. Also, around 1870 the Emerson and Stevens

Manufacturing Company began manufacturing scythes and axes in
Waterville. In 1867 the Noyes Stove Company was founded; it changed

hands a few times and in 1902 it employed about 15 men. In 1883 the Cascade
Woolen Mill was founded. Also important to Waterville's industrial growth
throughout the nineteenth century were saw and grist mills. Throughout the
century many different prominent men in the area owned and operated saw
or grist mills on the Kennebec River.

LaTge-Scale Industrialization in Waterville

In 1837 Charles F. Hathaway founded a shirt factory in his Waterville
home that grew into a prosperous industry and became internationally
recognized in the twentieth century. Hathaway was from Massachusetts, his
ancestors were English and had settled in Plymouth. His wife, Temperence
Blackwell, was from Waterville and thus Hathaway married into a family
that was firmly rooted in the Kennebec Valley area. Hathaway experimented
with entrepreneurial activity first in Massachusetts, and later in Waterville.
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He first tried his hand at newspaper

publishin~ but

failed in this endeavor.

Hathaways second attempt at establishing a business was

far more successful;

he founded the shirt company in his home on Appleton Street. Like many
other budding textile industries in New England, Hathaway had cotton
shipped to Maine from the American south. Cotton production was well
established in the south and once New England industrialists. began to tap
into the cotton resources, textile industries in the northeast began to rapidly
expand. The workers Hathaway hired were all women and the job required
training. The women either sewed in their own homes or traveled to
Hathaway's home to work.4\" Hathaway would pick up the women--often

unmarried girls from outlying farms-and bring them to his home to work
during the week. He would return the women to their families on the
Sabbath. Hathaway was known for his religious fanaticism; he and his wife
were both particularly pious and Hathaway especially tried to sway his
workers into accepting his particular religiOUS views. Throughout his
lifetime, Hathaway was particularly tom between worldly and spiritual
matters and spent a great deal of time trying to determine how he could
reconcile the two.
Hathaway had to expand his homestead in order to. have enough room
for his growing business. Ultimately, the site of Hathaway's home
continually expanded until it no longer resembled a house-it became a full
fledged factory. During the Civil Will the demand for shirts increased
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significantly, which helped expand the company considerably. The expansion
of railroad networks in Maine during the mid-l800s allowed the goods from
Hathaway to be shipped out of Waterville for sale (see below for more
infonnation on the railroads). In 1872 a steam system was installed in the
plant and all the sewing machines were steam powered. This was a
Significant change from the company/s beginnings when the sewing machine
was not yet invented and all of the work was done by hand.
In 1864 another Massachusetts family-John and Lyman

Hollingsworth from South Braintree-founded an important industry that
would have considerable impact in the area. The Hollingsworth and
Whitney paper mill was established on the Winslow side of the Kennebec
River; many people from Waterville were employed at the mill along with
Winslow residents. A small toll foot bridge was constructed over the river
for workers who lived in Waterville to cross over to the factory for the work
day. This steel foot bridge lead directly from Temple Street in Waterville
across the river and into the mill yard of the Hollingsworth & Whitney
factory (the H& W).
While both men and women were employed at the H & W/ the jobs
were particularly gender specific-as

~as

the case for most of the developing

industries in Waterville during the latter half of the nineteenth century. For
example, one of the women's jobs was to take the knots Qut of the wood chips
before the wood was processed and turned into pulp, which was a job for
p. 17.
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men. The H & W helped the local economy and seems to have done a great
deal for its workers beyond the confines of the mill yard itself. For example,

new homes were built for employees in a district called 'Sand Hill' in
Winslow. In addition, the company created a club for employees called the
Taconnet Club (again using the Native American tribe name). A dub house
was built by the company and this house was located on the hill above the
mill on the Winslow side of the river. This club had its own constitution and

bylaws that were printed up, most likely at the expense of the H & W
company. In addition, the club had a president and annual meetings. The
club was essentially a social unit designed to include all kinds of activities for
H & W employees. The clubhouse itself housed a gym, billiard room, library,

smoking rooms, lockers for personal items, and a kitchen. The club would
host activities such as SWlday picnics for workers and their families. In
addition, the facilities of the clubhouse were open to employees, their spouses
and children. 42
In 1870; Maine Central Railroad chose Waterville to be its rail center

for Central Maine; Maine Central Railroad (MCRR) combined the older
railways of the Androscoggin & Kennebec, the Penobscot & Kennebec, the
Portland & Kennebec, and other raillines.-43 MCRR provided critical links
with Northern Maine and Canada and offered high paying jobs for area

residents. The establishment of the railways was likely encouraged by the
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businessmen of Waterville who would be able to expand their enterprises
with this new mode of transportation. In 1886 many new shops were built for
the company in the north end of Waterville. Around the same time that
MCRR was adding growth to the area, another large industry-the Lockwood
Company-was established in 1874. Lockwood was a cotton textile fact'?ry and
employed predominantly women. The mill produced the high-.quality
bedsheets, among other items, that were shipped for sale all over the US and
made this company famous. The mills were located on the edge of the
Kennebec River at the southern end of the town of Waterville, very close to
the bridge connecting Waterville to Winslow. The company used the water
power from the river to operate the machinery in the large mills. Lockwood
grew considerably between 1874 and the tum of the century and multiple

.
mills were constructed within the company's complex near the river.
Lockwood did provide some housing for its employees, however it did not
seek to build and operate housing complexes for all its workers the way some
cotton mills-such as the Amooskeg in Manchester, NH-succeeded in
doing. Instead, there were some company houses, boarding houses, privately
owned tenements, and private homes for the Lockwood employees. The
establishment of the Lockwood mills was the final thrust that encouraged
major immigration into Waterville from Quebec and other areas outside
Maine.
Two major industries were established in Waterville around the turn
of the century; they were the last two major industries founded that would
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significantly impact the development of the community. First, in 1899 the
Riverside (Wyandotte) Worsted Mill in 1899 was created. The mill was built
in the Head of Falls area of Waterville, next to the Kennebec River directly
across from the Hollingsworth & Whitney. This mill specialized in woolen
materials as opposed to the cloth products produced by mills like the
Lockwood. There were several other woolen mills being founded in Central
Maine around this time; a December 1905 article from the Waterville
Morning Sentinel described that mills like the Wyandotte were thriving all

throughout Central Maine,« The mill was founded by Thomas Sampson,
and later run by G.F. Terry.

Ownership was quickly transferred to Frank

Chase who was a very successful local entrepreneur. Chase started the Union
Gas and Electric Company, he built a dam on the Kennebec and thus
controlled the water power for the area, and he also bought out the Pierson
Tannery and Winslow Marston Match Factory. This match factory had been
established in 1857 and provided jobs for some of the immigrants settling in
the greater Waterville area during the late nineteenth century. Chase also
bought out the Morrill mill in Readfield and used both this Readfield mill
and the Wyandotte mill to produce cloth for men and women's clothing. By
1900 Waterville was securely

establis~ed as

a manufacturing city. The river

transportation first allowed industries to grow and the water power from the
river was harnessed for these industries. In 1900 the Loclcwood Company
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employed 1,300 people, the Hollingsworth and Whitney 675 men, and
Hathaway 175

people.~

In 1901 Keyes Fiber Company was founded by Martin L. Keyes, a man

who had invented a machine that manufactured pie plates and butter dishes
from pure ground spruce fiber. Keyes patented his invention and first used it
in Shawmut, Maine. In 1907 Keyes opted to relocate within Maine and
bought land in Waterville on the border of Fairfield. He considered
relocating in Massachusetts or New York because there would have been "_
better timber supplies, better market accessibility, and cheaper power supply.
However, with the problems in transporting his operation to these new areas
and the increasing problems with labor unions in those states, he finally
elected to stay in Maine." 46 By 1910 1,000,000 plates were being manufactured

.
per day. The laborers worked forty eight hours per week stretched over six _
days. There were sixty eight wage laborers, twenty three of whom were men
and forty five of whom were women.o Keyes has steadily grown in size
during the twentieth century and certainly affected the development of both
Waterville and Fairfield.48
From the Wateryj\le Centennial Offical Program. Colby College Library Special Collections. No
IDumbers were given for the Wyandoae or Maine Central Railroad.
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<41 NOTE: Out of all the major industries in Waterville I have the least amount of information about Keyes
Fibre, I have DO evidence of any Lebanese workers there, only of French-Canadians. Also, it appears that
while this is a major mmufaeturer in the area it may have drawn more people from Fairfield to work and
did not directly affect the town of Waterville as much as other large manufaturers did- Regardless, Keyes
bas remained in the area and several people have mentioned the town is lucky to still have Keyes
coosidering the departUre of so many other big indlWries. Keyes was renamed Chinene Co, sometime
-during the 19705 or 19805 and now uses recycle4 papers to produce paper plates and ocr paper products
ralber than using spruce fibre.
<47
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Overall, Waterville's early history reflects the broader trends for the
state of Maine as a whole. The early population had significant strife with
local indigenous people. As more English-American people settled in the
area the main economic activities revolved around trading, logging and
farming. The settlements along the Kennebec, although removed in a virtual
frontier land, were linked with the maritime activities of the coasL With the
shifts in the national orientation from a North-South network to an East
West network during the middle of the nineteenth centuries, many of the
earlier industries that had once flourished in the Northeast were forced to
change. It was around this time that manufacturing began to grow and
prosper in Waterville. This economic growth drew immigrant populations
into the region. The Christian Arabic-speaking people from Lebanon and the
Catholic French-speaking people from Quebec were drawn by the burgeoning
economic opportunities, which were far better than the opportunities for
successful survival in the homes these immigrants left behind.
Prior to the arrival of immigrants from Quebec, Lebanon, and other
areas Waterville contained predominantly Protestant peoples of English
(Anglo-Saxon) .and Scottish origin. Like their compatriots in other parts of
New England, these people developed a distinct cultural life and came to be
referred to as 'Yankee' The early history of Waterville indicates that the
Yankees owned vast tracts of land that they had been given in deeds by the
Massachusetts and later the Maine state governments. These people had
links with the sea coast where some of the farm. goods and early industrial
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..
items were shipped. Additionally, the Yankees were linked with important
religious networks, such as the Baptist and Congregationalist communities.
Many of the Yankee men who established businesses in Waterville had
business interests elsewhere in Maine and in Massachusetts. Thus by the
time the French-Canadian and Lebanese people began to travel to Waterville, .
many Yankee families we well established, propertied, and had a vested
interest in maintaining their position in Waterville society.
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Chapter IV: French-Canadian Migration to Waterville

Waterville holds a unique position in the history of French-eanadian
migration into the state of Maine. Waterville's French-Canadian community
is the oldest in the state, excluding the settlements in Northern Maine, and as

a result the patterns of development remain distinct from other Maine towns
with large French-eanadian populations. In addition, Waterville essentially

had two waves of migration which produced a more stratified FrenchCanadian community. The first wave came during the early to mid-1800s
while the second wave took place around the tum of the century. Thus some
families had well-established roots in Waterville when a second wave of
French speaking people from Quebec carne to settle in the town.

Early Colonial History: The Roots of French-Canadian Migration to the US
In 1827 Jean-Baptiste Mathieu was the first French-eanadian to settle in
Waterville. 49 As he traveled £Tom Quebec southward into Maine he worked
as a food supplier for lumber camps and small villages. As Mathieu
established his food supply networks more and more, he decided to settle in
NOTE: Several sources cite Mr. Mathieu as being the first French.canadian to settle in Waterville,
including the thesis by Albert Fecteau who grew up in the French-eanadian community in town and who
is seen as an authority by many members of the community. However, in The Centennial History of
Waterville and other publications, other citizens with French last names appear. Most notably Timothy
Boutelle, a prominent and wealthy citizen., has a French last name. The connections and implications here
are Wlclear, however it is worth bearing in mind that Waterville was in a frontier area for quite some time
and it is highly plausible that other French-Canadians lived in the WaterVille area before Mr. Mathieu.
Yet, Mathieu is also worth mentioning because he is a solid historical figure who a large number of
49
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Waterville because of its central location and connections with many Central
Maine conununities. However, the reasons Mathieu and subsequent
travelers after him originally came to Maine are critical for understanding the
ethnic community that was established in Waterville. The reasons so many
French-Canadians traveled to Maine are numerous and are layered in the
history of colonization, conquest, and religiOUS strife in North America. In
order to fully understand the social climate in Quebec that spurred the
migration of French-eanadians to a new country, it is necessary to examine
the history that precipitated this mass exodus out of the Quebec country-side
and into all parts of New England.
It is critical to bear in mind that the first French explorers in North
America traveled widely through the continent and a vast portion of what is
today the United States was once under French control. In addition to
Canada, the French had established many outposts such as St. Louis,·Detroit,
Chicago, New Orleans, and Pittsburgh, known then as Fort Duquesne. so They
had created a virtual French corridor through the interior of the

contin~nt.

Oftentimes the vastness of this French empire is forgotten amidst the pieces
of the later history that detail the fall of French power in the New World.
However, for French-eanadians and Franco-Americans this history is vital to
fully understand their position in North America.
The French goals in the New World differed greatly from those of the
English. In particular, the fur trade lured the French and Dutch to the New
Waterville Freoch-Can.adians look back to and hold up as their 'founding filther.'
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World. By the end of the sixteenth century in Europe, the beaver population
had declined rapidly in Europe and thus this animal was eagerly sought in
North America. In 1608 Quebec City was established and became the base for
the Company of New France. Quebec played a major role in the growth of
trade in North America} along with New Amsterdam (New York).sl Quebec
was the central link between the Maritimes, the St. Lawrence) the Great Lakes}
and the forts along the rivers of the interior. The French had continuous
contact with various Native American groups, such as the Abenaki, Huron,
and Iroquois} as they continually pushed westward in search of untapped
beaver grounds.

These men who wandered through the northern part of the

continent were called coureauseurs des bois (frontiersmen). Thus the French
goals in North America were very directive; they sought furs and other goods
that could be extracted and pumped into the European market for economic
gain. Their strategies for expanding their trade networks led them to gain

vast territories, yet they did not focus on settling their territories with French
citizens.
Despite the small numbers of settlers, one key aspect of New France
was the emphasis on the church and spreading of the Catholic Faith. In 1642
it was French missionaries who fOWlded Montreal and many missionaries
worked endlessly to convert Native Americans to Catholicism. Most
importantly, the seventeenth century was a time of Catholic Revival in
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France. This situation resulted in the firm establishment of a church
oriented province of Quebec, which has strongly influenced the lives of
French-eanadians and Franco-Americans for generations. "-[T]he destiny of
New France was shaped by the fact that in the 17th century, the great age of
Catholic Revival in France, the renewed energy of the Church found in
America an outlet from the restraint imposed at-h<m\e b¥.the dominance of
the state." 52 In 1663 Canada was made a royal province and at this time there
was some attempt made to increase the population. Very few of these settlers
were merchants or professionals; the vast majority were poor peasants from
rural areas who were enticed to try their luck. in the New World. Among the
settlers who were in Canada or New France there were very few women. As
a result, the French king made a concerted effort to send women of
marriageable age to the settlements. One such 'shipment' of women was
labeled the 'King's Women' and essentially consisted of prostitutes who were
'encouraged' to settle in Canada. Other 'shipments' of women were extracted
from the orphanages all over France. These unwanted children, who had a
very limited nwnber of future options in France, were skimmed out of the
cities of France and placed in North America.
The encouragement of settlement in New France did not last long as
King Louis XIV increasingly turned his attention to French influence in
Europe. At the same time the English began to rest their .gaze on North
America, and with purposes very different from those of the French. For the
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English, the eastern seaboard of North America was a place to send citizens to
relieve population pressures and to create a permanent settlement for trading
ventures. The different colonizing goals of France and England were reflected
in the social climate in their settlements in North America.

The English

were more focused on creating European-like settlements while the French
only sent certain members of French society who worked more .within the
native frameworks (at least initially). Additionally, the number of settlers in
the respective colonies provide perspective on the situation being established
and also indicate a pattern that has remained with the French in North
America to this day. In 1750, New France had 60,000 French residents while
England's colonies to the south had 1.25 million people. 53
This time period-the mid-eighteenth century-marks the beginning
of a succession of territorial losses of great magnitude for France. Many of the
European conflicts from the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries
had spread into North America in the form of English versus French settlers,
with each side utilizing Native Americans in their battles of strategy and
trade. The Treaty of Utrecht in 1713 forced France to cede the mainland of
Acadia (present day Nova Scotia and parts of New Brunswick), part of
Newfoundland, and ports on the Hudson Bay to England. Skinnishes
continued through the early part of the century until 1755 when the Seven
Years War (known as the French and Indian War in North America) began in
Europe.

The conflict had already begun on the North American continent

'n Wade, Mason. The Frencb-eanadiaos. 1760=1976. Vol. 1. p. 18.
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of a succession of territorial losses of great magnitude for France. Many of the
European conflicts from the late seventeenth and early eighteenth. centuries
had spread into North America in the form of English versus French settlers,
with each side utilizing Native Americans in their battles of strategy and
trade. The Treaty of Utrecht in 1713 forced France to cede the mainland of
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Newfoundland, and ports on the Hudson Bay to England. Skirmishes
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and it ultimately resulted in the British taking the French fort of Louisbourg
on Cape Breton Island in 1758, Quebec City in 1759, and Montreal in 1760.
The English had conquered New France, and thus the French became
conquered peoples living Wlder foreign rule. The following passage details
the magnitude and importance of these events for the descendants of the
French in North America today:

The events of 1755 were the beginning not only of a new North American war but
also of a dizzying series of conquests, revolutions, migrations and diplomatic

manoeuvers that would change the face of the continent. Within less than fifty years
every part of North America between the Gaspe and the Rocky Mountains would
undergo at least one change of sovereignty and some would undergo two or three, and a
country that did not yet exist at the beginning of this period would be the continent's
dominant power at its end. There had been an arc of French territory stretching from
Labrador to the Gulf of Mexico, but after 1803 France was gone from North America and
its last hope of a North AmeriCan empire had vanished. The majority of the French
speaking North Americans now lived under British sovereignty, the rest under the
sovereignty of the United States. Sf

The French Under English Rule and the Emergence of La Survivance

Suddenly the French in Canada found themselves in a marginalized
position under the domination of English rulers. This set up a pattern of
negative relationships in Canada that ultimately lead to a series of massive
migrations out of Quebec throughout the next century. The conflict between
the French and English had left much of Canada in ruins and for .many
French families finding a way to make a living was a challenge. The entire
French colonial system was altered and the French settlers had to adjust to an 
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entirely new system of governance under the rule of a country with radically
different colonial goals. In New France it was the French

kfu~

the colonial

governor, and the Catholic clergy who held power and directed the colonial
society. After 1759, of these original three, it was only the Catholic Church
that retained power. The governor and the influence of the king was
automatically cut off when -the English won the French territory through
conquest; however, the bishops of the church worked with the English in
order to retain their position in the colony.55 The church became a rallying
point for the French, as it was the only remaining sphere of French
leadership, the only stable institution in an unstable, war-damaged colony.
The church clergy was pleased because they were able to retain their influence
and prestige and the French people became staunchly tied to their religion as

a source of faith, protection~ and identity. This moment in time can be
thought of as the birth of /a survivance, the French-Canadian (and later
Franco-American) concept of maintaining the French culture, language, and
religion in the face of oppression and English influence from all sides.
The English in essence forced the French-who had previously been
employed as trappers and traders-into the role of small town farmers, a role
they were untrained for. The French became habitants, people anchored to
the land. As Dyke Hendrickson explains, the English would later "-sow the
seeds of industrialization in Quebec and Montreal, but the French were not to
be a part of this new wave of economic activity and prosperity.
:S4 Chodos, Roben and Eric Hamoviteh. Quebec and the AmeriCiD Dream. p 28.
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Discrimination, if not outright exclusion, kept the habitants anchored to the
earth.,,56 Rural Canada was particularly poor, and the Jwbitants had a hard
time farming in the fields on the St. Lawrence plains due to the generally
poor quality of the soil. The growing season was short and families could
rarely raise enough produce to sell any excess from their yearly crops. The
French farmers would labor anywhere from 12-16 hours a day to-raise their
crops, children would work along side parents which left little time Jor any
formal education for the habitants. s7 Due to the need for lots of laborers in the
fields French families"had many children. It was common to have as many as
15 children in one household. However, it was ultimately the church that
encouraged French families to have lots of children. The church clergy
sanctioned the large families because it was a way to build a power base. It
was both in-line with Catholic philosophy and provided the clergy with more
people to rule over. This phenomenon was called the 'revenge of the cradle'
and it allowed the French to quietly resist their English rulers. By
numerically haVing more French Catholic people in Canada the French
population (led by the Catholic clergy) would be able to resist domination
more effectively. There were only about 60,()(X) French settlers when the
English conquered them and the Fren.ch sought to bolster their numbers in
order to compete with the English and continue their struggle for la

surVlVance.

Person A. Personal InJerview. In6/99.
Hendrickson. Dyke. QujetPresence. p. 17.
!7 Hendrickson, Dyke. QujetPresence. p. 18.
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While children were vital to the success of Quebec farms ss and the large
numbers of children increased the size of parishes, problems arose when the
children grew into adulthood.

Often the family farm was given to the eldest

son in the family; occasionally it was divided up among all the sons of the
family. In either case, it became harder to make a living for each successive
generation and the English rulers blocked the French out of many other
economic avenues in Canada. Farming was truly the only job for the
majority of the French people in Canada.

Many of the French began farming

life under destabilized conditions with no previous agricultural knowledge
and limited access to resources--such as machinery and tools-for farming.
Thus by the nineteenth century, farming methods in Quebec were antiquated
and roads were poor, making it difficult to move goods between rural
communities. 59 With little education and the need for jobs, many FrenchCanadians began to look southward into New England.

Early Migration into Maine

Those French-Canadians who traveled to Kennebec County (where
Waterville is located) made use of the Native American route through the

sa Please note that previous discussion ofNew France and Canada was inclusive afthe entire geographical
regions ~meaning what is today the Maritime Provinces., Quebec, Ontario, etc.), From this point on., the
discussion focuses on Quebec because nearly all tbeftench-Canadian immigrants in Waterville came from
Quebec. The panicular histories of the fonner Acadian Frencb Province and the French settlers in the St.
John Valley ,in Northern Maine ar:e very different from the history ofQuebec,
59 AUen, James Pau1'. Catholics in Maine: A_Sociall Geography, p, 62-3.
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Kennebec River Valley. This route was used by Native Americans, Jesuits,
and traders during the 1700s. Benedict Arnold's army used \:his route to bring
troops into Quebec during war time. As more people began to use this route
during the early nineteenth century it evolved into the 'Kennebec Road: The
town of Waterville along with other Maine towns agreed to help build-Up the
Kennebec (or Canada) Road during the 18205, and as the. road.improved more
french families were enticed to travel southward. 60 The Maine residents had
a reason to push northward and improve the road-the Maine farmers could
get better prices for their beef and livestock in Quebec than they could in
Boston. In addition the Canadian buyers would pay in silver coin, which was
a benefit because the US paper currency was not as stable at this point in
time.61 The road became a well established through-way and during the 18305
it was the major stage coach route between Boston and Quebec.

Thus while the road was built up intentionally by many Maine towns,
the road was also used by the French in Quebec for commerce, -such as
/I

r,egular trips to the Maine coast for cod to sell in Canada."62 Thus many
French used the road to travel south and in the early years there was a great
deal of nomadic migration between towns along the Kennebec Road. Many
of the French-eanadians who traveled into Maine did not,intend to settle
permanently. Instead they traveled to Maine and other New England states
as a way to supplement their livelihood. Many of the earliest French
Fecteau., Alben. The french Canadian Communjty ofWateMlle, Maine. p. 12-13.
Allen, James Paul. Calh0!jcs in Maine: A Socia) Geography. p. 62.
61 Bangor Daily News. "Graduate Student Searches for the Long-lost Canada Road" April 30, 1997 (from
UMO, an article about Barry Rodrigue- fbI!) candidate in history at Umaine and PhD candidate at
60

61
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Canadians who traveled to the Kennebec County area sought seasonal jobs in
lumber yards, shipyards, quarries, sawmills, and worked on log drives,
making bricks out of clay, and haying for farmers in the surnrner;63 these
people, mostly men, would then take their earnings back to Quebec and
continue to work family farms for the rest of the year. The people who
traveled down the Kennebec Road would come on foot or with a small
wagon and would travel from village to village seeking food and
employment as they traveled. While the patterns of this migration were to
spend a portion of the year in Maine and then return to Quebec, some of the
people did relish the freedom traveling into the US provided. For some, it
represented freedom from the restrictive family pressures and from the
paternalistic Catholic church.
Quebec in the 18205 and 18305 was a region going from bad to worse as
land was continually divided and families had no means of accumulating
enough money or resources to even move to a more productive area. In
addition the appearance of the wheat midge insect devastated a large portion
of the wheat crop around this time. With this worsening situation, Louis
~oseph

Papineau led a rebellion-Papineau's Rebellion-against the English

government in 1837-8. The habitants wanted a better life, they were fed up
with their poverty and lack of representation in government. In the end, the

rebels numbered 2,000 while the organized state force numbered 8,000;
needless to say, the rebellion was quickly crushed and the punishment severe.
Universrte Laval in Geography)
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Many people were imprisoned and rebellion leaders killed. 64 Many of the
participants fled, and others who had not participated were further frustrated
by the English government's response and began to look beyond French
Canada for a new home. Many people traveled to the Canadian west or the
American Midwest, but the vast majority opted to travel south into New
England.
From this point on, the migration of French-Canadians was largely a
migration of families, although some enterprising young men continued to
venture into Maine in search of work alone. Whole villages would network
with each other between the US and Quebec and often times families from

the same village would settle together in the US. In the case of Waterville,
the majority of the French-Canadians were from the Beauce region in Quebec
where the Chaudiere River is located. Throughout Quebec during this time,
parish records indicafe that whole families would leave at one time and re
establish themselves together in new, foreign American towns. In
Waterville, the first French-Canadians settled in the south end of town, in a
region that carne to be known as "the Plains." This area is next to the
Kennebec River and geograp hi call y has the lowest elevation in the town.
The area is bordered by a sharp hill rising up to form the next plateau or level
of the town. This hill serves to demarcate the Plains and also acts as a kind of
social border between the French and other residents in Waterville.

•6)
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The French were markedly poorer than the Yankees in Waterville and
often only had a few belongings and perhaps-if a family was particularly
lucky-some domesticated animals. Many of the original French families
were too poor to build their own wooden homes and thus many French"
sought steep slopes into which they dug shelters which were then reinforced
with slabs or rough planks and used as temporary homes. In frDnt of such
excavations, they usually built a rude facade so as to block. the entrance and
give this new 'home' a more acceptable appearance.

JJ

6$

These first settlers found a variety of jobs in the Waterville area that
provided the financial security they needed. In many cases the FrenchCanadians could make more money in a few months in the US than they
could make in an entire year in Quebec. Some French-Canadians worked in
saw mills such as the W. W. Getchell and Smith & Meader. Also, some were
employed by the Waterville Iron Works. Others worked in the steamboat
services for river transportation companies. 66 With the arrival of the railway
system in Kennebec County, the use of the river for most tra.rtsportation
halted; most French-Canadian workers left their jobs working for the river
companies and began to work for railroad companies. Ultimately, many
French-Canadians were employed by the Maine Central Railroad (MCRR).
Importantly, many French did not take up fanning, the one job they were
sufficiently skilled in.

61
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While more and more families did travel to Maine, especially after
Papineau's Rebellion, people did consistently travel between their old homes
and the new ones in Maine. Often times these trips back would encourage
more French to leave Quebec alter hearing the stories of the economic
opportunities to the south. Many families still owned their farms in Quebec
and sometimes sons who grew up in Maine would return to Quebec to take
over the family farm when they reached adulthood. Thus the lines of
connection between the old and new homes were strong and remained so
well into the twentieth century.

The Second Wave of Migration to Maine

To understand the French community in Waterville it is most
important to bear in mind that the community was well established in pre
industrial Waterville. The Plains, where the first settlers had·set up their sod
homes, evolved over time into a community with houses and,one main
road, Water Street, running parallel to the Kennebec River. The original
settlers on the Plains were often single men involved in lumber yard work,
sawmills, the steamboat industry, and, by the 18505, the railroad. Many of
these men settled down, later encouraging relatives to , join them in
Waterville. Thus even before Waterville became an industrial center reliant
on French-Canadian labor, there was an established link with Quebec and a
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French identity in the town. This is a very marked difference between
Waterville and other industrial New England towns such as Biddeford,
Lewiston, Manchester, Woonsocket, and Lowell. These towns did not have
any French-Canadian residents prior to the growth of industries in the area.
Consequently, the French who flocked to these growing industrial centers
established communities that had a different physical lay .aut,. organization,
and mindset than the community in Waterville.
The French were an integral factor in the success and volume of
productivity of the textile mills of New England. However, they did not enter
the textile mills en mass until after the mid-18DOs. In the early days the mills,
such as Samuel Slater's mill in Rhode Island, were small operations largely
employing local people. In the case of the Hathaway Shirt Factory in
Waterville, local young farm girls served as the laborers. The industrialists in
New England, who were trying to make use of the enormous amounts of
cotton being produced in the South and link the new nation together
economically, were initially successful. This success allowed them to rapidly
expand their enterprises. As the size of the mills grew, the labor pool also
shifted. The expansion of New England mills coincided with major Irish
immigrations. These new Irish workers were willing to take jobs with low
wages and long hours, which the Yankee laborers were less willing to do. The
shift in the labor pool marks the time in which the industrial efforts in the
Northeast became colossal and the health and safety conditions in the mills
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those who traveled to industrializing Waterville can be thought of as part of a
second wave. Additionally, the French traveled to areas such as Lewiston
with the idea that they would work for a few years, save their earnings, and
return home to Quebec. Unlike many other immigrant populations in the
US during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the French-eanadians had 
the advantage of having their homeland only a matter of hours away. In
order to preserve their language and cultural distinctiveness-to continue 1a

survivance-while working in Yankee dominated, English-speaking New
England the French built closed-off Petit Qmadlls, or Little Canadas. These
enclaves were virtual fortresses constructed to seal the French-eanadians off
from the other ethnic groups around them. If the French were going to
return to Canada and retain their French heritage, they did not want to
become integrated into American life.69 Importantly, the French Catholic
clergy wanted to retain their position of control over their parishioners. The
first French people to leave Quebec were denounced by the clergymen as

renegades who were abandoning their families and homeland. Those who
left were a threat to the French clergy because it was the size of the French
population that allowed the clergy to maintain some power in Englishdominated Canada. However, as more and more families were leaving their
villages the church opted to move with them and maintain a network of
control that extended into New England.
Fecteau, Albert. The French Canadian Communitv of Waterville. Maine. p. 8.
NOTE: It is importaDt to Wlderstand the complexity of die situation involving 10 survivance and the
petits canadas. The Frencb·Canadians will describe that they chose to cut 'themselves off from American
society from the beginning. This Qlay be the case, yet at the same time there were boundaries in place that
61
69
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By. the 1860s and 18705 the call for workers in New England industries
penetrated into villages all over Quebec and the French knew they could earn
a better living in the mills than on their farms. Trainloads of French
Canadians would pour into New England during certain high points of the
migration. The people would exit the train, walk to the local mill where they
were handed a job, and then find housing within the .Petii.. Ou:uJ.da. These
transactions were usually done entirely in French. The Petit Canadas were
virtual fortresses, they blockaded the French in and kept everyone else out.
As the communities grew, parishes were founded and the churcheS were

built inside of the Petit Canadas. Small neighborhood grocery stores were
opened by the French and many communities had French language
newspapers.
In light of these trends, Waterville stands out as slightly different on
several levels. Because of the existence of many French families in
Waterville prior to the establishment of the larger factories such as the
Hollingsworth & Whitney, Lockwood, and Wyandotte, there was not as
much of a sense that the French community was blockaded into a French
fortress. In addition to the Plains, where the majority of the French
Canadians lived, there was also a French enclave in the North end of town
near the Railway station. Those French-Canadians who worked for Maine
Central Railroad and wanted to live closer to their place of employment
settled in the North end. Additionally, some French-eanadians lived in the

kept the French-Canadians in narrowly defined geographical spaces and in cenain kinds ofjobs.
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Head-of-the-Falls and King Court area of town, which is directly adjacent to
the Lebanese section of town. This area is not far from the Plains and was
very centrally located between the Lockwood mill, the Wyandotte Woolen
mill, and the Hathaway Shirt Factory, the three largest employers of French

people in town.
Despite the differing physical geography and the age of the Waterville
French community, many of the French people coming to Waterville from
Quebec during th-e period from 1860-1900 seemed to share the same ideal of
returning to the family farm that French migrants to other industrial areas
had. In this way the newer French migrants differed from the French
Canadians who had settled in Waterville during the early half of the
nineteenth cenrury. Many of the first wave French settlers had become more
established and had abandoned more of their French-eanadian culture.
Some scholars indicate that during the earlier period those French who
traveled into Maine did not face as much hostility, were more
entrepreneurial, and were more easily incorporated into the life of Maine
Yankee towns. In -addition, many of the first wave settlers were bilingual
because they came -from diffusing frontier societies of Quebec and the
/I

Beauce."70 In Waterville, many of the French families were very established
by the time industrialization began to grow. Many of them had assimilated
into local Yankee culture and had anglicized their names. The changing of
last names from French sounding to more English sounding ones was a
.'0 Rodrigue, Barry. '"'Gradua1e Student Searchs for the Long-lost Canada Road." Bangor Daily News_
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phenomenon that occurred in Waterville far more than in other towns with
French-Canadian communities. n
Thus the first wave of French people was well established in the town
when the second wave began. Part of the attractiveness of Waterville to the
French who carne to settle during the 1860s-1920s was the existence of a
flourishing French community on the Plains. The establishment of the
Lockwood mill in 1874 drew the largest number of French from Canada into
Waterville. The French learned of the mill and had been hired by mill agents
or recruiters who had traveled to Quebec in search of laborers.n The
Lockwood mill owned some boarding houses, or 'maisons de la compagnie,'
where workers could live. Others rented out rooms in private homes on the
Plains, such as the Bang's estate. 73 Additionally, the second wave settlers
expanded the French community in the North end of town and in the Plains.
Frederick Pooler (Poulin) who had come to Waterville in 1848 was a real
estate owner and he was instrumental in further developing the Plains as the
French population began to swell in the city. He held a large estate in the
Plains tha t he divided up and sold to the new immigrants.?4

The Role of the Catholic Church

April 30, 1997.
Some of the families that had assimilated include the Dubord, Marqis, Laverdier, Cyr, and Joly (a
changed name) families. Person B. Personal/merview. 1/21/99.
n FecteaU, Alben.. The French-eanadians Q(WateryjlJe, Maine. p.13-14.
7) FecteaU, Albert. The FrlCDCb=Canadjans Q(Waterville, Maine. p. 14.
,~ Ibid.. p. 14.
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As mentioned previously, the Catholic church played a pivotal role in
Canada after the English conquest. The church became the central
organizational institution in French-Canadian life and this was transported
with the French into New England during the periods of migration. The
dergy held power as long as they had large nwnbers.-o£-parishioner.s to direct
and from whom to receive financial support. During the first wave of
migration into Maine, many clergymen defamed those who left the parishes
because the priests were losing part of their power base in the process. They
feared that the immigrants would lose their faith and loyalty to the church in
the Protestant dominated state of Maine. However, as migration increased,
especially with the advent of industrialization in the late 18005 the church
began to support the movements. The French-eanadians brought their most
cherished institution with-them because it was a focal piece of their identity
and would help them maintain La survivance in this new context.
When the first French-Canadians arrived in Waterville, there was no
Catholic Church. In order to keep up their faith, the French-Canadians held
mass in local homes. Father Moise Fortier was the pastor of St. Georges Parish
in Beauce County, Quebec and he began to make missionary visits to the

growing French-Canadian community in Waterville during the 18405. He
performed marriages, confirmations, heard confessions, and baptized
children. Father Fortier also visited other French-Canadian communities in
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Maine during his visits?S Some Waterville residents would also travel to
Quebec for the express reason of visiting the Catholic Church to perform
some of the major sacraments such as baptism and marriage. Many of the
earliest baptismal records of Waterville's French-Canadian immigrants are
today housed in St. Georges Parish in Quebec.
As Catholic immigrants arrived, some Protestant denominations from
within the Yankee community began to encourage the French-eanadian

children to attend the Protestant Sunday schools in the hopes of converting
the children and thereby affecting the fuh.1Ie religious affiliation of the new
,community. One of ilie most drastic measures taken to convert the French
away from ilieir Cailiolicism was taken up by C.F. Hathaway, the founder of
the successful shirt factory. Hathaway believed it was his God-given duty to
work with the poor French immigrants living on the Plains. In 1857 he began
a Sabbath school and prayer meeting on the Plains, then in 1858 he was given
charge of the mission school of the Baptist O1urm. This mission school was
begun by Jonathan Furbush, a ilieology student from Colby College, who left
the school in disarray. Hathaways religious convictions prompted him to
devote time, money and energy into promotion of the Baptist -faith on the
Plains for the next twelve years.

Ha~way

even went to the trouble of

finding Protestant religious tracts iliat were written in French so that he could
reach a larger percentage of the population.7 6

Chenard, Robert E. St. f,rancjs de Sales_Catholjc Church. p. 2-3.
Wiem:, L.ouis Leonard. C.f Hathaway CQQ)Panv' The First One Hw)(lred and Twenty-Fiye
p.26.
1$
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Years.

In 1852 a Catholic church was finally constructed in Waterville. The

building of the church was coordinated primarily by the activity of Father
John Hapst, a Swiss born Jesuit missionary who was assigned to minister the
Catholics living in Old Town, Maine. Many different priests came to
Waterville after Father Fortier, but it was Father Hapst who made the largest
impact during his visits." In 1869 the St. Francis de Sales Parish was founded
in Waterville under the dioceses of Portland. 78 The Catholic Church began to

gam more influence in Waterville after the founding of this parish and the
Catholic leaders identified a drastic need for religious education in the town.
Father Charland was the leading pastor in the Catholic Church in Waterville
and observed the poverty of his parish and the destitute position of the
French-Canadian children. "About one third [of the French-Canadian
chi!ldren] were registered in the existing schools. The remaining two thirds
were either employed in the factories or working at other menial jobs or
roaming the streets. Jl79 Father Charland had appealed to many of the
monastic communities in Maine to send nuns to help educate the children,
however all his attempts had failed. Finally in 1887, Sister Marie du Sacre
Coeur requested from her superior in Three Rivers, Quebec that she be sent to
Waterville to be a missionary to the French-Canadians living there. She was
from the Ursuline community, which had a long tradition of teaching

17

NOTE: More information regarding Father Bapst is located in the next segment of Chapter

rv.

71NO~: In 1905 Sacred Heart Parish was founded and in 1911 Notre Dame Parish was founded. Today

Notre Dame Church bas the largest congrgation of'the Waterville Catholic churches. Notre Dame church
was first located on Water Street in the Plains, but DOW has been rebuilt on Silver Street a few blocks
above the Plains. Sacred Heart church is known 'as the Irish or English Church in town because its
'leadership and orientation was ~stinctly different from the Franco-American Catholic churches.
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excellence and high educational standards. Father Charland recognized the
profound sacrifice the nuns were taking by agreeing to travel to Waterville to
teach the poor people liVing there. The diocese of Maine was the poorest in
the Northeast at the time the Ursulines arrived in Maine and has continued
to be the poorest through the twentieth century.80
The sisters who arrived and ultimately founded Mt. Merici Academy
in 1912 faced severe hardship. They had to share blankets, went with out any
payment, and often did not have enough food to eat. In addition, the school
rooms were packed with more children than the nWlS could handle from the
outset. From the beginning; the Mt. Merlci parochial school (and the other
Waterville parochial schools that opened later) taught in both English and
French and emphasized knowledge of both languages. In 1891 the nuns

.

requested independence from the Ursuline conunUnity in Tluee Rivers.
Communication between the two convents was difficult and there were
jurisdictional difficulties relating to whether or not the Portland diocese had
any control over the Waterville church. Ultimately the Ursulines in
Waterville did gain independence and established a strong educational
system that enhanced the solidarity of the French-Canadian community in
Waterville.

French-Canadian and Yankee Relations during the Two Waves of Migration:
79

Bourassa, Sister Rita. History" Provjnce Qftbe Northeast United
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States. p.

2

Upon arrival in Waterville the French immediately felt the limitations
of the realm within which they had to operate. Many prejudices seem to
have arisen inunedlately between the French and the Yankees. The Yankee
community perceived the French-Canadian religion as a potential threat to
the solidarity of their Protestant community. The Yankees feared. that their
religious values would be compromised. if a sizable Catholic population began
to inhabit the region. Many Yankees began to encourage the French
Canadian children to attend the Protestant Sunday schools in the hopes of
converting the children and thereby affecting the future religious affiliation
of the new community. Additionally, the fact that the Baptists in Waterville
set up a 'mission' school indicates how separate the two communities were;
the Yankees saw the French-eanadians as a very different group of people
who needed to be changed somehow. The physical separation of the French
and the concrete plan of the Protestant groups to establish schools and send in
missionaries indicates just how drastic the divide was between these two
groups in Waterville from the very beginning. Rather than incorporating
these new immigrants into the community and accepting them as 'normal'
the people were separated from the Yankees because of their lower class
status, because of their language, their traditions, and their religion. They
were given only certain types of jobs by those in charge of the local Waterville

10

Person C. Personal ITI/erview, 11/6198.
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economy which further solidified the immigrants into what came to be
perceived as a homogenous group.
From the outset, the parochial schools taught half in French and half
in English, reflecting the pressure from the local community to conform to
the nonns of the dominant society. Even though by 1900 around half of the
town's population was French-speaking, English was still emphasized. The
tact that the parochial schools emphasized learning English well suggests that
the French were led to believe they needed to change their habi ts to
successfully survive in Waterville.
It is of paramount importance to understand that the establishment of

clearly defined Catholic communities in Maine was met with hostility from
some Yankees. The climate of hostility most clearly indicates how deep the
ethnic divides were and how powerful some Yankees could be when
expressing their perceived superiority_ In particular the hate group known as
the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) reacted severely against the Catholics. In Waterville
"-St. Johns [Catholic Church] did not have a steeple nor belfry-perhaps to

keep the building unobtrusive and thus not draw attention to it since there
were, in that period, a number of religious bigots and KKK members
throughout this state who objected to, feared the presence of, and even hated
the 'Papists' (i.e., Roman CatholiCS)."Sl
In the early days of the Franco-American community in the Plains,

there was a great deal of open animosity between the "-young men of the
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'Plains' and the young men of the town...Whenever a group of young men,
either visited the town or the 'Plains', they always came in bands strong
enough for offense or defense, as the case might require. On many occasions,
the French warriors imported some redoubtable battler from Bangor or
Oron-o, to retrieve disaster or lead their clan to vidory.u82 Even within this
description it becomes evident who was considered legiti.mate. and who was
not. The French were from 'the Plains' and not from 'the town: The FrenchCanadians were not even given a space to live that was considered to be part
of the town. This evidence hints at the kind of marginalized position these
immigrants were given from the start.
While there appear to be no recorded incidences of out-right hate acts
targeted at Roman Catholics specifically in Waterville, the following passage
explains how Father Bapst met with the issue of r-eligious-ethnic hatred headon:

In Bangor he [Father Bapst] opened a Catholic school in an old chapel. The chapel was
blown up by the bigots. He then moved the school into the Catholic church and the
church as well as his residence were stoned. In July 1852, an attempt was made to bum
the church. In October of that year (as pastor in Bangor), he went to Ellsworth to hold
services for the handful of Catholics there, but was seized, dragged naked, tarred and
feathered; made to run the gauntlet and left abandoned to die. He managed to survive
this terrible ordeal and held religious services the following day. A Grand Jury
unanimously failed to indict his attackers and no one was ever punished. But the
Bangor newspapers loudly condemned this action and a public meeting expressed strong
indignation to the attack upon the priest.83

Chenard; Robert E. St. Francis de Sales Catholic Church. p. 3. NOTE: St. John's was a small
wooden church built in the Plains prior to the founding of the St. Francis de Sales parish and church.
t2 ,Fecteau, Alben. The French Canadian CommunitY QfWatervjlle. Maine. p. 22.
I} Chenard, Robert E. 5t Francis de Sales Catholic Church.
p. 4. 
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These severe acts upon the Catholic, predominantly French-Canadian
community signifies the depth of the divide between the French and the
Yankees in Maine.
As mentioned previously, there were attempts made by the Yankees to
convert the French-Canadians away from Catholicism. Some Yankees also
encouraged the French-Canadians to become more '!ike the Americans', for
example changing the spelling of French names into more English-sounding
ones. The French were told on the one hand that to become American they
had to learn how to be like the dominant society-in the case of the name
changes, they had to sound more American by speaking English and having
more standard, nonnal names. While some of these efforts may seem to
have encouraged the French-Canadians to blend in, there were other
messages from the dominant Yankee group that indicated the French were
not entirely welcome in the Waterville community. The French· were
invited to become Baptist, but not to live next door to the Yankee Baptists;
they could work as farm hands in the summer haying season·, but they were
not encouraged to own their own fanns. All kinds of historical documents
refer to the 'hard-working', 'quiet', 'industrious', 'law-abiding', and 'family
oriented' attitudes of the French-Canadians. These documents were
predominantly written by members of the Yankee elite who were
commenting down upon the French-Canadians. This commentary indicates
that the group in control had the right to criticize or praise the attitudes of the
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French-Canadians who were perceived as inferior members of the social
community.
The long duration of the French-Canadian migration into Waterville
and the differing conditions people came under affected how the community
formed in the town. Those who came in the first wave were certainly
adversely affected by British rule, however on the· whole they seemed to be
more merchants or business people. Those who came around the time of
Papineau's Rebellion came directly out of a scenario of turmoil and fear. And
still others who carne during the second wave had been farming for a few
generations and were starvirig due to prolonged adverse economic conditions
in Canada. Often times during the second wave multiple families from the
same village would move to the same New England town within a few
months of each other. This spurt after spurt of families coming to Waterville
under different conditions made for a very complex French-eanadian
community. It appears that members of the first wave were not well
received, however they were able to establish themselves in the town and the
jobs they took on were not so drastically removed from the Yankees in the
town as were the factory jobs that French-eanadians took later in the
nineteenth century. The French-eanadians' of the first wave tended to
Anglicize their names more readily and some became relatively prosperous.
They did not feel an instant bond with the French-eanadians who came out
of Quebec during the second wave. This is not to say that they had fused with
the Yankees in town either. However, it does point out that those French in
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the first wave had arrived during a time when the boundaries of
permissibility were different and out of those boundaries they had created a
certain world view for themselves. When more French-Canadians poured
out of Quebec in the 1870s, 80s, and 90s, the boundaries shifted. These newer
arrivals were often recruited, they were coming for a very specific kind of job,
and they Yankee factory owners had a vision of how they wanted their
laborers to act. These circumstances were very different from the
drcu.mstances when the first wave immigrants arrived. Also, some first
wave French were more affluent and appear to have offered services-for
example selling land or renting out rooms-to the new arrivals.
One final point that makes Waterville distinctly different from other
parts of Maine is that there was not a sizable population of Irish Catholics in
the town. In many of Maine's growing urban centers there were large
numbers of both French-eanadians and Irish. This caused tensions because
in the US the Catholic church hierarchy was dominated by Irish-Americans.
In Lewiston and other areas, there were long periods of tension that :r:esulted

in many of the Franco-American churches splitting away from the Irish
dominated ones. This was a trend all across the US. However, few-Irish
itmrnigrants settled in Waterville. Many of the Irish immigrants traveled to
North America at the same time the French-Canadians were leaving Quebec.
Many of the ships transporting Irish immigrants out of Ireland during the
height of the potato blight were British owned. Due to the British desire to
add to the population of Canada, many of the Irish were dropped off in ports
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in Quebec and the Maritime provinces. Once in Canada, many of the Irish

would travel down the Kennebec Road and other old Native American
trading roads through Maine to seek jobs in the U5. 84 In many cases, the Irish
were bound for the larger cities with large employers and Waterville did not
retain many of the passer-bys. Certainly there were some who remained in
the area, and the transient population moving through the region must have
had some effect. However, Waterville is unique in Maine in that it has one
of the oldest French-Canadian populations and ,had a very small Irish one.
Thus the ethnic issues in Waterville were somewhat unique compared to
other large industrializing towns in Maine.

&4

~: Mundy, James H. Hard Times. Hard Men.
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Chapter V: Lebanese Settlement in Waterville

As Waterville grew its population began to increase dramatically after
IB80SS and immigt'ants from places other than Quebec began to settle in the
area in larger numbers. Immigrants from Lebanon began to arrive in
Waterville during the late nineteenth century and they established what grew
to be a sizable, influential Lebanese community. While the numbers of the
Lebanese inunigrants were on a far lesser scale than the French, the Lebanese
community was similar in its establishment of a separate, identifiable
neighborhood, church, parochial school, and cultural club in the town. In a
sense, the Lebanese, Franco-American, and Yankee communities in
Waterville can be thought of as a kind of triumvirate of power and influence.
Each of these three groups have altered their relationships with one another
over time, played pivotal roles in the shaping of the town, and all three
remain recognizable powers in some form today.

The Early History of Syria-Lebanon

The first Lebanese people to live in Maine came as peddlers, which was
a job also held by Jewish immigrants. Prior to the Jewish and Lebanese
.~ Sec:' WaterVille Population Graph in Appendix.
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peddlers, Yankee men held the job. The state government would issue

peddlers licens~andthenpeddlers wouldstake Ou/¥C!CI.bc /rode.roules.in
towns and on rural roads. They would sell wares such as needles, thread,
pins, yam, watches, pots and pans, and jewelry.86 Many of the items they
carried, such as silk ITorn the Orient, were rare, especially in rural areas that
often did not have a single store. Many of the Lebanese immigrants who
carne to North and South America around the turn ot the century started out
as peddlers who then turned became merchants or store owners. Others
became industrial workers or craftsmen. Why did the Lebanese travel to the
US and become peddlers? More specifically, why would they venture into
rural Maine? As with the case of the French-Canadians, it is important to
examine what forces prompted the Lebanese to travel to Waterville in order
to properly contextualize Waterville's Lebanese community. The homes that
the Lebanese left behind and their fonner lifestyles are reflected in the ways
they established themselves in Waterville.
The country of Lebanon was established in 1946. However during the

'time 0\ mass\ve l..e'oanese "\.nunlgratioI\ mto fue US, wba\ is today cons\derea
modern Lebanon was part of the historic province of Syria within the
Ottoman Empire. Thus the immigrants who came to the US from what is the
present day territory of Lebanon were labeled by the immigration authorities
as Syrians. This region in the Middle East has a long history of conquest and
throughout the centuries many different peoples have been in control of the

i6 Risen, Celia C. Some jewels peMaine: Jewish Maine Pioneers.
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area. Beginning in 1516 the Ottoman Empire ruled over this territory and it
was administered as two provinces, a northern district including Tripoli and
a southern region including Sidon.
Before discussing the social and political climate in Syria-Lebanon87
that led to massive immigration, it is necessary to review the religious
atffiiations which play largely into some of the conflicts within the Empire as
a whole. In particular, this paper will focus on the history of the Maronites
because the overwhelming majority of the Syrian-Lebanese immigrants in
Waterville were Maronite. The Maronites are a Christian group whose
origins date back to 400 C.E. A Christian monk named Maron who lived
around this time inspired many people to follow Jesus and embrace Christian
tradition and belief. Maron himself was a member of the Church of Syria and
after his death

hiS followers founded a monastery in his memory. Maron

lived in the area today known as Lebanon and his followers adopted _his
name as the name of their church. Shortly after the Maronites became a
cohesive group, they had to flee into the hills-particularly inFo the area
known as Mount Lebanon-to avoid persecution by Byzantine emperors and
later Muslim Arabs. It was in these hills that their traditions were preserved.
The Maronites follow a liturgy that is distinct from the Roman Catholic

liturgy. Their spiritual leader is the Patriarch of Antioch. The Maronites use
Arabic in their churches, however the liturgy of the mass is in Syriac, a form
of Aramaic. The Maronites were always loyal to the pope, however the

11

NOTE: I will refer to this tenitory as Syria~Lebanon and the people from the territory as Syrian-Lebanese
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Patriarch was their spiritual leader and the upholder of their distinct
traditions. The Maronites are all Catholic, even though theu- rite is different
from the Latin (Roman Catholic) rite, and they have always been part of the
Roman Catholic church. Some other Christian groups who consider the
Patriarch of Antioch to be their leader are non-Catholic. This distinction is
important to make especially because Maronite immigrants in ,the liS sought
J

out Catholic churches to worship in, which was not an option for other nonCatholic Christian immigrants from Syria.88

As Christians the Maronites were a minority within the framework of
the Ottoman Empire. Another important group to take into consideration is
the Druze contingent because as Phillip K. Hitti describes
J

J

JJ

-the Druzes and

their fellow mountaineers, the Maronites constituted a thorn in the side of
J

the Turks"ll9 during the Ottoman period (1516-1918). The Druze community
formed after the Maronites had established themselves in the Mount
Lebanon area. "[D]issident Moslem sectarians and varied etlmic
groups-Shi'ites, Isma'ilites, Persians Arabians-began to infiltrate South
J

Lebanon, to coalesce in the mid-eleventh century into the Druze
community." When the Ottomans took over the Syria-Lebanon area in the
sixteenth century, it organized the population based on religious affiliation.
Many of the groups such as the Maronite and Druze suffered under Ottoman
to indicate that il is a certain part of the province of Syria that I am refering to and a specific people----&l of
which later became known. as Lebanon.
.. NOTE: Some of the other Christian groups in Syri~-Lebanon include: Greek Orthodox, Greek Catholic,
those who foUow the Syrian rite (both Catholic and non-Catholic), and those who foUow the Byzantine
rite, such as the Melkites. While this paper focuses II8{gely 00 the Maronites, when 1 refer generally to
Cbristians from Syria-Lebanon this includes Maronites and people from the groups listed above as well.
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domination. The fact that the people in Syria-Lebanon were under pressure
and facing hardship under this foreign rule is evidenced by uprisings such as
the insurrection of 1840. HThe Maronite and Druze peasants rebelled against
oppression, injustice, and an odious foreign domination; their feudal sheikhs
rose to reclaim. lost privileges and rights and a prestige which had been
heavily trespassed upon." 9Q While the Turkish troops did return to the area
and remained in control, the uniting of the Druze people and the Maronites
helped the SYria-Lebanon province remain somewhat autonomous during

part of Ottoman rule.

1860-1914: Highlighting the causes of Syrian-Lebanese Immigration

The relationship between the Druze people and the Maronites took a
dramatic turn during the mid-1800s. The Maronite peasants had been drifting
southward91 into Druze areas and displacing many Druze farmers. Moslem
and Christian landlords preferred the Maronites because they had more
efficient farming techniques and were very prosperous.92 This economic
situation produced tensions between the two religious groups of people. The
following passage explains the shift away from alliance and into a period of
massacre:
19 Hitti, Philip K. The OrigjojLofthe [)ryze Peo.ple and Religjon. p. 2
90 Salibi. Kamal S. The Modem History of Lebanon. p. 40.
91 NOtE: While the Maronites were spread throughout Syria-Lebanon, their highest concentration was in
the northern part of MOUD! Lebanon.
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During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the Orristian subjects of the
sultan had generally grown rich and influential, and had established close commercial,
cultural, and sometimes also political contacts with Europe ...There were consequently
developed, in every part of the Empire, communities of well-to-do Christian townsmen
whose prosperity and power aroused the envy of their Moslem neighbours. When, by
the Ottoman reform decrees of 1839 and 1856, the Sultan recognized the principle of
equality between his Christian and Moslem subjects, the latter were highly incensed.
A wave of fanaticism spread all over the Ottoman provinces, and Christians
everywhere, as a result found their existence threatened. It seems that in Lebanon the
Druzes look advantage of the prevalent Moslem fanaticism; in 1860 they tried to
appear as champions of Islam. By doing so they succeeded in gaining the support of the
Moslems in the country, and also the sympathy of the local Twkish garrisons and their
commanders. Khurshid Pasha himself apparently sympathized with the Druzes, and
may also have been guilty of some of the less extravagant accusations brought against
him. These being the prevailing conditions, it was only nahiral that the Lebanese
Chris~, in spite of all their preparations, were dismayed. Lacking proper
leadership, they could only look for help to the European consuls, and felt that only
foreign intervention could save their cause.?)

In 1859 and 1860, the Druze people lashed out against their Christian enemies.
The Marorutes and other Christians often ran for protection to Turkish
officials or to the French. The French and English throughout the nineteenth
century wished to gain influence in the Middle-EaSt, especially in the lands
held by the Ottomans, for economic gain and political strategizing.94 By
allying with the Maronites, the French were able to gain more entrance into
the area and extend their influence. Similarly, the English backed the Druzes
in this conflict for the same reasons.

Kayal, Philip M. and Joseph M. Kayal. The Syrian-Lebanese in America. p. 62-3.
Salibi, Kamal $. The Modem HjstQ[y of LebanQD.p. 94.
iN NOTE: The English, French and other European nations had been trying for some time to establish a
power base in the Middle-East. They already had some presence before the conflict in 1860 broke out.
Using their naval power, these European countries had already established shipping lines in Beirut prior to
1860. It was also partially due to foreign influence that the silk industry grew larger in Syria-Lebanon.
first silk reeling factory in Syria-Lebanon was established by an Englishman. Additionally, Europeans
helped spur on the growth in the trade of conon, barley and hard wheat (used for beer), oranges, and tobacco
in the region. 5«: Orfalea, Gregory. Before 'the Flames; A Quest for the Hjstorv of Arab Americans p.
92
91
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Many Christians congregated in town fortresses fearing to step outside
l

lest the Druzes attack them. Many Christians at this time lost some of their
wealth and faced starvation. In some cases, the Druze people negotiated with
the Turkish officials and the Turks handed over the Christians to the Druzes.
In order to gage the impact of this period upon the Christian community, it is

important to understand the vast numbers of people who perished and how

many people were uprooted from their homes. Again Salibi describes the
l

situation well:
With the massacre of Dayr al~amar the violent phase of the 1860
distuIbances in Lebanon came to an end. In less than four weeks an estimated total of
eleven thousand Christians had been killed, four thousand more had perished of
destitution, and nearly a hundred thousand had become homeless fugitives. The Druzes
had also lost a number of dead, but otheJWise their triumph had been amazing. Now
they spoke of crossbg over into the northern Kaymakamate and invading the purely
Maronite district of the Kisrawan, and it seemed. that nothing could stop them.
Meanwhile in Beirut, Moslem taunts and threats caused many Christian f~es to
leave the city; some escaped to the Maronite districts- in the north, while those who
could afford it fled by sea to Greece or Egypt. 9S

A vast majority of the Christians fled to Egypt, where educated personnel
were needed to help with the modernization plan of Khedive Ismael. This
plan brought about the construction of the Suez Canal. Many Syrian
Lebanese

C~tians

prospered in Egypt during this time.

Thus the religious tensions were a cause for the immigrations out of
Syria-Lebanon and into Egypt and other Mediterranean areas as well as
countries in South America and the US. The Christians in Syria-Lebanon felt
oppression throughout the term of Ottoman rule and this culminated when
their one-time allies the Druzes also turned against them. Very few of the
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people who were persecuted during the 1860 massacres actually fled to the US;
most Christians from Syria-Lebanon did not start traveling to the US until
the 1890s. However, the overall tone of religious persecution remained with
the Christians in the area. A Christian who immigrated from Syria-Lebanon
to the US during the 1890s or early 1900s would likely have a relative who
had died in the massacres, or might have a cousin who had fled into Egypt.
Even though the massacres stopped, the atmosphere of hatred and conflict
remained in the region. The severity of the massacres remained in the
memory of the Christian groups and many of them sought a home where
they did not have to fear for their safety and the safety of their children.
The relationship the Syrian-Lebanese province had to the Empire took
a critical tum in 1861 when an autonomous Mutesarrifate (subdivision of a
province) was "-created under the guarantee of the European Powers, to
include that part of the present Lebanese territory which extends roughly
from the watershed of the Lebanon to the sea, excluding the town of Beirut
and the regions of Tripoli and

Sidon."~

This new subdivision was called

Mount Lebanon and was administered from 1861-1915 by a non-Lebanese
Ottoman Christian administrator. This administrator was appointed by the
Ottomans with the approval of the European Powers" and .was responsible
directly to Istanbul. In 1864 the Ottomans reorganized their administrative

districts. The areas around Tripoli and Sidon were merged together into the
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Sa1ib~ Kamal S. The Modem HjstQ[y of LebanoQ. p. 106.
Salib~ Kamal S. The Modem HistW)' OfLebanOD. p. xii.

_
NOTE: The term 'European Powers' refers essentially to England and France.
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vilayet (province) of Beirut. While these changes divided up the territory,
the area-which includes modem day Lebanon, Israel/Palestine, and
Syria-was still generally referred to as Syria.
While this climate of religious strife is critical to understanding those
Syrian-Lebanese who came to the US, of even higher importance is the
shifting of the economy and demographic pressures in the region. By and
large, the majority of the immigrants were peasants from the lower socio
economic classes.98 One of the major causes for change in the economic
situation was the restructuring of trade routes and the decline in the Syrian
silk industry. Many Maronites had grown noticeably wealthy from silk
production during the eighteenth century and nineteenth centuries. This
helped to establish their economic ascendancy in the country.99 During the
time of the Mutesarrifate, many French companies encouraged the

.

establishment of more silk factories and helped propel the industry to new
heights. However, this all began to decline around the tum of the century as
trade routes changed and it was entirely cut off during World War 1.
Interestingly, it was the Suez canal that so many Syrian-Lebanese Christians
helped to build in Egypt that had such a major impact on Syrian-Lebanese
economy during the late 18005. As Orfalea explains:

The opening of the Suez Canal in 1869 diverted some of the transit traffic to the
East that would ordinarily have stopped for overload transport on the Syrian coast.
Ste·amships going through the Black Sea had a similar effect. Also, high Turkish
• Khalaf, Samir. "The Background ind Causes of Lebanese/Syrian Immigration to the United States
before World War [.- p. 27.
" Salibi, Kamal S. The Modem Hi$~Lebanon. p.12.
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taxation on loom industries and the lack of tariffs to protect against the onslaught of
cheaply priced machine-made goods slipping in from Europe hurt the traditionally
strong Syrian cloth industry. Perhaps the most serious blow to the native Syrian
economy in the midst of this whirlwind of trade, however, was the silk-worm blight of
1865-1871, which hit sericulture production just as it was beginning to prosper. Though
partly aided by the importation of silkworm eggs from France, the production of Syrian
silk never really recovered; by the early 1920s, it was down as percent from late
nineteenth-centwy figures. 100

With such a shake-up in the economy, many Syrian-Lebanese were more
willing to look for new options in America.
Another key component for understanding the picture of SyrianLebanese immigration is the 'cultural awakening' that occurred in the region
during the nineteenth

CeI}tury.

Many sources label the increase in

intellectual and literary training in Syria-Lebanon as a 'cultural awakening.'
Both foreign and native schools were founded during the nineteenth century.
As Samir Khalaf describes:

The popular media, through newspapers, periodicals, and books, aroused the
consciousness of masses with regard to public issues such as social equality, freedom,
liberty, and national and civic consciousness. Participation in voluntary associations,
dubs, and literary societies also became more accessible. That awakening, as several
writers have observed, was doubtlessly made possible and stimulated by the relative
freedom of thought and expression that prevailed in Syria until 1880. 101

This shift towards an intellectual, informed society can in large part be

attributed to the influences of the French, English, and especially the
American missionaries. American Protestant missionaries opened their first
public school in 1834 which provided basic educational instruction. More of
these schools were founded throughout the century both in Beirut and in the
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outlying areas. Many of these schools were successful and the Americans
would often provide money for native groups to organize and found their
own schools. The schools founded by Syrian-Lebanese people "-employed
French- or American-educated teachers and used French of English as the
language of instruction:'I02 In 1866 Syrian Protestant College-later renamed
American University of Beirut-was founded and was instrumental in
creating a new sodal group of professional intellectuals.
The influence of the foreign press also caused many Syrian-Lebanese
and other Arab peoples to emulate this medium of communication. While
more and more Syrian-Lebanese people were learning French and English,
this cultural awakening also rejuvenated the use of the Arabic language.
Arabic language newspapers abounded, and Arabic was widely used in the
legal, scientific, and philosophical circles. As Philip Hitti animatedly
describes:

With this linguistic development [of Arabic] the spirit of (he times which had
begun to blow on Lebanon in the 1830s almost pervaded the land. It whirred on the
wheels of printing presses, spread over the pages of books and periodicals, flashed
along telegraphic wires, traveled on trains and other fast vehicles and penetrated to
the remotest comers of the mountain. Fanned in~o a bright flame by emigrants and
through such explosive elements as nationalism and political democracy, it rendered
Lebanon the first modernized land in the Arab East. Ill3
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Khalaf, Samir. "The Background and Cawes of Lebanese/Syrian Immigration to the United States

before World War l." p. 28.
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The Syria-Lebanon area, especially with the Mutesarrifate that was partially
administered by the English and French, was truly the part of the Middle-East
that was most open to Western influences.
While the vast majority of the people leaving Syria-Lebanon around
the turn of the century were peasants suffering from economic hardships,
many others were inadvertently influenced by the.American.missionaries
who spoke of the modernization occurring in the US and of the economic
opportunities available there. While missionaries did not actively encourage
people to move to America, immigration was partially a by-product of the
American presence in Syria-Lebanon. In 1880 Sultan Abdul Hamid IT
repressed the publishing fervor that had been a trademark of the previous
decades in Syria-Lebanon. Many books were burned and many writers were
fined, expelled or imprisoned. Additionally, towards the end of the
nineteenth century the Turkish officials increased the size of taxes expected
from the Syrian-Lebanese, which increased the economic pressures
throughout the region.
Linked with all of this was the desire to escape from military
conscription. The Ottomans initiated many reforms throughout the
nineteenth century, many of which were designed to improve the position of
minority groups within the empire. This atmosphere of reform culminated
in the Constitution of 190B in which citizenship with equal rights and duties

would be granted to all people within the empire. This meant a loss of
traditional Muslim superiority and "-[flor Christians it meant that they would
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be subject to military conscription, a requirement from which they had been
exempted since the Muslim inyasion of Syria more than tWelve centuries
earlier." IGI Many Syrian-Lebanese Christians wanted to evade this draft and
this further propelled many to leave the country.
Many of the people who left Syria-Lebanon traveled to both North and
South America. In South America, many people settled in Argentina and in
Brazil. In particular, the Brazilian city of Sao Paulo has a large Lebanese
community where' many Lebanese families prospered. Others traveled to
Mexico or Cuba, and it was not uncommon to have Syrian-Lebanese people
work their way from cOnuriunity to community throughout North and
South America. Some of the people who settled in Waterville started out in
South American countries and worked their way up the coast until they
arrived in Maine. Still others started out in the US in states like Maine or
New York and worked their way south to communities in South America. Ul5
Many of the immigrants also traveled back to Syria-Lebanon. It is important
to note the impact made by those who returned to their homeland from
abroad. Some of those who returned came back permanently and used the
wealth they br.ought back with them to establish new businesses or build
impressive homes. Most importantly, they also could tell.others about the
opportunities abroad, which inevitably encouraged others to leave and try
100< Khalaf, Samir. "The Background and Causes of Lebanese/Syrian Immigration to the United States
before World War I." p. 28.
101 NOTE: For example Sandy Ford's (her family name was Saliba, or 'Sleeper' in the US) grandfather first
settled in die Lebanese community in Northern Maine, then headed to Colombia to worle and live in the
Lebanese community there. He did not like the cold climate ofNorth em Maine, which is why he traveled
to Colombia, however he returned to Maine because the economic opportunities in Maine were far beuer.
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their luck outside of Syria-Lebanon. Finally, money lenders and steamship

agents spent their energies in the region telling inflated tales of job
opportunities in America. Their goal was to convince rural peasants to tTavel
abroad and buy fare on their ships or trick them into compulsory labor by
making the peasants indebted to them. Sometimes the ploys of steamship
owners resulted in Syrian-Lebanese immigrants .thinking their ticket would
take them all the way to New York City when in fact the ship would drop
them off in some other distant port. This situation added to the 'community
jumping' between different North and South. American countries.
For the purposes of this paper the discussion of immigration from
Syria-Lebanon does not extend far beyond World War I. However, special
notice needs to be given to the peak years of immigration from Syria
Lebanon. In 1913 9,210 people arrived from Syria-Lebanon and in 19149,023
did. '06 During World War I the people in Syria-Lebanon were starving to
death. The British and the French had blockaded the coast from the moment
the Ottomans entered the war on the side of the German Kaiser. The
blockade prevented ships from bringing food in, and what little food was
being produced in the country went immediately to the Turkish troops. The
memory of starvation and deprivation remained with the Syrian-Lebanese
immigrants.

Ford. Sandy. Personal /nJenlie;w. 2126199.
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The Establishment of a Syrian-Lebanese Community in Waterville

As mentioned above, the most common job for Syrian-Lebanese
people in the US was peddling. The migration out of Syria-Lebanon was
largely of the younger generations, most notably young men who had been
educated in the new Westem-oriented schools- As- ped.dleI:s--these young men
had a largely migratory lifestyle during their first few years in the US. Some
of the first men to arrive were merchants and businessmen who attended
three American world expositions-1876 in Philadelphia, 1893 in Chicago,
and 1904 in St. Louis. Many of the young Syrian~Lebanesebachelors would
work for a few years, establish themselves, and then return home to find a
wife or to live for a few years. It was also excessively common for the
immigrants to send money from the US to the family in Syria-Lebanon.
Most of the Syrian-Lebanese who settled in the Northeastern -US
arrived in New York City. This city soon gained a huge, vibrant SyrianLebanese population and the majority of these people lived on or near _
Washington Street -on the Lower West Side. By 1900, over half of the SyrianLebanese in America lived in New York Oty.l07 Many of the men would
peddle throughout the city, returning home to the Syrian-Lebanese enclave
in the evenings. Many Syrian-Lebanese began new silk industries in the US
and oftentimes it was the women who worked as weavers of the silk. 11Il
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The Syrian-Lebanese, along with the French-Canadians in Waterville
and many other inunigrants who passed through Ellis Island, frequently had
their names changed upon arrival in an American port. Many of the
immigration officials could not pronounce let alone spell the Arabic names,
thus names were shortened or spelled so that they looked more English. In
many cases the Syrian-Lebanese names were Biblical in origin, thus the
names were simply changed to the English Biblical equivalent. For example,
Ibrahim would become Abraham, Moussi would become Moses, Ishaaq
would become Isaac, and Yusuf would become Joseph. 109 While it is difficult
to know what would have initially drawn the Syrian-Lebanese into Maine
permanently, it appears that many companies would heavily advertise in
New York City to encourage recent immigrants to move out into the various
states in search of employment. There were labor agencies established to
specifically create advertisements to draw people to remote areas such as
Waterville. Such agencies were established around the turn of the century
around the time when immigrants began to come in large numbers from
Southern and Eastern Europe as opposed to Northern and Western as had
been the trend for the earlier part of the nineteenth century. It is likely that

silk weaving that made Syrian-Lebanese immigrants so greatly sought after by textile mills in the US,
especially in New England. In the case of Maine, there are many references to Syrian-Lebanese getting the
bigher paid weavingjobs o"'er the French-Canadians and others. The fact that many of the Syrian-Lebanese
may have been highly skiUed weavers before coming to work in textile mills would account for this
discrepancy in ,the hiring process.
109
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the Lockwood company utilized the labor agencies in order to draw Lebanese
to Waterville in order to be employed as weavers in the mills. 11 0
The majority of the Lebanese who came to Waterville came between
1890-1910. Most came from villages near Tyre and Sidon in the southern part
of Syria-Lebanon. Others were hom areas northeast of Beirut and some came
from Latakia and Damascus areas of what is modern-day Syria. 1lI In a 1976
oral history project conducted in Waterville with members of the Lebanese
community, many of the people interviewed mentioned the frequency with
which their relatives would move between Lebanese communities
throughout New England. Many people cited their main reason for coming
to Waterville was because a cousin or a brother lived in the town; the
existence of a sizable number of people who were related or who hailed from
the same region in Syria-Lebanon. It appears to have been very common to
move to one town for a few years and work there and then move ag.ain. In
addition, it does not seem to be whole families moving, rather it could be
individuals moving between extended relatives depending on what types of
jobs the individual was interested in. For example, a 1976 Oral History Project
conducted by Joseph Ezhaya on the Lebanese community in Waterville
mentions an adolescent boy who left

~aterville

to go work in his mother's

brother's store in New Hampshire for a few years and then later returned to

Allen, James Paul. "moUes in Maine: A Social Ges:l&J'BpbY. p. 206.
Hooglund, Eric 1. "From the Near East to Down East" p. 86 (NOTE: Hooglund's article is about the
lebanese in WaterVi.Ue.. He 'grew up just outside ,of Waterville and his mother was a Lebanese woman from
the WaterVille LebaQese ,community.)
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Waterville.
Such
fluidity appears to have been typical of the Syrian-

Lebanese communities in New England during the tum of the century. It is
also significant to note that many other Syrian-Lebanese settled in towns just
outside of Waterville. These people either owned stores or farmed and were
attracted to the greater Waterville area because of the growing SyrianLebanese community there. Some examples of these towns include-Fairfield,
Winslow, Madison, and Vassalborough.
Waterville was an important textile center during the late nineteenth
century; many French-eanadians were already working hard in the mills and
the SYrian-Lebanese immigrants were attracted to the opportunities in the
woolen and cotton mills. In Waterville, Syrian-Lebanese worked at the
Hollingsworth & Whitney, Lockwood Cotton Textile Company, and the
Wyandotte Worsted Woolen Mill. Many of those who worked at the
Wyandotte were weavers.

The Syrian-Lebanese who moved to town settled

primarily in the Head of Falls, King Court, Front Street-Temple Street area.
This section of town is adjacent to the Kennebec River-as is the FrenchCanadian Plains area. The Head of Falls neighborhood consisted mainly of
tenement buildings and was in the area that once was the Native American
village of Ticonic. The Wyandotte factory was also located in this area. The
foot bridge that spanned the- river went directly from the Lebanese enclave
over to the Hollingsworth and Whitney mill yard. Some French-Canadians
also lived in this area, however there were clear divide lines between the

m Waterville Public Library, 1976 Lebanese Oral History Project
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French and the Syrians. 1I3 Additionally, this section of town was known as
the Syrian, and later as the Lebanese, section of town. Lebanese immigrants
around the country often owned and operated dry goods stores, grocery stores,
and stores carrying oriental goods such as laces, embroideries. Some also
owned small manufacturing enterprises specializing in items such as lace
goods, pillow covers, belts, dresses, umbrellas, and petticoats. Still others ran
restaurants and hotels, or specialized shops such as candy or tobacco stores. 1l4
In Waterville many Syrians owned businesses as well. Some people both

owned a small store and worked in the mill. Often times these small stores
were in the front of people's homes.
The vast majority (two thirds) of Syrians settling in Waterville were
Maronite Christians. Of the remaining one third, about twenty percent were
Greek Orthodox, around ten percent were Melchite (Greek-rite Catholics), and
the rest included some Protestants and a few Muslims. l15 The Syrians faced a
problem regarding where to worship in Waterville.. The immigrants went to
III NOTE: From this point on I will refer to the Syrian-Lebanese as just Syrians because this is what they
were labeled as in the US and in particular in Waterville they were always caJled Syrians until 1946 when
,they consciously began calling themselves Lebanese because of the establishment of a separate country of
Lebanon. Eric Hoaglund provides an excellent description of why the immigrants in Waterville came to be
called 'Syrian': "The Arabic-speaking immigrants geneiaJly did not consider themselves Arabs, nor were
they called Arabs by other ethnic groups in Maine. LegaJly speaking, those who had arrived in the United
States before 1918 were subjects of the Ottoman Empire, conunonly referred to as Turkey. Thus. some
Americans called immigrants from the area "Turks." -None of the Arabic-speaking Christians. however,
,thought of themselves as Turks. Before World War I, they had identified themselves upon the basis of
religious affiliation, and not upon the basis of nationality. Thus, in the old country they were Maronite or
Onhodox ofMelchite or Protestant. In a new country, where they were surTOwtded by different peoples
who identified themselves on the basis of ethnicity, it bec-ame necessary for the Arabic-speaking immigrants
to find a similar jdentiy. As eatly ,as the 1890s they had begun to refer to themselves as 'Syrian.'"
Hoaglund also explains ,that in 1899'the term Syrian was officially adopted by the US officials to identify
Arabic-speaking immigralus from Ottoman Syria. (See: Hooglund, Eric. J. "From the Near East to Down
East .. p. 87-88.)
114 Moses, John G, The l..&banese in 6merica. p. 29-37. NOTE: While much of this information is general
information about the Lebanese communities in the US, 1 believe it is true of the Waterville community as
well.
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St. Francis de Sales Catholic Church, which was the oldest parish and served
the French-eanadians in the town, or else did not go to chur'ch at all. There
was a Greek Orthodox Church in Bangor and the priest was sent down to
Waterville to administer to the needs of some of- the Syrian Greek Orthodox
families. 1l6 Many did not feel entirely welcome in this very foreign church
setting and when the Sacred Heart Parish was fonned.. IlWst of the Maronites
_began attending church services there and left St. Francis de Sales.
During the early years of Syrian immigration to Waterville the people
who settled had a great deal in common. Most were young-more than
seventy five percent were under 25 years of age when they left their native
villages. Many were related or were from neighboring villages, yet even
those who were only friends formed quasi-familial relationships very fast.
The group itself was not large-by 1915 the size of the Arabic-speaking Syrian
community had grown to two hundred 1l7-and the families were all_ tightly
linked together. They were bonded by a clear set of circumstances; they were
far from hamel working hard, most were illiterate in Arabic and in English
(many did not know English at all), and yet they placed a high value on

education. Eighty percent of the adult males became wage laborers in factories
or in small work shopsYs The Syrians had- left their country for similar
reasons and found themselves working at similar jobs and living side by side
in the rural Maine. People continued to come to the area until about 1920,
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after which time the community had time to solidify, grow, and make a mark
on the city of Waterville.
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Chapter VI. Early Twentieth Century: 1900-1945

Around the turn of the century, Waterville was a vibrant city that
could be characterized as an industrial center. Educational institutions were
being opened, churches constructed, and more specialty stores-were-opened in
the downtown area. The Syrian-Lebanese and the French-Canadlans both
had established identifiable commw1ities by 1900 as well. The French
Canadian commw1ity had an older and a newer element, and it was the
second wave or that newer element that was beglnning to settle down at the
same time as the Syrian-Lebanese were. Previously these groups were
transient in the area, traveling between Waterville, their home countries and
other French-Canadian or Syrian-Lebanese communities in the Northeast.
Now the groups were geographically defined within the town, each "having
their own separate space. The members of the communities were having
children, establishing businesses within their neighborhoods, hosting events
within the commwlity, and many had worked for a number of years in the

Waterville industries. The local industries that employed many of the
immigrants were particularly strong around 1900, offering many jobs and
encouraging workers to remain in Waterville as a steady labor supply. As
people had children, it became harder to be more mobile and the
children-even in the French-Canadian community where traveling to
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Canada was relatively easy-had no desire to return to a homeland they had
never seen before.
By World War I the world balance of power was changing dramatically
and after the war the US entered into a phase of extreme isolationist polices.
Many immigration quotas were passed, which especially affected people
coming from the former Ottoman province of Syria. .Dw:ing the. war, few
immigrants in the US traveled across the Atlantic to visit their homelands,
the Syrian-Lebanese included. It was no longer as easy to travel over seas and
even the border between the US and Canada was becoming more patrolled
whereas it had been virtually an open border all throughout the nineteenth
century. With the advent of isolationism-which was a drastic change from
the more overt, imperialistic attitudes that had typified US foreign policy in
,"

the previous decades-and immigration quotas the sodal atmosphere within
the US changed, For both the Lebanese and French-eanadians, there were
few new immigrants to continually infuse the Waterville communities with
the traditions and language of their native homes. This period from about
1900 through World War II is distinct in terms of the kind of identities people
in Waterville had and is a very important interim period between the

scenario described in the nineteenth century and the post.World War II era.

Ethnic Enclaves: Head of Falls & The Plains
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As mentioned previously, the immigrants in Waterville each had
their own distinctive neighborhoods. While the focus of this paper is only on
the French-Canadian and Lebanese populations, it must be noted that there
was a sizable Polish population in Winslow and small numbers of Greek,
Italian, Irish, and Jewish people in Waterville. The French-eanadians -settled
in the Plains, the lowest level in the town with several hills rising above

where the rest of the town is located, while the Syrian-Lebanese lived in the
Head of Falls area. While th.e numbers of these people were not large enough
to warrant a designated neighborhood, it appears that many lived on the
outskirts of the defined French and Lebanese territories. The term ethnic
1

enclave' is used here to describe the development of a certain kind of
neighborhood or ethnic community. This term refers to the fact that some
immigrants are able to transplant institutions from their countries of origin
and pool capital and start small businesses. It also claims that some ethnic
groups can "-employ capital, professional skills and labor from within their
own immigrant ghettos to create viable economic structures that offer better
pay, more promotional opportunities and greater chances of self-employment
for the residents than had they gone into the mainstream American labor
market-" 1J9 In this wayan alternative route of mobility is create that is
separate or autonomous from the process of assimilation into American life.
Certainly some ethnic groups are able to do this more than others
depending upon the numbers of people, where they choose to settle, what
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their skills were prior to immigration, etc. As Peter Kwong mentions in his
article "Manufacturing Ethnicity," some scholars argue that African
Americans were unable to develop these kinds of associations as well as other
groups in the US-for example European Jews-because slavery had
destroyed these networks. In the case of the Lebanese and French-Canadians
in Waterville ethnic enclaves were certainly established. Mutual assistance

groups were formed within each community and social hierarchies
developed within each group. However, the two enclaves were particularly
different from one another. First, the Lebanese were fewer in number and
while many had been poor peasants they knew how to weave silk and could
transfer this skill to weaving woolen goods. They also moved over a twenty
year period from many of the same villages in Lebanon. They were mostly
young and formed bonds quickly upon arrival in Waterville. This stands in
marked contrast with the French-Canadians who came in successive waves.
The members of the first wave were more enterprising and generally did not
come because of severe economic need, which was the trademark of the
subsequent wave out of Quebec. The French-Canadians were more stratified
from the beginning and their position in Waterville society has remained
more intact over time than has the Lebanese position. The French-Canadians
can be compared with the Chinese in New York City who Peter Kwong
studied; in both enclaves "-ethnic support and mutual-assistance exist,
[however] those who have wealth, education, and arrived here earlier,
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established a dominant position to speed up their capital accumulation by
exploiting less fortunate co-ethnic newcomers."uo
Both the Lebanese and French-Canadian enclaves were located near the
Kennebec River. The Kennebec had been used throughout the 18005 for
water power, the saw mills, grist mills, iron works, and other industries were
located on its banks. Now as Lockwood, Hollingsworth & Whitney, and
Wyandotte grew up along the river banks even more industrial activity was
centered around the river. Often times in 4ldustrial towns rivers quickly
became polluted and the Kennebec River was no exception. Living next to
the Kennebec was the least desirable and this is precisely the space that the
French-eanadians and Lebanese were wedged into. The population in each of
these areas was extremely tight-knit, many people worked together, there
were small neighborhood shops, social clubs, religious groups, and 'people
who spoke French and Lebanese with each other, respectively. The lines were
well demarcated between the French-eanadians, Syrian-Lebanese, and
Yankees. Each operated in distinctive social units that rarely mtersected at
this point in time. The inunigrant groups were gaining some power through
their establishment in the taWIl, their increasing familiarity with 'American'
life, and with their ability to slowly carve out their own niche and establish
their own physical symbols--such as churches and schools-within
Waterville. The establishment of such symbols signifies that the immigrants
were settling in the town for good and provides a rallying point for the ethnic
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community. It also indicates their level of power in that they used
comrrnmal money and resources to create their own stIuctUres. Even though
these new stIuctures and the people themselves were bounded within
neighborhoods, the Lebanese and Franco-Americans solidify as groups to be
contended with in Waterville at this point in time.

The Syrian-Lebanese in Head of Falls

For the Syrian-Lebanese community in particular, World War I was a
turning point. During 1914 the Ottoman Empire joined with the German and
Austro-Hungarian Empires in the war and this virtually halted all
movement in the Middle East. The tide of immigrants from this region was
cut off during the war. As Eric Hoaglund explains:

During the war a major famine ravaged Syria. It was precipitated by a combination of
drought, Angl<rFrench policies of blocking Turkish-rontrolled ports, and Turkish
policies of requisitioning grains and punishing the Arabic-spealcing population tor
suspected disloyalty to the imperial government based in Istanbul. Syrian immigrant
communities throughout the United States collected medical supplies, foodstuffs, and
clothing to send to Syria to aid the victims of famine. In Waterville, nine of the
immigrant men served in the US army, and the Syrian community as a whole bought
generously of the Liberty Bonds sold to finance the war. l2.l

After the war, only about twenty people from the region immigrated to
Maine. Additionally, with the implementation of the Immigration Quota
Act in 1924 the quota for immigrants from the newly created French
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controlled states of Syria and Lebanon was one hundred persons per annum.
For the Waterville group, this translates into a virtual cut-off of immigrant
flow. However, during the period from 1915-1940 the number of Syrian
families doubled from about thirty to Sixty, or from about two hundred to
three hundred persons.1.22 This increase is partially due to the birth of
children but most likely Syrian-Lebanese who had once been more transient,
moving from town to town throughout New England, chose Waterville to
settle in permanently during this time.
The earliest immigrants had lived in Head of Falls and adjacent King
Court near the edge of the Kennebec River. Some of the houses were so close
to the banks of the river they were on stilts. This neighborhood was bounded
on the other side by Front Street and the side streets between Temple and
Union Streets (which connects Front Street to Main Street and the downtown
section of Waterville). During the early 1920s more people moved out of the
Head of Falls and King Court area to more solidly constructed homes in the
Front Street area. ln There appears to have been some correlafion between the
houses in the Front street area being owned by the more upwardly mobile
Syrian-Lebanese and there was some neighborhood rivalry between the kids
(and perhaps their parents) from these different sections of .the larger SyrianLebanese conununity.U4

Hoaglund, Eric J. "From the Near East to Down East" p. 94-5.
Hoaglund, Eric J. "From the Near East to Down East" p. 95.
1:1) NOTE: While the Syrian-Lebanese neighborhood was expanded out of Head of Falls-King Court area to 
include these other streets, the neighborhood as a whole seems to have still been coUectively refered to as
Head ofFalls (or Head-of-the-Falls).
12A Person E, Person F, & Person G. Personal /Illerview. 1/25/99.
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Many people in this neighborhood worked at the nearby Wyandotte
factory and some families ran small convenience stores out of the first floor
of their homes. One such store that began in the first floor of a home is
Joseph's Market, which is still in operation today as a general convenience
store and specialty meat market. Peter Joseph related how his father, who
worked in the Wyandott factory, ran the store and had his-children help out.
The children would work during the early morning before school and sell
items to people as they walked to work. The store sold items such as
cigarettes to the factory workers who would buy just one cigarette for $.01
because they could not afford a whole pack (which would cost $.10).125 During
the 19305 especially more stores were opened in the neighborhood including
a bakery, coffeehouses, restaurants, and grocery stores. In addition to store
bought foods, many people in the neighborhood had small garden plots in
which to grow fruits and vegetables to supplement their diets. t26
Arabic was the language of the Syrian-Lebanese and it was spoken
regularly on the streets in Head of Falls. During the 19205 some Syrian
Lebanese in Waterville subscribed to an Arabic newspaper printed in New
York City. Even more important, for about a year during the late 1920s a
newspaper that was printed in both Arabic and English was begun by four
younger inunigrants who were literate in both languages. It was a monthly
paper and was typeset in Boston. Again, Hooglund describes:

.1'25
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Informants who remembered the paper recall that it was typeset in Boston. Informants
who remembered the paper recall that it contained articles about political
developI!'ents in Lebanon and Syria, which by then had been set up as two separate
entities both dependent on France. It featured, in addition, general-interest articles
about other Arabie-speaking communities, especially in New England. The paper
ceased publication when the owner of the Arabic-language printing shop in Boston
died, and it proved difficult to find another shop that provided typesetting in
Arabic. 127

A few families made efforts to educate their children in Arabic, however on
the whole many of the immigrants were illiterate in their own language.
Often times letters would come from Syria and literate people in the
community would be called upon to read the Arabic script for the person
receiving the letter. A few literate people in the community, including Marie
Nagem, taught Arabic to the children and would write letters in Arabic for
those who wanted to send them to the old country.m
One aspect of the emerging community .was the

establishm~t

9£ clubs

in the area. In particular the Lebanon Youth Society (LYS) was founded in

1916. This club was chartered in 1921 by the state of Maine and membership
was open to men in the Syrian-Lebanese community, including those non
Syrian-Lebanese men who married Syrian-Lebanese women. The members
were the most prominent men in the community which increased the
activities and visibility of the club during the 19205 and 1930s. LYS had its
own building where men would gather to talk and play games. The society
raised money for charitable causes, promoted community social events, and
was generally a pivotal group for the community during these decades. The

Person G. Per:sonaJ ITlJerview. 1125/99.
HoogJund, Eric J. "From the. Near East to Down East." p. 97.
ua Person H. Personal Interview. 1121199.
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Syrian-Lebanese women had a comparable group called the Rosary Sodality.
This women's group served many of the same functions as the LYS) for
example providing charity and organizing social functions.
Another key organization for the Syrian-Lebanese community was the
Syrian Athletic Club (SAC) which was established during the 1930s by the
Syrian-Lebanese men who had been born and raised in Waterville. They
represent the first generation who went to public school and were bilingual.
The SAC blended the interests Syrian-Lebanese culture with enthusiasm for
American popular sports and music. The club had a football team that played
the teams from other social clubs in the area and also held dances. The SAC
had rooms in a tenement building in Head of Falls where the young men
would congregate. U9 In addition) the Boys Club in town was an important
institution for the Syrian-Lebanese boys. The club was located in what is
today the Concourse (a large parking lot and shopping complex)) on the
opposite side of Main Street from the Syrian-Lebanese section of town. They
played sports at the club, especially basketball and many were in the
harmonica band. During the 1930s most of the Syrian-Lebanese boys were
members and they dominated the club, meaning the French-eanadian and
Yankee boys in town did not frequent .the club building. 13O

Hooglund, Eric J.....From the Near Eas1 to Down East." ,p. 98.
.
NOTE: There is a possibility that the SAC and the Boys Club I refer to are the same organization.
Only Eric HoogJund's book refered to the SAC. In aU ohny interviews people refered to the Boys Club as
a club that was identified with the Syrian-Lebanese boys. It provided them with a place to galher after
school and play spans. It seems unlikely that there would be two such organi2ations that were so cenlra]
to the community, however I cannet discern from my infonnation if the two were actually ooe or if they
were bUly separate organizatioM.
IN
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Another important aspect of the Syrian-Lebanese community is the
establishment of a Maronite church in their neighborhood. Initially the
majority of the immigrants-who were Maronite Catholics-attended the St.
Francis de Sales church, the oldest Catholic Church in Waterville. Some of
the Syrian-Lebanese children even went to the St. Francis de Sales parish
school started by the Ursulines. They learned French while,at the..school,
however many recall being excluded by the French-eanadian children at the
school. The fact that Syrian-Lebanese people were interacting with French
Canadians in a common religious space is of great importance. However, the
services were conducted in French and were vastly different from Maronite
ritual in very fundamental ways. When the Sacred Heart Catholic parish was
founded in 1905 by dividing the St. Francis de Sales parish, all non-French
Catholics in Waterville were expected to attend, including the Syrian
Lebanese. lJl
During this time, a Lebanese Maronite priest began to make visits to
Waterville from Canada. Initially he came every few months to hear
confessions and would stay in rooms provided by the Sacred Heart parish.
Around 1924 many Maronites began to hold services at the Ferris family's
horne on the comer of Front and Temple Street. Shortly thereafter the
services were again moved to the Knights of Columbus building. In 1926 the
last Syrian-Lebanese Maronite children were baptized at Sacred Heart. lJ2 After
this point in time the Maronite people formed their own religious
•.Il1

NOTE: The establishment of this second Catholic parish in Waterville was particularly con!rOvertial
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·
community. While the Catholic churches in town still conununicated, the
Syrian-Lebanese people no longer attended services in the Roman Catholic
parishes.
In 1927 with the help of Father Joseph Awad-who appears to have

been sent to help by the visiting Canadian priest-land was bought on the
corner of Appleton and Front Streets to establish a parish. The house located
on the land was remodeled to serve as a Maronite church. The St. Joseph's
Maronite church rapidly emerged as the center point of the Syrian-Lebanese
community. "The Maronite rite services were a direct link to a religious
heritage that the children born in Maine had not experienced before 1924.
The public dinners of Syrian food, organized by the women of the church to
raise money for church projects, attracted Syrians, both Maronite and nonMaronite, from other Maine towns."w Additionally, the church along with
the Lebanon Youth Society sponsored the Hafli or the Mahrajan, a huge two
or three day event with Arabic music, belly dancing, sword fighting, and
Lebanese foods. A replica of a Lebanese village was set up byThe church
youth. The event was held on the Central Maine Fairgrounds in the
undeveloped western part of town (where Seyton Hospital stands today). The
event drew people from Syrian-Leb<l!lese communities in Maine and
throughout New England; people would travel great distances to attend this
event.

and discussed in detail in the subsequent paragraphs on the French-Canadian community.
In Person G. Penonallnrerview. 1/25/99.
III Hooglund, Eric. "From the Near East to Down East... p. 98.
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In 1933 Father Awad returned to Lebanon and was succeeded by Father

Philip Nagem who was from Waterville. Father Nagem was the prime
mover behind convincing the Syrian-Lebanese, who had gone by the term
Syrian since their arrival in the US, to begin to call themselves Lebanese. He
had been educated in Lebanon during the 19205 when France was in control
of the new territory referred to as Lebanon. Many people in Lebanon at this
time were concerned with identity and a nationalist movement had arisen in
the country. Father Nagem had been immersed in this nationalistic
atmosphere and upon return to Waterville he told the people in Waterville
about the idea of an independent Lebanon. Most of the members of the
community in Waterville hailed from the section of the Ottoman province of
Syria that became French-controlled Lebanon after World War I. Thus Father
Nagem encouraged people to identify as Lebanese'- Most people still used the
term Syrian until the early 19405. After World War IT Lebanon became
independent and at this time the .community in Waterville began to firmly
identify as Lebanese. Some members of the community reCall the priest
discussing the issue of calling themselves 'Lebanese' from the pulpit of the
Maronite church. U4 The Syrian-Lebanese people-who were Turkish by
citizenship when they arrived, who were Arabs because of the language they
spoke, and who were called Syrians because of the historic province they
came from-found a new identity as Lebanese a few decades after they arrived
in the US. They had to learn a new word for themselves as the politics in

l}oO
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their homeland changed throughout this century. From this point forward in
this paper, the Syrian-Lebanese people will be referred to as Lebanese.
Father Nagem emphasized the need for a school and he placed high
importance on pride in one's heritage. By 1938 a small parish school was
opened and in the 19405 a building was purchased to house the school. An
arrangement was made with the Ursuline nuns and they served as teachers
in the school. Many of the Lebanese in Waterville will highlight an
emphasis on education as a prime identifier of their community as a whole.
The first generation immigrants were detennined to have their children
educated and within one or -two generations Lebanese people were moving
out of the mills and into more professional jobs. Many attribute this
economic mobility directly to the Lebanese recognition that education was the
key to success in the US. However, this emphasis on education was
particularly male-oriented and the Lebanese daughters were encouraged to
stay home and raise families. Whereas some Lebanese women had worked
in the local factories, the ideal was to have the women remain in the home

and this increasingly was the case during 1930s and 19405. Importantly, those
Lebanese who-were marrying and having children during the 19205-19408
tended to be particularly patriotic and believed in the American Dream. In
contrast, their children were more inclined to be critical of working
conditions and were not as staunchly patriotic as their parents.
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The French-Canadians on the Plains

During this same period the French-Canadian -neighborhood on the
Plains continued to grow and solidify. The Plains was a much older
community and some of the attributes that the Head of Falls area was gaining
around this time were already present in the area. However, the growing
numbers of French-Canadians in Waterville added to the complexity and
richness of French-eanadian life in the Plains. There were new clothing
stores, a movie theater, bars, a butcher, barbers, a cobbler, and pharmacies
being opened in the area. Some of the notable establishments on Water
Street include: O.J. Pelletier's grocery and dry goods store, Peter Marshall's
(Mercier) ladies' gannent and dry goods store (later Reny and Marshall Dry
Goods Co.), Belliveau Brother' grocery, George Daviaus pharmacy, Dubord
and Brunelle's Men's Clothing store, and Joseph Tardif and Son's carbonated
beverage plant. I35 By 1900 some stores on Main Street were owned by French
Canadians. Laverdiere's Variety Drug Stores stand out as the prime example.
Laverdiere's began in Waterville and expanded throughout Maine and New
England during the mid-1900s. Other French establishments on Main Street
include: Drapeaus Electrical Appliances, Donald R. Michaud's Fuel Co., and
M.G. Morissette and Sons. U6 The presence of French-eanadian businesses on
Main Street show that some members of the population were becoming
entrepreneurs and not laboring in the factories. Yet the presence of French

lJ5
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businesses in the downtown area did not mean that boundaries between the
French and the Yankees had altered. As Albert Fecteau desCribed in his 1952
thesis: "Many of the leading business establishments are still in Yankee
hands, however. Many still bear the old trade names such as Arnold's
Hardware, Redington Co. and Emery Brown Co. These, plus new concerns
such as Stern's Deparhnent Store, Levine Men's

Clothing~Store, Dunharns,

[which are Jewish-owned] and the usual chain stores constitute the bulk of
Waterville's business center."W
There were several French language newspapers in Waterville during
the years of the second migration. The following excerpt provides a sense of
the trajectory of French language newspapers in Waterville:

The pioneer French journalist in the city was M.A. Leger who, in association
with E.O. Robinson. published the first issue of the Wateroille Sentinel on December 1,
1880. This was the initial competition to the then existing Waterville. Mail [the
dominant English newspaperl. In 1897, Waterville saw another French journal, a
weekly publication, La Sentinelle. This paper, published by Dr. Avila-Q Boulay,
lasted but a year. In 1911 appeared another French weekly called La Revue. Its
publisher was Alfred Langlois, JT. This was also a short-lived endeavor. Several other
French publications appeared meanwhile. These were Le Miline FranC/lise, a weekly
product of the Elm. Oty Publishing Co., and Le Reveil. Neither succeeded and
consequently disappeared after a short duration. On September 3, 1929 there appeared
another French journal, l..e Franco-Amerlcam. The editor of this new weekly was Mr.
Jules Savarin. This publication met great difficulties at first but eventually surmounted
them. It grew until it had members in Winslow) Fairfield, Oakland, Augusta,
Winthrop, Lewiston. Auburn, Rumford, Biddeford, and Saco, and even in Aroostook
County. The directors of Le FrQnco-Americain were Ernest Morissette, president,
Napoleou Marcou, secretary, Jules Savarin, treasurer, Joseph Hebert, assistant
treasurer, F. Harold Dubord, Napoleon Emond, Dr. Harvey Bourassa, Dr. R.R. Rurcotte,
Mrs. Wilhertnine D' Argy, directors. The publication met with such success that it
established its own printing shop at il3 Appleton Street. The Journal, however,
changed hands several times until it was discontinued in 1947. lJI

U6 Fecteau, A~bert. The French Canadian Community o(Wateryj1!e. Maine. p. 37.
m Fecteau. Mbert. The French Canadian Community o(Wateryjl!e Majne. p. 37.
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During the Prohibition Era of the 19205 there were literally dozens of
bars and saloons on Water Street in the Plains. There were bootleggers who
were well known in the area and many had nicknames that they went by.
Drinking became a problem for many French-Canadians; many men would
cOme home from working in the mills and drink throughout the night. One
interviewee surmised that it was "church, work, and drink" that were the
three pivotal aspects of French-Canadian life. 139 While this was not the case
for every family, the effects of excessive alcohol use must have weighed
heavily on the commwtity as a whole.
As was the case with the Lebanese section of town, the French

Canadians who lived closest to the Kennebec River were the poorest. All
along the river there were tenement buildings, many of which were on stilts
and went down over the steep banks. In some of these buildings there were
more apartments below the ground level (that is down over the cliff) than
there were above ground level (Water Street would be what was considered
ground level).ltO The farther away from the river people lived, the more
affluent they were. Thus those French-Canadians living on Summer Street
had 'made it,' they had geographically reached the next hill level in town and
likely had jobs outside of the

factorie~ which

placed them metaphorically on

another social hill above those French living on the Plains below. According
to some informants the five hill levels in Waterville extending from the
l

shores of the Kennebec up to Mayflower Hill correspond with a levels of

1)1
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wealth, affluence, and social standing. The Yankee elite largely lived on
Silver Street around 1900 and as the western part of town and the streets
leading up Mayflower Hill were constructed, the elite kept moving up as it
were. The French and Lebanese who 'made it' also moved up the different

hills in the town as time went on. Some French-Canadians lived in the Head
of Falls area, but there was a clear dividing line between them and the
Lebanese. Head of Falls was clearly the Lebanese part of town and it is likely
that the French living in the area identified with the French from the

The French had several social clubs that were very active around this
time. These clubs were for a variety of sociat religious, and financial
purposes. The earliest social club was La Societe de Bienjaisance Saint Jean-

Baptiste de Waterville and it dates back to 1875. This organization focused on
accumulating resources to benefit French-Canadians who were ill and needed
support. It also helped widows and their children in case of death of a
husband. In 1890 L'Union LAfayette was founded. By 1902 it had become a
social and insurance order with two hundred and ninety members, however
it was dissolved in 1910. The Richelieu Lodge No.4 was founded in 1896, but
this too was dissolved in the early 1900s. Also in 1896 the Knights of
Columbus was founded; it is a social, fraternal and insurance order and is one
Person B. Personal interview. 1121/99.
Person 1. Personal Interview. 1122/99.
1~1 NOTE: One items that is difficult to aceOlmt for is the fact that there were several houses in the section
of town where
Concourse parlcing lot now stands. While this area is not considered to be part of the
Plains or Head of Falls, it is near the St. Francis de Sales church and some informants indicated that
·Frencb-Canadians lived in this area. It is unclear what kind of neighborhood this would have been but it is
119
140
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of the most powerful Catholic organizations nationally. The Foresters of

America was also founded in 1896 and it interestingly had two lodges the
l

Court Canada (later known as the Catholic Order of Foresters}1 whose
members were French-Canadian and Court America. The following three
l

insurance organizations were founded by and exclusively for French
Canadians: La Societe des Artisans Canadiens-Francaise in 19QO,.. The

Maccabees in 1901, and L'Union Saint Jean-Baptiste d'Amerique, Conseil
Charland (this is a national organization) in 1909. In 1911 L'Association
d'Epargnes de Waterville was created to encourage purchasing of property to
gain greater revenues. In addition to these French-only societies and social
clubs many French-Canadians joined the local Elks, Rotary, Lions, and
Kiwanis Clubs. The Elks Club came to be affiliated with French-Canadians
due to the high percentages of French members. IO

.

The second wave of French inunigrants from Quebec, those coming
during the second half of the nineteenth century, seem to have brought with
them a strong sense of la survivance. While the earlier imnu-grants may
have been affected by la survivance, the second wave was more. a migration
of families who were often all from the same village. The reality was that
people would pour off the trains from Canada and be surrounded by their
entire social world. They could most effectively maintain La survivance
because everyone they had social relationships with-their familYI friends,
and church leaders-were with them in the US. The idea of creating petit
worth noting that at least some French l.ived there. In contrast, nearby Silver Street was considered to be
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canadas that were virtual fortresses mentioned previously was far more
prevalent around 1900. Yet in the case of Waterville, there was a pre-existing
French-Canadian conununity upon which la survivance mentality was
suddenly cast. l43 The result was a quasi-fortress, the Plains was certainly a
distinct French area and it was practically outside of the town, but not as

outside of the town as many other petit CQluulas across New England were.
Of critical importance to the French-eanadian corrununity was the
establishment of two new Roman Catholic parishes. In 1905 Bishop
O'Connell declared that a new parish would be established in Waterville and
named Sacred Heart. This w·ould be formed by dividing the older St. Francis
de Sales parish. This situation did not arise out of a particular need for a new
church, rather it arose out of a conflict that was being waged throughout the
Catholic church in New England between the Irish and the FrenchCanadians. Prior to the major influx of French-eanadians during the second
haU of the nineteenth century the Irish immigrants in America had
established many Catholic churches with Irish leaders. By and large all the
members of the Catholic hierarchy in New England were Irish, which created
major problems for the staunchly Catholic immigrants who held onto the
concept of la survivance. The French-:Canadian Catholic church was the
centerpiece of village life in Quebec, the controlling force of the French

the street of the wealthy and important Yankees in town.
•t2 Fecteau, Albert. The French Canadian Community of Waterville Majne. p. 50-I .
•tl NOTE: This is not ta suggest that members of the WaterVille Frencb-Canadian community did ascribe
to fa slITVivance during the earlier period. It is likely tbat many of the people in the first wave did promote
maintainence offreDch language, culture, and faith. However, the concept of laSJlT\1ivance appears to be
much stronger lUId more clearly developed with people who left Quebec during the late 18005.
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people, and their bargaining power with the English rulers. In New England,
the French-Canadians faced an lrish-controlled hierarchy that was not
friendly to them and which conducted religious affairs in the English
language. All of these factors combined to create a particularly hostile
environment. As Yves Roby explains:

[TJhe question of language was the main problem. The French Canadians felt estranged
in parishes where the [Irish] pastor preached and made public announcements in a
language which they did not know. They suffered from their inability to be understood
in the confessional and deplored the fact that the pastor could not be their privileged
counselor and guide as he had been in Quebec,loU

The struggles of Irish and French-Canadians throughout the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries cannot be emphasized enough. However,
Waterville stands out as distinct in this respect. In 1900 around half of
Waterville's population was French-Canadian'.s and in contrast there was a
small percentage of Irish people. Waterville has the oldest French-<:anadian
settlement in Maine, as mentioned previously (and excluding Aroostook
County), and it was located particularly close to Quebec. This meant that the
French-Canadians in Waterville were the ones in control of their parish from
the beginning and they were far more tied to the 'mother' churcl1 in Quebec
," Roby, Yves. "FranC(}-Americans and the Catholic Hierarchy!' p201.
14~ NOTE: There are differing estimates regarding tbe actual percentages of French-Canadians in Waterville.
Many official sources recorded the ,percentage to be around 45% (see: Quintal, Claire. Steeples and
Smokestacks; The Franco-American Eweriepce in New England p. 73) however many people claim the
numbers to be much higher, especially considering bow common it was to alter Dames from French
SOWlding to English-sounding, ones in Waterville.
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than other French-Canadian settlements elsewhere in New England.
However, around 1900 the Waterville French-Canadian community became
more established and the churches in town more tied to the Diocese of Maine,
which brought the French-Canadians in town more under the jurisdiction of
the Irish-led American Catholic church. Previously Bishop James A.
Healy-the first black Catholic bishop in the U5--had been the bishop in
Portland and had helped keep the balance between the French-Canadians and
Irish in Maine. He was bishop from

187~1900 and

there was little contention

in Maine between the two groups as long as he was bishop. Bishop Healy

mastered the French language and genuinely sympathized with the French
Canadians whom he knew were disadvantaged in the American Catholic
church. l46
After Bishop Healy's death in 1900 the new Irish Bishop O'Connell was
in charge in Portland. The first contention between the Irish and French

Canadians in Maine was the issue in Waterville. When O'Connell declared
that a new parish was to be created he also declared that it waS to be national
and not territorial. A territorial church means that the church serves all the
people living in the area surrounding the given church whereas a national
church usually is ministered to one nationality regardless of where they live
in a given town. St. Francis de Sales served all 3,000 Catholics in Waterville

in 1905, only 265 of whom were Irish. U7 Ultimately the parish was being
formed with favoritism towards the Irish minority in town and yet at the

106
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same time it was for all the non-French population in the town, which meant
that the Syrian-Lebanese were shuffled over to the new Sacred Heart parish as
well. The idea was to have all services at Sacred Heart be in English.
However-despite trying to create a national church-the French-Canadians
living near Sacred Heart were also expected to attend the church. This meant
that there would be 1,200 French-eanadians in the new. parish .as compared
with the 256 Irish. For this reason, a bilingual priest was selected. However,
several French-eanadians in Waterville were outraged and petitioned
Diomede Falconio, the apostolic delegate at Washington, to reverse Bishop
O'Connell's decision. Many French-Canadian newspapers throughout Maine
reflected the sentiments of Waterville French when they wrote that this tactic
was yet another Irish attempt to Anglicize the Francos.
Throughout this difficult period Father Charland of St. Francis de Sales
tried to remain helpful to his people and yet obedient to his superiors. He
found that when the new bilingual Irish priest arrived in 1905 to work at
Sacred Heart the French-Canadians living near Sacred Heart refused to attend
his church and accept the sacraments from him. In 1908, after ceaseless
tension, Diomede Falconio resolved the dispute by upholding the division
and requiring all the French-eanadians in the jurisdiction of Sacred Heart to
attend the new English-speaking church. La Justice, a French-Canadian
newspaper, declared that the French who had to attend Sacred Heart were

"condamnes a 5 'ir Iandiser" (condemned to becoming Irish). Throughout

141
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New England at this time many French-Canadians were faced with similar
situations and it was not uncommon for many French to simply give up
attending church rather than be forced to worship in an Irish parish. l48
The Sacred Heart parish served the north end of town more, and as
mentioned earlier there was also a contingent of French-<:anadians who lived
in the north end near their jobs at Maine Central Railroad. rlt appears that the

French-Canadians in the northern part of the town were more quickly
II

Anglicized" which can perhaps be attributed to their proximity to the

English Catholic church. Some evidence also suggests that the more affluent
French-Canadians whose ancestors were among the first French to migrate
from Quebec lived more in the north section of town. These first wave
immigrants tended to anglicize their names and can be thought of as existing
at the top of the French-Canadian hierarchy in the town. These upper class,
wealthier French were more accepted in the town and some looked down
upon their fellow French-Canadian new-comers. 149
Notre Dame parish is the third French-affiliated Catholic church in
Waterville. A history from the Mt. Merid convent explains that in 1899 the
pastor of the St. Francis de Sales church purchased land in the Plains and two
years later a parish was fonnal1y established there. However, the same
document claims that the parish was founded in 1910 and that in 1911 sisters
from the Ursulines of Jesus order in Chavagnes, France came to run the
parochial convent and sOOool at Notre Dame. Other sources date the

14a
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founding of the parish at 1911. In either case, this new parish built a church
directly in the Plains on Water Street. St. Francis de Sales had always been
located well away from the Plains and now there was a new church directly
within the community. In 1913 the Notre Dame church-school was destroyed
by fire, yet within the year a new building was built. Many people recalled
that the sanctuary of the church was located on the second floor of the
building and people had to go upstairs for Sunday Mass. In 1922-4 the Notre
Dame parish and school were moved to Silver Street which again was located
outside of the Plains. The reason for moving appears to he for the need of a
better church and school building and for a better home for the Ursulines of
Jesus affiliated with Notre Dame.
For French-eanadian children, there was a great deal of emphasis on
preservation of the French language and cultural heritage. Much of this was
done through parochial schools. Mount Merid continued to provide
bilingual education throughout this time, as did the newer Notre Dame
school. For French-Canadian children, the most prestigious career path was
to enter into service of the Catholic church. Young boys were encouraged to
go to school in Alfred, Maine where the Brothers of Christian Instruction had
a school ,to train priests. For young French-eanadian women, becoming a
nun was also an upwardly mobile route and brought a great deal of honor to
the woman's family. Nuns cotdd study and pursue scholarly activities
without criticism and they were not constrained by ties to family or a
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husband. The Catholic church can be viewed as restraining for women in
some senses, yet in others it offered opportunities not othetwise available to
Franco-American women. Returning to Quebec was still very much a dream
of many French-Canadian families during the early part of the twentieth
century. In conjunction with this, the families were still bound up in the
authority of the church. In Canada being a member of the..church hierarchy
was the most prestigious position one could hope to attain and, through la

survivance, the church hierarchy was still considered the ultimate by French
Canadian families in Waterville. For children in Waterville, joining the

ranks of the French Catholic church was the most upwardly mobile and
prestigious career-route they could generally strive for. However, this often
meant that the children were sent back into Quebec for final training and the
most sought after jobs were generally in larger churches in Quebec.' This
route kept the star French-Canadian children removed from the US schools
and from mobility within the general public sphere in the US. It also kept
these aspiring church leaders oriented back towards Quebec rather than
focused on the community they lived in.

The Industrial Sector: Working Conditions & LaboT Relations
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Waterville was one of the most rapidly growing industrial cities in
Maine around 1900. Publications such as the Waterville Milil, The Daily

Kennebec Journal, and the Bangor Industrial Journal all cite Waterville as a
prosperous, growing industrial community. In particular, Maine Central
Railroad grew dramatically around this time; between 1899 and 1901 between
500 and 1000 new cars were built by MCRR at the shops in Waterville. lso
Waterville served as a central paint for the east-west and north-south traffic
of goods in the state, thus Maine Central chose Waterville as its headquarters
in 1886 and continued to grow well into the twentieth century. The following
newspaper excerpts from the Daily Kennebec JDurnal in January of 1900
indicate the level of growth of MCRR around this time:

[Oln account of the rush of work in the motive power 'department at the Maine Central
shops, a new rule calling for night work has been issued, the men being ~tructed to
bring their suppers with them and work unti19 o'clock in the evening.

A short time ago it [the freight business] was so heavy that it was necessary to run
three shifters during the day and two at night to keep the tracks cleared and the trains
made up.' Special trains are almost an every day occurrence. lSI

The prosperity of MCRR went hand in hand with the thriving industries
such as Lockwood, Hollingsworth & Whitney, Hathaway Shirt Company,
ISO Cloutier; Robert O.
Settlement to J900. p.
m Cloutier, Robert O.
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Sawyer Publishing Company, Waterville Iron Works, Noyes & Goddard Store
Foundry, Wyandotte (also called Riverview in some sources) Woolen
Company, and Wittemore Furniture Company. Waterville also had four
prosperous banks at this time, the Ticonic National Bank founded in 1831, the
Peoples National Bank founded in 1855, the Waterville Savings Bank
founded in 1869, and the Waterville Trust Company founded in 1889. 1S2
All of this economic activity and prosperity could not have been
accomplished without the hundreds of laborers in the factories. For both
Franco-Americans153 and Lebanese who worked in factories during this era
factory work was the focal point of one's life. The expansion of industries did
not generally go hand in hand with healthy and safe working conditions.
Workers lacked legal protection and yet these factory jobs were virtually the
only ones made available to them as they immigrated to Waterville.
Important also to bear in mind when looking at working conditions is that
Waterville industries actively recruited French-eanadians in Quebec and
their sale purpose for moving to Maine was to work as factory labor. From
the beginning, this placed them in a particular framework in the town which
factory owners and bosses-who were obviously prosperous around the turn
of the century-had a vested interest in maintaining.
In the local industries such as Lockwood the average work day was

around 12 hours per day. Most of the bosses and foremen around 1900 were
IS2 Cloutier, Robert O. The Industrial and Business Deyeiopment of Waterville. Maine From Colonial
Settlement to 1900. p. 101-102.
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Yankee men who worked to keep the Franco-Americans, Lebanese and other
immigrant workers in line. Child labor was common in Waterville and the
pay significantly lower than the pay in other local jobs held by Yankees. For
the Franco-Americans the jobs in the mills and at the railroad paid more than
they could earn in Canada and this reality kept them working under poor
conditions, which the mill owners knew. This fact gave the owwus. and
bosses a great deal of leverage over the workers because they knew that both
the Francos and Lebanese needed the jobs and could not petition for change
out of fear of losing those jobs.
At Lockwood, Hollingsworth & Whitney, --and Wyandotte the workers
would often go in before the

SW\

rose and work in large rooms with

particularly loud machinery. The workers were on their feet constantly, with

-

only a short lunch time break to really socialize and sit down. At Lockwood,
the workers usually had to bring a change of clothing because at the-end of the
day they were covered from head to toe in small scraps of cotton. For women
who worked in Waterville's large industries, there were definite issues_ of
sexual harassment: The bosses could easily physically intimidate women and
it was not uncommon for the men in charge to touch them inappropriately.

Again, due to the dependence on these jobs, women were often forced to
accept these threats and continue working without complaint. Women
usually would work during their teens Wltil marriageable age. Once married,
women usually continued to work in factories until they had children. Even
after having children, women would come back to work periodically and
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some married women worked as fill-ins in case another worker got ill or had
to leave work

unexpectedly.~

The issue of child labor in Maine factories and

mills was addressed in the 1907 and 1909 Maine Child Labor Laws. Prior to
1907 the minimum age for working in a mill was 12, and aftervvards it was 16.
These legal changes affected the mills because they had come to rely upon
child labor. As a result of these laws, the mills were forced to hire workers
who were above 16 years old. These laws created inspection agencies run by
the state that periodically checked up on the working conditions and labor
standards of mills. Despite investigations at the factories and mills, the
working conditions remained unsafe and dismal. Also, throughout this
period there was often irregular enforcement of these laws and it became
common-place to alter birth certificates so that children as young as 7 could
work in the mills. ISS
Nationally around the tum of the century many people were becoming
involved in union activities. However, in Maine, there were few 'mammoth'
industries that would allow for strong unions with large memberships to be
formed. 156 Waterville in particular was a difficult place to set up unions due
to the wide variety of jobs industrial workers held in the area. There were
several Waterville industries employing laborers of different ethnicities, but
the members of the ethnic groups were not employed by one or two large

IS4 NOTE : These characterizJttions of the women workers were more typical of Franco-American workers
than ofLebanese.
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companies. This served to lessen the potential unity of the ethnic laborers
because there was not one common cause to fight for. With so many
members of the ethnic communities holding different kinds of jobs, each of
which had its own down sides and benefits, there was no way to unify the
workers. The fact that three of the industries were split along gender lines
(Lockwood and Hathaway employed predOminantly women while MCRR
employed only men) caused even more divisions because the conditions and
treatment of workers in these settings varied dramatically. In conjunction
with this, the industries existing in Waterville were not well connected with
one another-there were no situations in which raw material was processed
by one plant and then made into a marketable product at another. All the
industries depended on the railroad company to deliver goods, but overall
there was a lack of cohesiveness between the industries themselves that
heightened the difficulties inherent in the formation of unions.
Many of the Lebanese and Franco-Americans who worked in the mills
will often describe their years of work as 'fun times' in which they joked
around a great deal and enjoyed their time. In many of the oral histories and
interviews, this response to what life was like as an employee in one of
Waterville large mills is typical.

How people choose to label and remember

events is particularly significant, especially when many of the people who
described their work years as fun could also list multiple ex.amples of
discrimination and abuse of the workers by the industrial bosses. In addition,
it is important to recognize the power of the 'mill culture' itself. There were
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layers of ritual wrapped around the daily activities in the mill; people were
controlled by' the sound of whistles in the mill and by verbal commands from
their supervisors. There was also a strict code in the Waterville mills
between the workers themselves. Certain workers emerged as leaders
amongst the leaders and established a certain amount of influence over
his/her peers. This can be thought of as a semi-autonomous field, meaning
that while the workers were subjected to certain kinds of limitations and
moldings set by their bosses they simultaneously crafted their own world
view and mode of activity (or code) that was separate. This code implied that
people had to act in accordance with the established norms; to step out of line
meant a person could be physically or mentally punished. The employers
had their own expectations for the workers, and the workers had their own
for one another.
In the case of many of the Franco-American women who worked at the

Hathaway company, there were multiple examples of the bosses attempting to
keep the workers in a relegated. position and keep them divided. First" the
women were doing piece work, which meant that they would only be paid for
the amount of work they completed each day, regardless of complications that
might occur such as a machine breaking (the women were taught how to
repair their own machines so tha t if the machines broke the women would
have incentive to repair them well and rapidly). If a woman was a final
inspector of the shirts, she knew that if she sent back a shirt because it had a
flaw the woman who had made the shirt would have to re-do the shirt on
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her own time with no pay. This position of final inspector was particularly
rough for the woman, because she knew that-she would essentially be the
cause of problems for one of her co-workers. Also, another tactic of the
Hathaway company was to move the women around so that they did not
become too competent at anyone particular job. The goal of the company was 
to keep the women skilled only to a certain level; if any of the workers
became more skilled they would have to pay them more and they could
potentially demand more from the company. The whole system was planned
so the workers could never be above average.
Some women would counter-act this situation by taking home batch
tickets, which indicated the number of shirts they had worked on that day.
Once a woman had a certain number of batch tickets in her area that indicated
she was getting too skilled at a job, the woman would be switched. By taking
home some of the batch tickets, the women were lying about how many
shirts they had worked on; they were also risking the wrath of their
employers because the bosses took the liberty of searching

th~lr

purses when

they entered and left the factory. They would then bring the tickets the next
day and incorporate them into their new pile of tickets-it was a constant
process of trying to not appear too skilled at a job. For those women who
were slower, the more skilled women would often help them out by giving
them some of their batch tickets. 157 In some cases, this was done out of
genuine concern for a fellow worker. At other times if a woman was
IS1 Person
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particularly skilled at her job she might give batch tickets to a less-adept co
worker so that she (the more skilled one) would end up with an average
number of batch tickets at the end of the day and would not appear to be too
skilled. This is just one example of how the Franco-American women would
counter-act the techniques of the elite employers who were working to keep
the women in a marginalized, controlled position.
At Maine Central Railroad (MCRR), there was a similar, obvious
situation of controlling the workers and keeping them in a subordinate
position. The Franco-American men could only work on the gravel trains
and in the car shops. The higher paying jobs of the engineers were out of
their reach, even if they had the skills for those jobs. The first strike in
Waterville was conducted at MCRR in 1922. The car shop workers held a
walk-out which the American Federation of Labor (AFt) and Federated Shop
Crafts helped organize. Strike breakers were brought in, and there was a great
deal of fighting throughout the strike period, although the Waterville
Morning Sentinel did not record much of the violence. The strike lasted

from July 1 to September 23, 1922 and very few concessions were actually
made by MCRR. The workers were really suffering without their jobs, some
were even starving throughout this time. When the strikers returned to
work, many of them lost their seniority over the non-strikers and some were
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not even re-hired. The strikers were branded as 'scabs' which became a
stigmatizing label in Waterville for many years to come. 158
During the 19305, there was severe unrest both in Waterville and
across the nation due to the economic depression. The federal government
helped assuage the economic crisis by stepping in and taking more control
over industry and public works projects. However, this was a slow process
and in the meantime the skyrocketing unemployment led to political unrest.
In many instances, the subordinate ethnic groups found a forum and the

power to speak out for their rights because their fanner employers were
weakened. In Waterville, the national unions such as the CIa and AFL were
slow to take hold, however some workers began to organize themselves.
Two central figures at this time were George Jabar and Bernard Ezhaya,
Lebanese men who began organizing laborers around 1933. By 1934, Jabar had
helped organize a textile strike in Central Maine. The wqrkers were affiliated
with the United Textile Association of America and in Waterville they
targeted the Lockwood company_ Jabar and his picketers-most of whom
were

Franc~American-marchedoutside

the Lockwood mills. These

strikers were from other mills and were called 'flying squadrons.' The goal
was to win over the majority of the Lockwood workers. Some of the
Lockwood workers were not interested in striking, however they were too
fearful to walk to work because of the potential for violence. The police were

lSI
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called in to violently repel the strikers and eventually the National Guard
was even called in to quell the disruptions. At points, these officials even
used tear gas and clubs against the picketers. There were mass gatherings
during this strike to hear Jabar speak, people yelled in French and English,
and during much of this time there were a great many spectators who
watched the workers go into the mill each morning while the picketers yelled
at them to them to strike.
Ultimately the Lockwood workers were never won over by the
picketers. The Lockwood Company's strategy was to give their workers
almost the same things that the unionized mills had, but just a little less. The
Lockwood bosses truly did not want the workers joining unions. They
wanted to keep the seniority system in which the bosses could do as they
pleased, including sexually harass the predominantly female work force. In
unionized contexts, women had more of a forum to express their grievances
against the bosses. The bosses at Lockwood wanted to prevent this kind of
forum from developing. '59 The Lockwood Company was never successfully
unionized, although Jabar and his followers did have success atthe
Wyandotte Worsted Company. Wyandotte became successfully unionized, as
did other woolen mills in Central Maine. Jabar went on to become the
president of the CIa in Maine and remained active in labor issues throughout
the stateY.o

." Bernier, Margaret. A I.&bor Study of me Franco-American Commynity of Waterville. Maine from
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The third and final strike that occurred in Waterville occurred in 1937
at the Hathaway shirt factory. The workers there staged a walk-out because
they were trying to form: a union and the company was blocking their efforts.
The company stated that it would not recognize any union the workers
organized as being the "-sole collective bargaining agency" for the workers. 161
Again, George lahar was involved as were many Franco-Americans. The
workers wanted to join the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America, and
the Hathaway owners-Ellerton Jette and Edward Leighton-worked hard to
prevent this from happening. The workers wanted to join the national
union because it would provide them with more protection; if they joined
more local ones, the Hathaway bosses could find ways to get around the
stipulations set up by the local unions. Ultimately the Hathaway workers lost
the strike and did not join the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America.
Instead they formed their own independent union within the Company, but
this did not result in the resolution of their major concerns. After 1940, there
were far more successful unionizations in Waterville. Hathaway workers did
finally join the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America in 1945, and the
MCRR workers were allowed to be affiliated with the AFL hy 1946.

Tensi,ons Within the Triumvirate: Discrimination and Alliance Amongst the
Yankees, Lebanese, and Franco-Americans
Bemier, Margaret A Labor Swdy of the Franco-American Community QfWaterville. Maine from
1890-1940. p. 74
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With the establishment of solid ethnic neighborhoods with stores,
entertainment, places of worship and with the growth of industry the
interactions between the three main ethnic groups in Waterville shifted away
from the nineteenth century model. Franco-Americans and Lebanese were
making their marks on the town, they were learning English and some of
their children were attending public schools along side the Yankees. As
factories grew so too did the machine-like handling of the workers within the
factory. Workers lives were regimented by the sounds of loud machines, by
the shouts of their bosses, arid by the bells that called them to and from work
each day. From the end of the nineteenth century through World War II
factory life became more standardized and workers' roles more

defin~d

throughout the industrial Northeast. Factories had been similarly structured
during the nineteenth century, however now they had a more stable
population of laborers rather than laborers who carne through town, stayed
for a few years and then moved on. Additionally} large-scale
industrialization had swept through the Northeast during the latter half of
the nineteenth century and by around 1900 the factories had become
permanent institutions in towns as

ha~

the ethnic enclaves that sprang up

around them. At this time workers were also gaining the right to organize
and articulate their concerns through strikes. Although unionizing and
strikes were largely unsuccessful in Waterville} the fact that attempts were
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made indicates that workers had achieved a certain minimal level of
organization:
These changing situations caused the boundaries between ethnic
groups to shift. One example of changing ethnic roles was the election of a
Franco-American mayor, F. Harold Dubord, in 1929. Mr. Dubord was one of
the early French graduates of Waterville High School, he attended Colby
College, and went on to Boston University Law school. He helped out in the
family clothing store on Water Street after finishing his studies in Boston and
then later founded his own law practice. He soon became involved with
politics. He served on the Board of Education and acted as Oerk of the City
Council before becoming mayor from 1929-1933. After his post at mayor/ he
became involved with state level politics.l&:l He was the first of several
Franco-American mayors in Waterville. This is just one example of how
ethnic boundaries were changing. In 1870 it would have been very unlikely
that a Franco-American would be elected to be mayor. However, at this time
people were put together in new contexts and by tracing the points of
contention one can begin to grasp the forces involved as well as how ethnic
boundaries are formed and maintained.
As was the case throughout New England, members of the Yankee
group typically looked down upon the immigrant communities:

Yankees...whose roots were in preindustrial Waterville...tended to look down upon all
the immigrants...The prejudice rarely involved blatant discri.mi.nation; rather, it was
more subtle. The immigrants themselves were generally unaware of the extent of the
161
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prejudice because their limited knowledge of English tended both to discourage contact
with the Yankees and to cause them to miss linguistic cues. Their children, however,
grew up fluent in English and readily comprehended speech nuances and gestures that
were intended to express insults and/or disdain. '6J

Stereotypes abounded about the etlmic groups. Franco-Americans were called
"Frogs" and "dumb Frenchmen." The large size of Franco-American
families-which was necessary for family survival both on Quebec farms and
in Waterville factories-was looked down upon, labeled as a peculiarity and

as a source of Franco poverty. Additionally, Franco-Americans throughout
New England were labeled as quiet and docile people, which made them good
workers. Instead of looking at the multiple ways in which Franco-Americans
were not given a voice, the Francos were labeled by the Yankee elite as simply
being docile. The Lebanese were called "black Syrians" and were often
stereotyped along the same lines as Jewish people. Many Jewish and Lebanese
immigrants began as peddlers, and some opened up stores as they settled
down. Additionally, many Jewish and Lebanese immigrants came to the US
with marketable skills which allowed them to be propelled ahead of other
immigrant groups. In Europe many Jewish people had been involved in
textiles and they were able to transfer this skill to the US. Likewise some
Lebanese were familiar with textiles, and in particular the silk trade. Many
Lebanese who arrived in Waterville were able to take on jobs as weavers in
the woolen mills because they already possessed some training as weavers.
The fact that Lebanese people were racialized as black is significant given the
dominant black-white radal paradigm that exists within the US.

16J
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Additionally, being lwnped together with Jewish people meant that they
became the target of Anti-Semitic discrimination as well. ' '
One of the most obvious arenas for inter-group relations was in
Waterville factories. The scenario described above with the Lebanese gaining
more skilled-and thus higher paying-jobs certainly created tensions with
the Franco-Americans in the mills. The competition for mme.-prestigious
and higher paying jobs created problems between the two groups. The rivalry
often was played out in the fonn of physical fights and derogatory slurs that
were hurled back and forth. The passage below from an interview with Said

J.

Namer (a Lebanese man)" depicts the ethnic tensions around this time:

Q: Now how did the Lebanese and American people mix at Cascade Park?
Alright?
A: Oh yes, they done very well. There was Lebanese people who were well
liked, well-liked by everybody. But to begin with, I don't know what you'd say. When
we used to go to the cotton mill there was some of the young kids who used to meet us on
the way, right by the...there used to be a park where the rotary is now, -and you'd meet
a bunch of bad-influence kids. They used to beat us, but they didn't beat the hell out of
us, but they used to bother us.
Q: They used to pick on the Lebanese men going along?
A: They'd pick on the Lebanese. They'd meet them with snow-balls. Every
Lebanese used to have a stick under his arm in order to protect himself, years ago, .. Me
and Jimmy George, we was going to work (the cotton mill), yes the cotton mill. The
ground was covered, no more snow. A little here, a little there. There was rock. (
picked up a rock of cement, you know what I mean, when I come over with the snow, and
I hit the guy right there. He went down. and they never bolh.ered us no more. l64

The diViding lines between the groups were dearly 'drawn during the
early 1900s. The Yankees were present only in the factories as managers and
were not directly involved in physical confrontation or conflict. The Yankee
sooetyhad its own neighborhoods, churches, and social gathenngs that were
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far removed from the other groups in the town. However, one way in which
the power relationships in the town can roughly be mapped out is through
the public schools. As mentioned previously, both the Lebanese and the
Franco-Americans had established religious schools for their children.
However, not all the children attended these schools and it appears to have
been typical for a child to attend a mixture of public and private schools
throughout his or her educational years.
The public schools represent a microcosm of the ethnic make-up in the
town and the children endured many of the tensions their parents felt in
factories and in public spaces around the town. One of the problems faced by
Franco-Americans that is mentioned over and over again is the issue of
language. The French dialect spoken in Waterville can be traced back to the
region of Beauce in Quebec. The style of French spoken in this region differs
greatly from the French that has developed in France over the past four
hundred years. In American public schools, the style of French that is taught
as a foreign language is the dialect used in France. Specifically it is the dialect
used around Paris, often referred to as Parisian French. In the Waterville
public schools, Parisian French was taught by people whose first language was
English. The Franco-American students who took French class were mocked
and told they did not speak French accurately. Often times they were placed
in first level French courses which was particularly derogatory. Many people

can relate stories of being humiliated by teachers and classmates alike in
French class because of their accent and style of speaking French. Rather than
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being appreciated for already being bilingual, Franco-Americans were belittled
in the classroom. Another problem that arose out of this is that Franco

American students who were in Parisian French classes often did begin to
learn the style of French spoken in France and altered their accents.
However, as soon as they returned home after school and spoke to their
parents in the Parisian French the parents would chastise-them for speaking
in that manner. Parents did not want their children speaking in that

"sophisticated" and foreign way. For the Franco-American children this was
a no-win situation. Many felt so hwniliated both at horne and in school they
opted instead to only speak English, although they were targeted still because
they spoke English with an accent.
In public school, especially at the high school, the Yankee children

were perceived as occupying the top rung while the Anglicized Franco
Americans and the Lebanese occupied some intermediate position. -The
Franco-Americans from the Plains area were definitely at the bottom of the
social ladder. The Lebanese boys were more dominant in sports,

especi~lly

football and basketball, and this provided them with a great deal of prestige. It
was with a team of predominantly Lebanese players that the Waterville
basketball team won the New England Championship in 1944-45. The
Franco-American boys had a baseball club called the Pilgrims during the early
1900s and had several stars on the football team at the high school. However,
the most important sport for the Franco-American boys was hockey. Franco
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American boys led the Waterville high school to many hockey
charnpionships.
Despite these athletic successes, there appear to have been some
tensions regarding etlmic mixing on the sporting teams. Some people
recalled there being an issue made over the fact that most of the boys on the
basketball team were Lebanese and apparently some of the Lebanese. boys were
taken off the team and replaced with non-Lebanese.t65 Additionally, one
Lebanese woman recalled how after she joined the cheerleading squad one of
the other women on the team left the squad and the high school itself to
enroll in a private institution. While there was no direct evidence that this
was because a Lebanese woman had joined the cheerleading squad, it was
hinted that this may have been the reason. l66
Some people growing up during the 19205-19405 in Waterville viewed
neighborhoods as the single most important aspect of a person's identity.
There seem to have been gangs in the North and South sections of town
which often came into conflict. Some students recall there being very clear
divide lines between the Franco-American and Lebanese students at North
Grammar and· South Grammar Schools. Tekla Karter recalls some of these
issues in an interview during 1976:

Q: Were the Lebanese kids treated any clifferently than the non·Lebanese kids?
A: I remember in my young days when we used to go to Redington Street SchooL
there were a lot of nationalities living in the area of Head of Falls and Front Street.
Especially on the Lockwood side. There were Greek people there, too, and they used. to
16S
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way-lay us when we'd go to school and push us around and many a morning my father
had to walk the whole Head of the Falls crowd to school. I <57

These incidents in schools, factories, and public spaces around
Waterville help to highlight the relationships between the various
communities. The roles the people in a given group play are detennined by
the historical circumstances they are given. What the people do within the
given set of circumstances or parameters in their lives is their own choice,
their own creation. They create their own world view out of a specific range
of possibilities that are presented to them.

The Ku Klux Klan

In addition to the issues mentioned above, the presence of the KKK in

Maine had a profound influence on the Catholic (primarily Franco-American
Catholic), Jewish, and Black populations. While some KKK-like activities
occurred in Maine during the 1800s, the KKK truly gained a great deal of
power and influence in Maine and throughout the rest of the country during
the 19205. The Klan reorganized around this time and increased its range of
hatred to include Catholics, Jews, Blacks, and foreigners. New Klave.ms were
established tluoughout the country and extensive literature was published
supporting Klan ideals. In particular, the Klan became obsessed with the
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notion of a Catholic conspiracy headed by the pope and the church
hierarchyy18 For example, parochial schools were targeted because they were
thought to instill anti-American sentiments into Catholic children and keep
them tied to Rome. Groups such as the Knights of Columbus were also
targeted as suspicious. Books such as John Higham's Strangers in the Land
added to the idea of a Catholic conspiracy.
In Maine the Klan was linked to politics during the 19205 and "

[e]stirnates of the size of the Klan in Maine vary from 15,000 to 60,000
members with an unknown but presumably large nwnber of Klan
sympathizers."I69 With the end of World War I, the US returned to its
isolationist policies that had typified the country during the 1800s. As
mentioned previously, harsh and blatantly racist quotas were established for
inunigration which reflected the anti-immigrant and anti-alien sentiments of
the time. In many urban areas across the US, including cities in Maine,
immigrant groups were gaining some political power at the lower levels. The
Klan used this fact to imply that the immigrants were taking over positions
that were rightfully 'American' and to engender hatred and distrust towards
these immigrant groups.
Edward Whitney suggests in his thesis that Maine experienced its most
rapid industrialization during the early 19005 and that in conjunction with
this urban areas swelled. The state shifted from a rural to an urban emphasis
and he suggests this set the stage for Klan sentiments to arise:

.1(••
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[T]he rural elements in society which had previously been both socially and
economically predominant now found their positions usurped by other groups (due to the
sudden growth of importance of urban areas and their population concentration and
corresponding social dominance.) This theory postulates that the Klan was a means of
resisting the loss of status felt particularly by the rural dwellers. In Maine the same
type of person remained in firm control at least in the political realm; all of the major
political candidates of both parties continued to be native-born Anglo-Saxon
Protestants. However, the fear of alien domination and a loss of status became more
and more evident, particularly in the ravings of Klansmen and Klan sympathizers
about the increasing dom.ination and corruption of politics and social life by the
Catholics, the only sizable 'alien' group in the state. l70

In conjunction with this, Maine endured an economic crisis after World War

I that especially affected farming in the state. Farming had flourished during
the war, however by 1921 the war-time markets had faded, crop prices
dropped, and inflation increased. The value of farm property decreased and
Maine was losing farmers at a rapid rate. Young people especially left the
state in search of better economic opportunities. Additionally, while
industries were generally on the rise in the state, they did not fare as well as
industries in other parts of the country around this time. Thus throughout
the state there appears to have been a great deal of unrest during the 1920s as

..

well as during the larger depression of the 1930s.
Whitney calculates that there were around 650 Klan members in
Waterville in the early 19205, with Bangor, Lewison and Auburn having
around 1,000 members each and with Portland numbering around 4,000. The
Klan became officially part of the larger KKK network in Maine sometime in
1922 and it reached its peak of activity and membership around 1924-25.
Some estimate that in 1925 Maine had a total Klan membership of around
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150,141.1.71 Percival Baxter was the governor in Maine during the early '205
and initially he publicly attacked the organization. However, as the Klan
gained influence, he toned down his accusations. Most alarming.. however,
was the Klan's support of governor Owen Brewster who entered into office
after Baxter. The Klan publicly supported Brewster, and while Brewster
himself never publicly claimed to be a KKK member he also- nev.er
denounced the support given to him by the Klan. Many people in the state
believed he was a Klan member and this issue surrounded his political
career. 171
One other key point regarding the Klan in Maine is the participation of
women in Klan activities. In 1923 Eugene Farnsworth, Klan leader, formed
the Women of the Ku Klux Klan which was connected to the men's KKK
group in Maine but which was independent of the national KKK.lJ3 This gave
the Klan an aura of being a family organization which added to its popularity.
The Klan in Maine hosted a number of social events which whole families
would attend. For example, Farnsworth and others attempted to turn
Columbus Day into a Klan holiday in Portland. The mayor of Portland
refused to grant the Klan its own parade on this day, but the Klan responded
by holding a huge event on private pr9Perty replete with carnival events,

Whitney. Edward Bonnell'. The Ku KIm<: Klan in Marne J922- J928. p. J5- J6.
Doty, C. Steward. "The KKK ,in Maine was not OK:' Bangor Daily News. June 11-12, 1994. NOTE:
The article also explains that in 1925 there were 37',000 Klan members in Rhode Island, 65, 590 in
Connecticut, 75,000 in New Hampshire, 80, 301 in Vennont, and 130,780 in Massachusetts.
171 Sleeper, Frank. Around WateryjJ!e. 'po 26.
m Whitney. Edward Bonner. The Ku KI~$.lan in Maine 1922-1918. p. 38.
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bands, a bazaar, and--<>f course-flaming crosses. People from all over the
state attended. m
Aside from the details of the Klan's rise in Maine, the very fact of the
Klan presence is a clear indication of the kinds of boundaries erected against
those targeted by the Klan. The history of the Klan in Maine is not well
known and yet -the hooded and sheeted members of the KKK were a very
U

real threat in Maine and New England."V'S There were numbers of parades
and demonstrations including cross burnings in public spaces in towns. It
was a clear sign that the elite Yankee Protestants wanted to maintain their
position and that they feared losing it. The following excerpt provides some
understanding of how the Klan articulated its feelings against Catholics and
others:

Franco-American loggers of the Industrial Workers of the World (lWW) turned
back 40 hooded Klansmen from Greenville in the zero temperatures of Febru.ary 1924. In
Fairfield [a town adjacent to Watervillel, on JuJy 1, 1924, Ku Klux Klan forces and
Franco-Americans battled each other with rocks and clubs before a fiery cross was tom
down. In September 1924, Franco-Americans defended Biddeford from the Ku Klux
Klan stomting the bridge from Saco....
Yankee New England may have forgotten the Ku Klux Klan or relegated it to a
benighted region somewhere else. Its memory and its effect, however, lived on. Older
Franco-Americans can quickly recall the trauma they and their parents experienced at
the hands of the Klan in those dark years. They remember being hidden under beds and
in closets, and behind locked doors in the darkened houses of the Petits Canadas of New
England. The sheets and hoods disappeared, but the "dumb Frenchmen" jokes, "frog" as
an ethnic slur, and hostility to spoken French remainedY6

The above description accurately depicts the long-term effects of the Klan and
other discriminatory activity in this century. One informant from the
Whitney, Edward Bonner. The Ku Klux Klan in Maine 1922-1228. p. 39.
m Daly, C. Stewart. "The KKK in Maine was Dot OK." Bangor Daily News. June 11-12, 1994. p. AIS.
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Waterville Franco-American community mentioned that her grandfather
was doing roof repair many years ago at the Episcopal church and came across
KKK paraphernalia in the church attic. He was surveying the repair work
with the Episcopal priest at the time when they both came across old boxes
with pamphlets, books, and other items related to the Klan. The Episcopal
priest was apparently new in the area and knew nothing about the items. 1n
Regardless, this example shows that the Klan likely had strength in
Waterville. The fact that the Klan existed in the town and had support
provides a critical dimension to understanding ethnic relations in the town.
There is no direct evidence from the information' on the Klan in Maine that
the Lebanese specifically would have been targeted; however it is not beyond
the realm of possibility that the Klan would have directed some of its
hostilities and nativist sentiments toward the 'black Syrians' in town.
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Chapter VII: The Post-War Era-1945-1973

World War IT represents a pivotal moment in world history and the
global power structure. The war stretched over several continents and
involved dominant nations and their colonies; inunediately following the
war the economy was restIuctured, nations were created anetshifted, and new
ideologies were formed. For the US, the war was a way to launch the country
out of the depression that had plagued the previous decade. In many ways
the depression of the 1930s can be seen as a crisis of capitalism and the
response of the Roosevelt administration was to save the economy through
bureaucratic regUlation. In essence, the New Deal put an end to the more
laissez-faire style that had marked the US from the late 1800s through 1929. In
the US during World War II, the economy was revitalized by the massive.
industrial production for the war effort; the country was hauled out of the
depression mode and rejuvenated by the war-time demands. In the post-war
period, the US needed to maintain the same levels of production to keep the
economy alive. The entire US society began to be geared towards mass
production and mass-consumption. Also, the US economy became geared
more towards big business, big government, and big labor. Big business had
been the trademark prior to the 1929 crash, and big government had picked
up the pieces during the 19305 and established a secure bureaucracy. Labor
unions became more nationally united, which was spurred on by the merger
of the AFL and the CIa in 1935. The result after the war was a partnership
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between these three entities which had previously been at odds with one
another.
Internationally, the world became politically polarized between the US
and the USSR after 1945 as these two countries rushed to gain control of the
rest of the people and resources around the globe. During the war, the US
had developed a high-production economy which had helped pull the
country out of depression. To keep the US economy afloat, the same kind of
production levels needed to be maintained. Additionally, the US was
propelled into a new strategic position of power after the war. By
maintaining high production rates, the US generated resources and money
that were used to gain control around the world. This in tum secured

resources from abroad and kept the 'communist enemy,' the USSR, at bay. In
order to keep up with the high-production economy, a new kind of worker
had to be molded in the US. Workers needed to be acclimated to routinzed
labor, a highly structured schedule, long hours, and-most importantly-had
to use his/her -wages to purchase goods. Making workers into consumers
would help complete the circle of economic activity. Forging a new type of
worker who would be given a fixed hourly wage and a set time of work was
the post-war agenda. The term

Fordis~ has

been used by some to refer to "

the long postwar boom, from 1945 to 1973, [which] was built upon a certain set
of labour control practices, technological mixes, conswnption habits, and
configurations of political-economic power." l1lI The implementation of

In
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Fordism took several decades, yet by the end of World War II a framework
had been laid out to implement the policies. Fordism was brought

II_to

maturity as a fully-fledged and distinctive regime of accumulation. As such,
it then fonned the basis for a long postwar boom that stayed broadly intact
until 1973. During that period, capitalism in the advanced capitalist countries
achieved strong and relatively stable rates of economic. growth. "179
The national government also began to encourage understandings of a
single, specific 'American' history and to unite the citizens under the
umbrella tenn 'American.' The government also started to define what an
'American citizen' should be like, what attributes every citizen should
-

.

possess. In conjunction with these trends, the 'American Dream' becomes
solidified in terms of encouragement of specific, common goals such as
owning a home, a car, and maintaining a steady job. Socially and ethnically,
the US was at a major turning point. As Karen Brodkin-Sacks explains: lithe
postwar period was a historic moment for real class mobility and for the
affluence we have erroneously come to believe was the US nonn. It was a
time when the old white and the newly white masses became middle dass."l!O
As the example of Waterville shows, many of the Euroethnics (to use
Brodkin-Sacks' term) were not considered to be 'white' before World War II.
If anyone was considered to be white, the Yankees were. There was no way

that in any given US city prior to World War II the people of English, Irish,
Jewish, French-Canadian, Italian, and Lebanese descent would have
. )79

Harvey, David. "'Political-economic Capitali$t Transfonnation.... p. 129.
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considered themselves to be members of the same race, minority, or ethnicity.
Yet shortly after the war, all of these groups are suddenly linked together and
generally referred to as white Americans. The degree of inclusiveness of
these groups into this white category varied from locality to locality, however
in the national sense this new white inclusive group was generally accepted..

Brodkin-Sacks raises the following questions and suggestions
surrounding this issue:

Did Jews and other Euroethnics become white because they became middle cIas.s? That
is, did money whiten? Or did being incorporated in an expanded version of whiteness
open up the economic doors to a middle-class status? Clearly, both tendencies were at
work...Although changing views on who was white made it easier for Euroethnics to
become middle class, it was also the case that economic prosperity played a very
powerful role in the whitening process,lBI

Certainly the ethnics in Waterville were affected by these trends, a.n$i in fact
have always been affected by the network of national trends. However, the
US government, along with its partners in big business, made a far more
concerted effort to create a national identity and

consciousne~ than

had been

attempted in the past. Much of this was accomplished through the rapid
development of mass media. Thus people in Waterville were certainly a part
of the new national trends and the ethnic groups in Waterville qualified for
becoming white. Waterville also benefited from the overall economic
prosperity of the country even though many of the area's most successful
industries began to wane during this period.
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Industrial Decline in Wateroille and the GI Bill

For the textile companies in the Northeast, there was a slow but steady
decline that began in the 19305 and then picked up speed throughout the post
war era. Much of this decline was due to the southern competition. The
textile mills in the south, where the raw materials were located, took away
the competitive edge the northern mills had enjoyed for decades and
drastically hurt the local Northeastern economies. In Waterville the
Lockwood cotton mill closed down in 1957 and with the introduction of the
highway system and more use of the automobile, the railway system lessened
in importance. Shortly after Lockwood closed down, the Hathaway factory
moved into Lockwood's mill number two. The other companies- also were
down-sizing their activities, especially as they became more mechanized and
needed fewer laborers. In 1954 the Hollingsworth & Whitney paper company
merged with Scott Paper company, a larger national corporation. These
trends are directly in-line with national developments.
While many Franco-Americans and Lebanese continued to work in the
local factories, many others moved into other economic spheres. The
boundaries that determine the kind of ethnic conception one forges were
shifting yet again. Many Yankee, Lebanese, and Franco-American men from
Waterville fought in World War II. As a result they were eligible for the GI
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bill that would pay their way through college. The GI bill was cited repeatedly
by members of the Lebanese and Franco-American community in Waterville
as a major turning point. The GI bill supplied the sons of factory laborers
with the means to attend college, and a college education meant socio
economic mobility. A small number of Lebanese and Franco-American
students used the GI bill to enroll at Colby College, which moved- from
College Avenue downtown up to the vast expanse of Mayflower Hill during
the 19405 and 19505.142 College education propelled some Lebanese and Franco
men into professional positions. They became engineers, doctors, lawyers,
dentists, owned real estate, opened insurance companies, and became larger
scale entrepreneurs. They were branching into professions that had
previously been held by Yankees only. Franco-American and Lebanese
identity rapidly changed as a result of the economic boom, rise of the middle
class, new definitions of what it meant to be American, and the new category
of white American. Where only 10 years prior the Franco-Americans and
Lebanese were .entirely shut out from some jobs--such as engineers for
MCRR-they suddenly began to be allowed into these jobs during the late 40s
and early 50s.
While it is difficult to measure the comparative levels of socio
economic mobility of the Lebanese and the Franco-Americans, the Lebanese
appear to have been more upwardly mobile. However, it is difficult to make
this assertion since the Lebanese population in Waterville was less than 5%

.IIJ

NOTE: SmaJl numbers of Lebanese and Franco-Americans bad enroUed at Colby prior to this rime,
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whereas the Franco-Americans constituted about 50% of the population.
When taken as a collective group the Lebanese on the whole became middle
class and of the professional class within one or two generations.

Certainly a

contingent of Frances also took advantage of the GI bill and secured social
mobility for themselves, however there were still many Franco-Americans
working as laborers in Waterville who remained on the poorer end, of the
spectrum. There appears to be some correlation between socioeconomic
mobility and the Franco-Americans who lived in the North end of town.
This may be because the first wave immigrants had settled here or because of
the influence of the English-speaking Sacred Heart church. Regardless, there
were still many Francos, especially those from the Plains, whose options
remained limi ted.

From Television to the Social Movements of the '60s: Growing Up Franco
American and Lebanese during the Post-War Era
Franco-American and Lebanese youth began to have more in common
during the 19505 than they had had in previous decades. Both groups grew
up during a time when the government made huge efforts to create national
sentiments and symbols and to standardize the experience of being American.
According to national labeling, Franco-Americans and Lebanese were both
considered to be white groups. However, stereotypes about the groups did not

however the num~ appear to be very small.
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fade away; instead, they became more subtle. While Lebanese and Franco
Americans could not have passed as white Yankees in 1920,' in 1960 many
Lebanese and some Franco-Americans found themselves in a new white,
midd1~class category

along with most of the Yankees. Money and the state

'whitened' and as members of these two communities were given a wider
spectrum of career paths and educational opportunities, older categorical
designations for the two groups slipped away. The Yankee, Lebanese, and
Franc<rAmerican children during the 1950s all grew up watching the same
television shows, they leamed the same history in the public schools, and
danced to the same music on the radio. There was a commonality of
experience between the three groups that had never existed to this degree
before.
However, despite these changes, the boundaries between the groups
did not dissipate. Money and social mobility may have whitened the ethnics,
but prejudice and dominance factors still remained. The following three
excerpts from Rhea Cote Robbins' recent book Wednesday's Child captures
the feelings of a young Franco-American woman growing up on Water Street
during the 19505 and 1960s. Rhea grew up in the Plains in Waterville and
after attending school at the University of Maine worked for a number of
years as the editor of Le Forum at the Franc<rAmerican Center. 183 Rhea's
statements portray the more subtle side of discrimination that has become
increasingly difficult to visibly see in Waterville.
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Page 26
My mother-in-law is one of these women [factory workers}. Thirty-three years of
sewing one part or another of men's shirts. The high quality kind. Hathaway shirts at
the C.F. Hathaway Shirt Fadory on Water Street. Their ads show Grecian, fine
chiseled featured men with impeccable suits and baby-soft cured leather shoes and
gloves. Camel's hair long coats. White silk neck scarves. The retirement check of this
woman after giving a lifetime to the sewing mill is $137 a mon~ and after six months
of retirement, she no longer qualifies for health insurance. She is forced to buy her own
health insurance plan independently. The shirts sell for $50 to upwards of $70 apiece
in the men's shops which sell quality clothing. I was destined for the men's shirt
factory mill. As so many of my neighbor women were destined.

Page 49-50
Waterville, a township on the Maine map, is not a large land mass, but it is heady on
its own fumes because of the Ivy League school which makes its home there-Colby
College. The workplace for many Franco-Americans as cooks, janitors, secretaries and
maids. Zamboni drivers. Toilet bowl cleaners. Salad prepares. Rarely do Franco
American children attend Colby College. Although children or workers can attend for
free. Few choose to stoop to that level of social climbing. Who would they talk to when
they came back from that foreign land, and while there, who would understand them?
The French body language is all different than what is bodily believed in at the Ivy
League school. The gestures of being brought up French do not prepare child to
compete in the world of high finance, Jaguars, the smell of money emanating from the
leather of the shoes and lying down in bed with creamy-skinned, silken-haired silver
spun women. Or, men. So Colby is safely tucked away from the onslaught of the French
who took up residence in Waterville to work in the mills. The women of my
neighborhood were the playthings of the Colby men. "The girls on Water Street" were
girls the Colby men were told to avoid. They might get the crabs. I am one of those
women who the Colby men were told to avoid on a Saturday night. Their spirits stank
when they walked in our neighborhood. It was the rotting shoe leather.

a

Page 62
Mama'l1, at least, has someone to fight with and then, there were the times when things
were O.K. between her and dad. Uke when they work on their flower together. Or
their lawns. The place where I come from, chez-nous, looks like a park. People would
walk down the street from their hot, third floor apartments with their babies to let
them run around on our lawn and around the pond dad had dug and piped water to from
the stream in the woods running off the cemetery. It was their place of calm. And
beauty. How ironic. All I want to do is be a white girl. A girl from Mayflower Hill. A
girl with an English name. An English identity. An English seXuality. An English
sensibility. An English everything. Instead, I have French as French could be.
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These words vividly depict the lines between the Yankee dominant group
and the Franco-Americans. The line has moved out of the visible realm and
into a more psychological one.
Gregoire Chabot is another Franco-American writer who captures the
essence of how Francos have felt during the post-war era. He grew up in
Waterville, attended Colby, has worked in theater and broadeasting and today
does freelance writing. His play "Un Jacques Cartier Errant" Oacques Cartier
Discovers America) involves the return of the ghost of the French explorer
Jacques Cartier. The action takes place in a Franco-American bar where
Cartier begins to ask questions all about the history of the French in North
America in an attempt to understand who the Franco-Americans are and
why they are in the position they are in.

In the following excerpt from the

play the character Ti-Jean hits upon the sentiments held by many FrancoAmericans:

Listen, Mister Cartier. I've read a little bit about my family's history. The OO.t Cote
waS a trapper and woodsman under French rule. He worked night and day, and
struggled like hell just to get by. My great grandfather was a farmer when the English
were in charge. He worked night and day, too, and struggled like hell just to get by. My
grandJather came down here to work in the mills ror the Americans. He worked night
and day, and struggled like hell just to get by. I work in the mills too. But 1 don't earn
enough there, so I have to have a night job. Want to know how I'm doing? Like every
one of my ancestors, I'm struggling like hell just to get by.ISt

When interviewed, many Franco-Americans highlighted the
television as a major factor that pulled apart the fabric of the FrancoAmerican home. In Gregorie Chabot's play "Sans Atout" (No Trump) a
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television is listed in the cast of characters. The character of the television is
described as a "hypnotic Anglophone presence." TVs brought the English
language directly into French-speaking homes. Now Franco-American
children heard English at home as well as in public and at school. This was
one of the final blows to the community. The ridiculing of French-speaking
students in public schools which was present during the early 1900s
continued in this era and contributed to the rapid loss of the French language
amongst the children growing up at this time. The following excerpt from
the Sunday Journal in Lewiston aptly describes how Franco-American
students felt:

Many second-generation Franco-Americans recall painful experiences from high
school in the 19505 and 1960s, where they learned that their language and lineage were
viewed as second-class. Some spent much of their young adulthood worried about their
French roots.
Norm Renaud, 53, grimaces as he recalls how entering Lewiston High School in
the early '60s was "a rude awakening." Until then, he had enjoyed the sense of
belonging offered by local French-eatholic schools and community. Everyone around
him spoke French.
But public school was different.
"We had French accents," he recalled. "We spoke French to~ome of our friends
in the hallways, and the Anglos and WASPs would point their fingers at us and say,
'We don't speak French here' ...We were Francos, so we didn't fit in with the well
dressed, the mill overseers' kids, the shoe-shop foreman's kids, or the·retail owners'
kids... We felt vibes, big time."
Students segregated naturally between Franco and non-Franco and the two
groups didn't socia1ize, he said. Non-Franco girls turned him down for dates, saying,
"My parents don't want me to go out with French kids."
Unable to cope with the stress of being ostracized some close to Renaud dropped
out of school, others-including his sister-transferred back to St. Dom's, then the
French private high school.
"They would call me Ftenchy." Roger Bouffard, 51, remembers the nickname
given him by his new dassmates at Lewiston High School. ''They would say, 'Which
part of Canada are you from?'"

... Chabot, Gregoire. "Un Jacques Cartier Emmt" p. 22
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"Without a doubt we were embarrassed about speaking with a French accent,"
said Richard Courtemanche..."We thought it was a handicap. We were forever trying
to hide it... People used to put Frenchmen down."1BS

According to some Franco-Americans who grew up during this time,
the Franco-American community had been operating under the mentality of

La survivance for so long that many of them clung to it without really
assessing how much it suited their needs anymore. For many of the Franco
American children in the 19505 and 19605, the notion of La survivance had
nothing to do with the McCarthyist-communist scare, with the civil rights
marches, or rock n' roll. In Waterville in 1950 the entire French
infrastructure was still in place, meaning one could operate entirely in French
to do anything-to go to the bank, to the grocery store, to church, or in the
train station. l86 Any store on Main Street that wanted to do well, whether it
was owned by Franco-Americans or Yankees or Lebanese, would hire a
French-speaking employee to serve the needs of any Franco-American who
came to shop in the store. In 1950 all of the Franco-American children spoke
French at home and used English on the streets and in schools. Yet within
about ten or fifteen years, this entire infrastructure had fallen apart. Bits and
pieces of it surVived, however English and American life' dominated.
I

Many Francos attribute this to the 'all or nothing' mentality that the
Francos who had grown up before World War II possessed. 1B7 For a young
Franco growing up in 1950, the options were either to cli..r\g to the world of la

las Sunday JOID'nal. "A Renaissance". 1119/97. p. AI.
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survivance that their parents ascribed to or to choose to integrate themselves

into American society. Most chose to abandon the world their parents had
lived in. The fact that this generation had the option of denying their
'Frenchness' and blending in with the Anglo world is key. It indicates a
radical change in the boundaries of the group. A generation before, this
option did not exist: if one was born a Franco-American} the label ,remained
for life. For this new generation some of the French label certainly remained,
yet a large percent of young Franco-Americans were able to lose their French
accent and adopt the exterior appearance of 'American-ness' or 'English-ness.'
As these young Francos began coming home speaking English and

adopting American music and ideologies, Franco-American culture began to
recede. Culture here means that the kinds of obvious attributes a Franco
American in Waterville would have had in the 19405 and early 19505 such as
operating in an entirely French-language realm or attending church regularly.
A new Franco-American culture was formed, however few associated it with
being French; instead it became associated with class and wealth. The women
who still work at the Hathaway Shirt Company today in 1999 are
predominantly from Franco-American backgrounds. They would likely not
identify themselves as Franco-American, they do not speak French and likely
do not view the Catholic church as the epicenter of their lives. However,
they still operate within some of the same boundaries that their ancestors did
and create their world view out of the limited realm of possibilities they are
given.
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While the Lebanese did not have the notion of la survivance, the
television and world their children were exposed to helped thrust American
life into their neighborhood. The use of the Arabic language may have fallen
into disuse more rapidly than French because the numbers of Lebanese were
fewer and they operated in a town where the two dominant languages were
French and English. Yet just as with the Francos the tight community that
had been formed around religion began to fade away. Many of the children
growing up in these communities describe how they rebelled and did turn
away from the kind of life their parents had led. In the 1950s the Maronite
church was still a strong force in the Lebanese community, yet soon its power
was eclipsed. In 1954 a new church building was built on the site of the old S1.
Joseph's church (which had been in a converted house). The church operated
a pa:FOchial school from 1938 through 1969. This school placed some of the
Lebanese children in direct contact with Maronite traditions. Sacred Heart
began a parochial school in 1953. With the founding of this school, each of
the Catholic-oriented churches in Waterville-Sacred Heart, Notre Dame, S1.
Francis de Sales, and S1. Joseph Maronite-had its own parochial schooL In
1969, the decision was made to consolidate all of the schools into one school,
the Catholic Consolidated Schoo1. 188 This was in operation until 1973, when
the cost of maintaining the private school proved to be too great. Further,

.11 Non:

Mt Mend Academy l'eQ:Lained separate from the Consolidated School and is still in opemion

in 1999.
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there was a decline in the enrollment and in the availability of sisters to
teach. 189
As the church ceased to hold its dominant role, so too did other long

standing norms. During this post-war era intermarriage became a common
occurrence. Marriage outside of the ethnic group seems to have been
relatively uncommon or even taboo during the early 1950s,.. but.this situation
began to rapidly change from the late 19505 onward. Most of the Lebanese
people at this time and subsequently have married non-Lebanese. Those
non-Lebanese women who married Lebanese men were considered to have
'become Lebanese' in a sense. Women married into the community and
many attended the Maronite church or learned how to cook Lebanese foods.
While Lebanese people married both Yankee and Franco-Americans, the

.

marriages to Franco-Americans seem to have been more commonplace,
especially Lebanese men marrying Franco women. Unfortunately this is a

difficult situation to assess and not enough data was gathered to make any
generalizations about intermarriage. What is significant, however, is that the
barriers between the groups had changed to such a degree that people whose
parents or grandparents may have fought each other in the factories were
now being married. This shows incredible amount of change within the
realm of what is permissible and what is not. In a sense, the old forces that
had shaped these two groups were blown away and new forces created an
entirely new social framework.
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Urban Renewal

In the 19605, Waterville began an urban renewal project that would

alter the face of the town significantly. Many communities tmeugheut New
England around this time were proposing large-scale projects which-were
largely funded by federal money. The major goals of these projects paralleled
the new American philosophy of the times---eonsumption, consumerism,
and growth of businesses and industry. In the case of Waterville, the major
reason cited for urban renewal was that the influx of automobiles was too
much for the old city infrastructure to manage. There was not enough
parking in the downtown area nor were the roads sufficient to accommodate
the growing numbers of vehicles. In 1960 the Urban Renewal Authority was
created in Waterville. The executive director was Paul Mitchell-a Lebanese
man from the area-and the chainnan was Bradford Wall. The project was
labeled the Charles Street Urban Renewal Project, and later in 1965 another
phase of the project was called Head of Falls Urban Renewal. Initially, the
project was supposed to be completed.by 1966, however it continued on into
the early 19705 and ultimately was never fully completed.
Millions of federal dollars were given to Waterville to complete this
project. The Urban Renewal Authority also took out loans for the project
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which were to be repaid once the land was opened up in the downtown area
and sold to private developers.

It cannot be emphasized enough how much

this project re-shaped the town of Waterville. It also stretched on for over a
decade and aroused considerable opposition amongst the townspeople. What
the project ultimately did was get rid of Charles Street and demolish all of the
houses and buildings on and near that saeet. The result was the Concourse, a
huge super parking lot with a Zayers and other large retail stores. The entire
parking lot once held homes and businesses and streets, some of which were
moved while others were simply wiped out. Alice's Cafe, a popular
restaurant with students and others in the town, was demolished as were
many buildings in the town which dated back to the mid-1800s. For example,
the building used by the YMCA Boy's Club (which had been so popular with
the young Lebanese boys) was originally been built by Timothy Boutelle in
184.2. Boutelle was one of the wealthy leaders in Waterville's early years; he
was an attorney and real estate owner and he built this home as a wedding
gift for his daughter .11lQ Many historic buildings were destroyed, much to the
dismay of Waterville Citizens. The Congregational Church was also taken
down rebuilt on upper Main Street.
All of these changes took a great deal of negotiation and often
fr.ustrated people in the town. Some people claimed that Waterville's history
and its charm was being destroyed; others stated that the urban renewal was
simply removing slum areas that were vastly in need of improvement

lllQ
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anyway. Still others were generally uncertain about the project which was
further exacerbated by the slow pace of the project. Most of what people saw
year after year was the removal of buildings and construction. Many people
who were displaced from their homes complained that no adequate housing
was being created elsewhere for them to move into. Mrs. Rose Warren
contested the right of the Urban Renewal Authority to. take. hetJand on
Temple Street. She took her complaints through the court system and it went
as far as the Maine Supreme Court. In the end, the Court upheld the Urban
Renewal Authority's right of eminent domain and Mrs. Warren lost her
land. The following editorial by George Lessard reflects some of the concerns
Waterville citizens had during this time:

I am shocked to think that any organization would ever receive an award for
the support of urban-renewal such as that received by The Bangor Daily News.
As I understand it, the original purpose of urban renewal was to removed slums
and blight from our nation's cities and to provide substantiallow-eost housing. I ask, is
it doing this? I believe not!
In nearly every area where an urban-renewal program has been started, people
have been moved from one "slum" dwelling into another. Of the thousands of homes
destroyed by urban-renewal only a small percentage have been repl"aced. (It has been
estimated that only 20 percent have been rebuilt.) Furthermore, the rents of the new
"low-cost" units are often times much higher than people with moderate incomes can
afford to pay. In fact, in many areas, such as Waterville for example, it is not low-eost
housing that is being built, but, that it is a plan to rejuvenate the business districL l91

The editorial continues on to question how the city can compensate for loss of
tax revenues during this time and ultimately labels urban renewal as an

'outrageous, national hoax.' Regardless, the Urban Renwal Authority pressed
on with state and federal support. The Maine state highway commission was
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involved in creating new roadways and mapping out traffic flow.
Approximately 900 new parking spaces were created as welt'
The summary report of the project for the town planning board
explains that -one of the reasons for planning is to prepare a program of
U

development in order to increase the orderliness of the community."192 The
report also indicates that there is no room far industries to grow in their
traditional locations next to the river, thus the new goals are to keep industry
away from residential areas as well as to accommodate the new use of cars for
transportation. The moving of the Wyandotte Worsted Co. onto West River
Road and out of the old Lebanese neighborhood in the early 1970s is a direct
example of these new goals. The report interestingly labels the houses on
Mayflower Hill Drive as being of excellent quality' and encourages expansion
I

of this type of housing in the town. In contrast the South end of town (the
Plains) is the most densely populated and is the "-only sizable residential
section of Waterville where the lack of grass and trees is noticeable." 193
What all of the newspaper articles and the final report fail to discuss is
the fact that much of the area under scrutiny was the Lebanese neighborhood
and part of the Franco-American

neighbarhood.l~

Most of the buildings that

were referred to as slums and were deemed 'unsafe' housing were formerly

Planning and Renewal Associates. A Comprehensive Plan, Waterville, Maine. p. 15-16.
Planning and Renewal Associates, A Comprehensive Plan, Wateryjl!e, Maine. p. 16,
190 NOTE: The Plains itself was largely untouched by the renewal, however Franco-Americans lived in
Head of Falls and some lived in housing that was tom down and replaced by the Concourse parking 10t
shopping plaza. Additionally, the tenement buildings in the Plains that were located on the edge of the
Kennebec and that had levels below Water Street were tom down around this time. There was no specific
reference to this in the Urban Renewal Authority reports or in the newspaper clippings that I reviewed,
however it is a fair assumption that these were tom down as part of this project The houses on Water
Street and through the rest of the Plains, however, remain today.
192
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Franco-American and Lebanese homes. This physical act of tearing down the
buildings was very emotional for many of the Franco-Americans and
Lebanese. Even for those who no longer lived in the neighborhoods the
massive destruction signified the end of an era and the end of a certain
understanding of what it meant to be Lebanese or Franco-American in
Waterville. In particular, the Lebanese area suffered the most-. Today a park
and a parking lot stand where Lebanese homes once stood side by side. The
streets where Arabic was spoken and young Lebanese immigrants walked to
the factory each day are erased, and there is no marker to commemorate these
buildings or the people who once thrived in this area.

The urban renewal

project virtually erased a huge piece of Waterville's physical structure. It also
stands as another testament to the silencing of the history of the Lebanese and
Franco-American people.
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Chapter VIII: The Changing Tide-1973-Present

The past three decades in Waterville have seen Significant changes
from the attitudes and atmosphere held in the town earlier in the century. In
1900 Waterville was an industrial mecca and prosperity was the buzz word of
the upper classes: In the 19605 Waterville reached its highest levels of
population as industries in the area had their last moments of prosperity and
high production rates. Lockwood had closed down in the 19505 and
Wyandotte closed in the 19805 after phasing back on labor needs for a number
of years. In 1960 the Hathaway company was purchased by Warner Brothers
Co. (later called Warnaco) and nearly closed down in 1996 though it was
1

saved by major efforts throughout the state. Scott Paper Company was bought
by Kimberly-Clark in the early 19905 and in 1997 the mill was shut down
permanently after several years of down-sizing. These industrial
powerhouses had been a primary factor in drawing the Lebanese and Franco
Americans to the area. As these industries phased out during the -post-war
period, the need for labor which had been so prevalent throughout
Waterville's history was removed. The need for labor and the options given
to the Franco and Lebanese laborers had helped shape how communities
were formed. Today, this prominent labor need no longer exists in the same
fashion, which leaves room for a re-configuration of both communities.
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The Eclipsing of Industry in Waterville

From the 1970s onward there has been a significant shift in the
orientation of the US economy. Generally, the shift has been away from
manufacturing to a service-oriented economy. The trend has been for US
industries to go 'off-shore' into third world areas where the labor is cheaper
and where there are fewer factory safety, health, or environmental standards
to be met. Additionally, maily of these new factories are located in free trade
zones and are given. spedallow tariff rates if the products are shipped into the
US. For many manufacturing towns in the Northeastern United
States-where factories had been relocating to the South for the pas't few
decades-the movement off-shore was a final blow to the local economies. In
Waterville today only the Chinette Company (fonnerly known as Keyes
Fiber)l9S and the Hathaway Shirt Factory survive as local industries. As the
rest have left the infrastructure surrounding them has declined and there is a
great deal of unemployment. Those individuals and families who were
dependent on the mills during the 1950s through the 1990s suffered a great
deal as the mills closed. Several people mention the fact that they had a
certain wage level, industrial skills, and some benefits from companies such
as Scott Paper. When Kimberly Clark Co. bought Scott Paper and slowly sold
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NOTE: Today Chinette employs approximately 500 people. The. factory still makes paper plates and
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it off piece by piece, there was a domino effect on the local economy. Every

year the number of unemployed rose and there were no local jobs available
with comparable salaries for the workers. Families were entrenched in the
area with homes, mortgages, car payments, and children in school.
As the economy has shifted, new kinds of pressures have been put
onto the groups of people who have been outlined in this papez:., By and large
there appear to have been very few Lebanese working in mills after the 19505
and 1960s. Many Lebanese had gone on to school and entered into more
professional, middle-class jobs. Some Franco-Americans did the same,
however a large portion of the Franco population remained on as mill
workers. As factories closed, it was largely Franco-American workers who
suffered. The closing factories did not affect the Lebanese population as
much. The Lebanese have certainly moved into a different sacio-ecanomic
niche, one in which their boundaries have been standardized to generally
agree with the rest of white, middle-class America. For some FrancoAmericans, this is also the case. However, the story is far different for those
Franco-Americans who remained on the lower end of the spectrum. For
people who have lost stable factory jobs in the last two decades there is very
little local opportunity to gain comparable jobs. Many of the people in this
position appear to be trapped by a new series of walls that keep them very far
away from those in middle class, mobile niches. Although the following

other products as it always has~ however it makes them out of recycled papers rather than out of wood pulp.
(lnfo from the Security Dept.. at ,the Cbineene Factory. 4/14199).
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quotation applies to New York City and Puerto Rican workers, it may provide
some parallels with the situation in Waterville during the 19905:

[TJhe transformation from manufacturing to service ernployment-especially in the
professional office work setting-is much more culturally disruptive than the already
revealing statistics on reductions in income, employment, unionization, and worker's
benefits would indicate. Low-level service sector employment engenders a humiliating
ideological---or cultural--eoniTontation between a powerful corps of white office
executives and their assistants versus a mass of poorly educated, alienated, "colored"
workers. l96

Many people in this latter category who are of Franco-American descent today
work, for example, in Waterville's fast food restaurants or as cleaning,
maintenance, and dining hall staff at Colby College. Still others carry on in
their traditional roles, as evidenced by the large percentage of FrancoAmerican women who continue to do piece work at the Hathaway making
shirts for top-label companies such as L.L.Bean, Polo Ralph Lauren, and
Calvin Klein.

The Erasing of Otherness

The Lebanese and Franco-Americans came to understand that they
deviated from the established hegemonic norms in Waterville society; in
essence they were the Other. There were many factors involved that kept
them in that position and most of these factors were beyond their control.
96

1
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Once boundaries began to shift and the Lebanese and FranccrAmericans were
able to escape their prior categorizations and become American,' many seized
I

the opportunity. Many of the Franco-Americans and Lebanese in a sense had
internalized their own oppressioni as subordinate groups they participated in
the maintenance of the hegemonic system. They came to believe the
dominant rhetoric, to believe they were inferior. Dw:ing this ..time period, the
new goal encouraged by the dominant group was to become more and more
'American' and to forget the past. The majority of Franco-Americans and
Lebanese followed along with this; many agreed that they were the Other and
that they needed to change.
One example of this is that many Francos truly believed their version
of the French language was inferior; they would call it inferior and would
not teach it to their children. They did not believe their history to be valid
enough and they also did not want to share the difficult stories about their
struggles with their children. Many Franco-Americans came to believe that
they should not aim too high with their lifetime goals. There·were many
cruel jokes and ethnic slurs made about Franco-Americans in Maine.
Oftentimes the Franco-Americans would speak half in French and hall in
English to one another and they were ridiculed by the Yankee elite for this.
Additionally the derogatory tenns 'Frog' and 'Dumb Frenchman' were widely
used. The psychological aspects of this cannot be ignored; many Franco
Americans dealt with their status and the verbal abuse by denying their roots

Barrio." p.128
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(by changing their names, moving far away, etc.) and by accepting the inferior
label. The following exemplifies this:

While working a second job at McDonald's in the 70s, Pare recalled how some
teen-aged coworkers put themselves down. "If someone was clumsy and dropped a box of
french fries, they would say, 'Sorry, I'm French.'''
.. ,"1 would rather have been anything but Franco-American," Susann Pelletier
remembers thinking as a college-bound Lewiston High School student in the 19605. "I
felt there would be many doors closed to me. It would take a gargantuan effort to be
. successful as a Franco-American."I97

The struggles of the past and the divisions that used to exist are
reduced and unrecognized in popular understandings of history. There is
this idea that any vestiges of Otherness apply only to the older generations
today and not to those born since the 19505. One member of the Lebanese
community who grew up during the 1960s describes her parents' generation
of Lebanese as the 'old guard.' She spoke lovingly 6f the Lebanese
community, of the memories from her childhood, and the events centered
around food that they still share. 19lI However, she obviously sees herself as
separate from them in fundamental ways; she loves and cherishes the
Lebanese community that she knows so well, but does not see members of
her generation,as really being part of the community. Others echo her
sentiments when they associate Lebanese ethnicity and community as
something in the past that will be gone for good once this 'old guard' passes
away.
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Franco-Americans Reclaim their Voice in Maine

For some groups the 19605 and 19705 was a time to embrace ethnic
heritage, recognize the forces that shaped it, and reclaim their identity. In the
atmosphere of social movements for civil rights, women's equality,.peace in
Vietnam, and independence in many colonies throughout the world, FrancoAmericans in Maine also spoke out against their history as the "white
niggers" of the North. l99 At the University of Maine in Orono in 1972 the
Franco-American Center was founded by a group of Franco-American
students who were interested in the recognition and empowerment of their
group. The Franco-American Center describes its goals as the following:

The University of Maine Office of Franco-American Affairs was founded in 1972 by
Franco-American students and community volunteers. It subsequently became the
Franco-American Center. From the onset, its purpose has been to introduce and integrate
the Maine, Regional, and United States Franco-American Fact in post-secondary
academe and in particular the University of Maine. Given the quasi total absence of a
base of knowledge within the University about this nearly one-hall of the population
of the state of Maine and more than 15 million in the US, this effort has sought to
develop ways and means of making this population, its identity, its contributions and
its history visible on and off campus through seminars, workshops, conferences and
media efforts-print and electronic. The results sought have been the redressing of
historical neglect and ignorance by returning Franco-Americans their history, their
language and access to full and healthy self realizations. Further, changes within the
University's working, in its structure and curriculum are sought 'in order that those who
follow may experience cultural equity, have access to a culturally authentic base of
knowledge dealing with French-American identity and the contribution of this ethnic
group to the society.

191
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Yvon Labbe is the director of the Franco-American Center and has been
involved with the Center since its inception. Over the last two decades he
and others have worked with the University of Maine at Orono to provide
recognition for Franco-Americans, to give them a forum, to collect
infonnation, and most importantly to devise Franco-American Studies
courses. In 1995 the Franco-American Center in conjunction with. the Bangor
Region Chamber of Commerce signed the Franco-American Partnership
Project Agreement. This Agreement seeks to develop Maine's connection
with the global market. Since then, steps have been taken to use the FFA (Le

Forum Francophone Des Affairs-The Francophone Business Forum) as a
development tool in the state. The FFA's USA branch is located in Lewiston,
Maine and the goal is to link up with the French business, community, and
cultural "heritage that already exists in the state of Maine.
For some, re-claiming a Franco-American identity in Maine" learning
about Franco-American history, and tapping into international French
speaking business opportunities is the goal of the present. However, for most
people of French-eanadian ancestry the struggle they and their .ancestors
experienced in Maine is not something they want to remember. As a result,
many of the children being born today know nothing of their Franco
American past. The following excerpt from I.e Forum, the monthly
newspaper run by the Franco-American Center at Orono captures some of
these ideas. This first "appeared in the February 1985 edition of Le FAROG
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Forum (the name recently changed to Le Forum) and was written by Rodney

Labbe, a UMO student:

When I was asked to write a regular column for Le FAROG FORUM, I really didn't
know how to react. I've never given much thought to my French heritage since becoming
an adult; in fact, I've oftentimes considered it more of a burden than a benefit. So I
approached the request for a column with caution. What in the world could I say that
would interest the paper's Franco-American readership? Eventually, I decided to use
the column as a means of self~ression. My story is typical of many Franco-Americans
in Maine today. I am a product of a predominantly French community (Waterville) and
was exposed to the Canadian influence at a very young age. All my blood relations are
of French descent, and some have extreme difficulty dealing with the English
language. Their dialect is a bizarre mixture of English and French. Thank God I never
learned to speak like them...during my teenage years, they personified all that I found
undesirable about my so-called "roots." I grew to dislike everything "French." The
mere mention of a French word conjured up images of my relatives clucking like a bunch
ot chickens in their sing-songy style. I kept expecting one of them to lay an egg. Along
those lines, as a boy, I couldn't understand why my father's mother continued to
embrace the French language. She'd lived in Maine for a good part of her life and, from
what I could tell, never made an attempt to learn English. My aunts and uncles and
cousins were asked to speak only French when visiting her and since I did not know
anything but English, I was usually shoved off to one corner. It wasn't much tun to visit
"Mere-Mere". I felt out of place in her foreign words, as if I'd been plunked down among
strangers. When I was old enough, I begged to stay home. Since then, I've geveloped a
nebulous background for myself. While I'm certainly not ashamed to admit I'm French,
I do bristle when someone expects me to be bilingual Simply because ot my last name
(that happens quite a bit here at UMO). I've taken great
to eliminate any French
twang from my voice. Essentially, I've manufactured a whole new cultural identity tor
myself, with roots that are not French at all, but distinctly American. By clinging to
my French background, I would be seriously handicapping myself. I want to live in an
Anglo-American society. I really have no burning desire to be "French." Jllleave that
role to my relatives in Waterville. All this must sound traitorous, and perhaps it is.
Everyone makes choices, and mine was to conform rather than fight. My parents, who
are bilingual, never spoke French around us except at Christmas (undoubtedly to discuss
presents). If they had, then things might be different for me-but I don't think so. I
long ago set my sights on a place in the"Anglo" world. I've found that place and am
fairly comfortable, but in the process I've given up a huge chunk of my French heritage.
Does it bother me? Not really. J'm not alone. Both my sisters have done much the same
with their lives. We don't speak French. In our minds, we're citizens of the United
States foremost, and English is our native tongue. The hold-over Canadian traditions
just don't fit into our scheme of things. Today the great "melting pot" offers up
individuals who have formed an American culture. That's where J proudly find
myself. Well, enough of that. As you can see, this column will be controversial at
times. It won't please everyone, but that's not my intention. Hopefully, I'll provide
you with a little food for thought. Until next time, take care. 200

pains
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While not all Franco-Americans would agree with this article, it
illustrates sentiments common to many members of the group. First, the
youth today do not understand their roots, they do not speak the language
and often have not been told any oral histories. They cannot relate to their
relatives and do not understand what position and range of experiences those
relatives are coming from. Yet, they still feel discri.minab0n on some level.
u

Rodney Labbe definitely saw his French ethnicity as a handicap and made
becoming part of the Anglo world his goal. Perhaps more significantly, he
had the option of 'passing' for Anglo if he worked hard enough. He was
given a drastically different set of options and blockades than his
grandparents and even his parents. He could leave his Frenchness behind in
a way that Franco-Americans could not in 1870, 1910, or even in 1950.
Another important group which was founded in Maine in 1995 is the
Franco-American Women's Institute (FAWl). FAWI's focus is on the lived
experience of being a Franco-American woman today, as well as on the
reclamation and celebration of the lost history of the Franco-Americans and
to address some of the continuing issues today. The FAWI brochure reads:

The Franco-American Women's Institute is an organization. a group of women who
gather together. The Franco-American Women's Institute is also an archival place or a
recording place. The WOOlen come together as Franco-American women-Quebecois,
Acadian. Metis, and Mixed Blood-in a way which encoW'ages them to be voiced. while
collecting a record of their, their daughter's, maman's and memere's existence.2111

~I From: FAWI brochure, courteosy of Rhea Cote Robbins. The brochure is also located on-line
FAWI website: ha:p:J/members.aol.comIFAWl2000/main.html.
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This group seeks to blend all aspects of Franco-American womens'

lives-their writing, recipes, sewing, birthing practices, and folk
tales-together into one forum.
One particularly important point is that for many Franco-Americans,
discussion of a past that involved heavy work in the factories and a great deal
of hardship is a commonly shared memory. Franco-Americans remained
entrenched in the category of cheap labor for a long time and some remain as
such, albeit in a largely service-oriented economy. One example of the
pervasiveness of association with mill life in the Franco-American
community was related by a woman whose father spent most of his life
working for Scott Paper during the post-war era. She recalls him telling her
that on his last day of work before he retired he left the mill buildings and
swore he would never return. He took his tools and threw them into the
Kennebec River.2D:2 Bitterness shines through his actions and it is this kind of
knowledge and memory of hardship that is still so pervasive in the Franco
community in Waterville and other similar towns in Maine. Along these
same lines, the psychological collective memory of discrimination is retained
in the community although it is rarely openly spoken about. In particular,

the knowledge that the KKK marched openly in the streets of Maine towns
and overtly expressed hatred towards the Franco-Americans remains within
the community. This kind of infonnation is not always verbalized from one
person to another, one generation to the next; however, on the psychological
.,
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level everyone is affected. If a grandparent lived in fear and witnessed some
acts of KKK hatred directed towards the Franco-Americans, they may not tell
every detail to his/her grandchildren. However, the information is
transmitted on some level, either stories are partially told on rare occasions or
else grandparents will refuse to speak about the subject, which makes a
powerful impact on younger generations. Additionally, ,the KKK is still
active in Maine; for example, within the last few years there have been
incidents involving the Klan in Rumford where there was a cross burning.
When incidents involving the Klan arise in the state today, members of the
Franco-American community still feel fear and it provides a visual example
of the networks of discrimination which still exist against the Franco
Americans and others today.

The Lebanese American Dream

While the Franco-American community in Maine has developed
organizations that provide a forum for them to voice their concerns and
celebrate their history, the Lebanese have a different outlook. Many members
of the Waterville Lebanese community will highlight their emphasis on
education and their belief in the American Dream as important factors in
their ethnic group's history. Many believe that it was emphasis on education,
hard work, and perseverance that helped them achieve the American Dream.
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The Lebanese emphasize their patriotism as a key factor for the group as a
whole. The Lebanese do not seem to see themselves as still bolding a
separate identity in Maine today. They are very much a part of the American
middle class. For some Franco-Americans, this is also true. Some believe
they have achieved the American Dream through discipline and hard work.
However, for some Franco-Americans there has been no achieving of the
American Dream. Instead, for this group there are memories of parents who
worked as loggers in the woods, as textile workers in mills. Hard labor,
poverty, and discrimination are still very much living memories for
members of the Franco-American community.
Thus for the Lebanese conununity, entry into the middle class through
education remains the predominant memory they share when asked. In
Waterville the nwnber of Lebanese people in the -town has dwindled over
the past few decades. With only the hospitals and Colby College- as the largest
employers in the town, there is little to hold a young, educated, upwardly
mobile population in the area. Certainly some have stayed, however many
have gone to new areas in search of jobs that suit their qualifications. This is
indicative of the fact that the Lebanese have collectively 'made it' both socially
and economically. It is not because of their inherent group emphasis on
education or their personal belief in the American Dream that helped them
to achieve mobility, rather it was the structural position they occupied in
Waterville from the beginning. They began as peddlers, then gained higher
paying jobs as weavers, and some opened stores. Their economic position
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was slightly better as a collective whole than the Franco-American position
was as a whole. The opportunities that were open to the Lebanese allowed
them to become an ethnic success story.
Even though the Lebanese have become molded into the white
American group in a number of ways, they, like the Franco-Americans, still
feel some nearly-imperceptible boundaries regarding their "Lebanese-ness."
For example, the demonization of Arabs and the Middle East in the US
during the past few decades has adversely affected the Lebanese population in
the US. For the older generations of Lebanese people in Waterville to hear
anti-Arab sentiments is very frustrating and can be alienating. lD3 The
Lebanese homeland has become synonymous with terrorism and Islamic
fundamentalism. Very little positive information is given about the Middle
East in US cinema, literature, newspapers, and 1V programs. As Evelyn
Shakir writes:

[T]he rejection experienced by Arab Americans in recent decades has had much to do not
just with race and religion but with international politics, specifically the Middle East
conflict between Arabs and Israelis. More than any other circumstance, that conflict
has influenced the way in which Americans have come to view Arabs and, even more
important, the way in which Arab Americans have come to view themselves. 2Ot

Part of the problem and the frustration for many Lebanese in the US is that
the complexity of the historical situation in the Middle East is not fully
understood or appreciated in the US. Gross generalizations are made, and
often times it is Arab Americans who suffer for -it. Even though the Lebanese
. 203
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in Waterville are a few generations removed from their homeland, some

have visited Lebanon and at least know of a distant relatives in the country.
When Israel invaded southern Lebanon in 1982, thousands of civilians were
killed and a great deal of property was confiscated. Many of the Lebanese who
settled in Waterville hailed from southern Lebanon. One woman related
how a cousin of hers who she still keeps in touch with lost all of his land
during that invasion and now lives in Beirut; he has never been
compensated for his losses.:105 All in all, while the Lebanese have largely
become a success story in the US and are accepted as white middle-class
Americans, the older boundaries can still resurfate and are slow to entirely
erase from popular memory.

The Triumvirate Remains

Today few people in Waterville associate themselves with the Fr:anco
American or Lebanese community. Most people view it as a thing of the past,
as something not related to them. However, these commwtities are not
entirely gone, they have just become far less visible than they were during the
early part of the twentieth century. Conflicts still arise today which flare up
old ethnic boundaries. For example, once and a while one can find an
editorial in the Morning Sentinel (Waterville's major newspaper) written in

;zoo
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French expressing concerns specific to some Franco-Americans. For example,
during the early 1990s there was some contention regarding the development
of some of the land in the Head of Falls area. While the details remain
unclear, the issue was highly politicized and the various groups involved in
the incident fell partially along ethnic lines. Additionally, in December of
1998 the Waterville mayor Ruth Joseph was removed from her office. While
there are many details regarding why the mayor was removed, some of the

tensions fell strictly along' ethnic' boundary lines. Ruth Joseph was viewed as
a Lebanese mayor, although she is actually of Franco-American descent and is
married to a Lebanese man: Tensions were high surrounding this issue and
those tensions partially relate to old struggles between Franco-Americans,
Lebanese, and Yankees.
While the French community has largely been dismantled and one
cannot operate in only the French language in the town, pieces of the French
infrastructure remain. Qccasionally, an older couple downtown will speak in
French to one another as they walk along the side walk, or two older women
will speak French quietly to one another as they debate over which foods to
buy in the grocery store. Yet, as one Franco-American explained, they do so
today in hushed tones, when they think that no one else is looking or
listening. This is indicative of the internalized oppression; they asswne their
French language is second-class, not worth boldly speaking on the street, and
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not worth celebrating. 2116 In another arena today the French language
continues to be an issue. In early 1999 a bill was put before the Maine
legislature to make English the official state language. The bill has some
significant supportl which worries many Franco-Americans and others
around the state. For the French-speakers, this is yet another attack upon
their existence in the state. Franco-Americans make up-rE>ughl¥ fQrty percent
of the state population; to make English the only language would be to
continue to deny their status, their history, and their influence in the state. It
would again relegate them to a lower class beneath the English-speaking elite.
While fewer and fewer Franco-Americans today speak French as a first
language, the bill is nevertheless perceived by many as a threat and a virtual
slap in the face. Additionally, the bill may affect programs such as the
bilingual education program that was recently started in the St. John Valley in
Aroostook County.w
For the Lebanese in the areal the annual Hafli celebration still happens
in Waterville. In 1998/ a large local dance hall was rented out and a Lebanese

band from Boston was hired to perform. Lebanese music and food were the
focus of the festivities, which lasted for only one evening as compared with
the two or three day events in the early 1900s. The Hafli still draws crowds
from outside of the Waterville area. It indicates that some associations are
still made along ethnic lines. The Hafli was sponsored by. the St. Joseph's
Maronite Churchl the Rosary Sodalityl and the Lebanon Youth Society.
2116

Person A. Personal Inlerview. 1n:6J99.
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Finally, the following example indicates that the FranccrAmerican and
Lebanese communities still exert some influence, albeit subtle, on the
atmosphere of the town. A family from Aroostook County was looking to
relocate one of their businesses in the southern Maine area. They hailed
from the town of Caribou where there is a small population of Lebanese
people, some Yankees, and large numbers of FranccrAmericans. In this
particular family, the wife was Lebanese and the husband FranccrAmerican.
They chose Waterville to open their business because they felt most at home
in the town due to the strong presence of a Lebanese and FranccrAmerican

community. Waterville felt much like their own home community and this
was their prime reason for choosing this town over other options.208 Upon
first glance, Waterville would not appear to have strong ethnic communities.
There are no physical indicators in the public spaces commemorating the
groups and few people talk about them when referring to the history of
Waterville. Yet, the boundary lines in the town remain; they continue to
change and exert influence.

~ ~: Hoose, Shoshana "Frencb Spoken Hert, Proudly." Maine Sunday Telegram. 12115/96
208

Person P. Personal Interview. 2/12199.
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Chapter IX: Conclusion

In this paper I have sought to first establish the historical hegemonic

structure that the Lebanese and Franco-Americans were inserted into upon
their anival. The second focus of the paper was to examine how these groups· 
were incorporated or not incorporated into different aspects of social and
economic life upon their arrival. Through this analysis the hegemonic
boundaries within which the Lebanese and Franco-Americans have operated
were revealed. The key to how groups become labeled (both in public and
according to academic standards) as ethnic or minority depends when and
how they enter into the given structure. To reiterate one must remember
that ethnidty and minority are looked at as strategic categories that refer to
social, class/ and political affiliation-they are not the folk categories of
'culture.' They are categories in flux (although they fluctuate in different
ways) and they are a direct reflection of the hegemonic process.
My research indicates that the Lebanese group is an ethnic group which
underwent a radical change after World War II. The Lebanese group can still
be identified in Waterville today, but it is receding. The label of ethnicity is
just one of many labels a Lebanese person can have. It is also a label that is
reserved for the older generations of Lebanese people. The Lebanese people
born after 1950 or so do not think of themselves as being Lebanese or as
knowing much about the ethnic group. They view it as something of the
past/ something that is not present today. I suggest they do know quite a bit
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about the situation of the Lebanese in Waterville and that the group is still
functional in the town in some respects; however it is evident that the
Lebanese ethnic group is slowly fading and will likely not be evident at all in
Waterville within another generation. The Lebanese immigrants entered
into the structure of Waterville society certainly as poor immigrants;
however, many of them came with weaving skills and had. been.peddJers or
traveling merchants. They were able to use these skills from the start to their
advantage; they clearly began from a better hierarchical position than the vast
majority of Franco-Americans.
After World War II when the national hegemonic process in the US
began to shift rapidly the Lebanese were established in a prime position to be
propelled into the new white, middle-class category (yet another group
created by the same kinds of forces that shape ethnidty and minority). For the
Franco-Americans, the situation was vastly different. One cannot generalize
about the Franco-Americans in Waterville-the group is too large and
includes many people who occupy different structural positions. However,
based on the research in the previous chapters, it is apparent that some
Franco-Americans were able to also he propelled into this new white, middle
class American category. These Franc;o-Americans were typically descended
from the families who came to Waterville during the first wave-those
families that were more entrepreneurial and that did not work in the
factories during the height of industrial production. These Franco-Americans
were not ones who had grown up on the Plains, they were members of more
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prominent families who may not have spoken French at home and who may
have had an Anglicized last name. In many ways the first wave Franco
Americans can be thought of as an ethnic group. They occupied a high
structural position in society and they had the luxury of shedding their ethnic
label after World War II.
The Franco-Americans of the second wave are most definitely a
minority group. In fact, I would suggest that most Franco-Americans in
Maine would be considered a minority group. Minority status means that the
Franco-Americans occupy the lowest rung of the social-economic-class
hierarchy. They are at the bottom, they have historically been referred to as
the 'white niggers of the north.' The labor of the Franco-Americans supports
the society and economy of Maine just as much today as in 1900 and earlier.
In Quebec the French are also certainly a minority in the sense that they were

conquered by the British and relegated to the lowest rung in society SOcially,
class-wise, and economically. Those French-eanadians who came from
Quebec to Waterville during the second wave left one minority position and
entered into another minority position. After World War

n the second wave

Franco-Americans in Waterville were not propelled into a new middle-class
status. They remained as factory workers and as industries.have left the
region they have been the ones who have suffered. What has changed for
this group is the fact that they no longer identify as being Franco-American.
Yet even though they do not call themselves Franco-American, the minority
group in Waterville today that fills the supply of cheap labor is made up of
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the descendants of the Franco-American minority from the past. They may
no longer speak French or consider themselves to be Franco-Americans, but
they know what position they occupy and they know that their parents
occupied the same one.
The analytic conclusions I have come to regarding ethnicity and
minority in Waterville are soundly based upon both field- work and research.
However, as with any project, there are many more avenues that I could
explore and there'are certainly limitations to this paper. The fact that I am a
Colby student and am not immersed in the daily functioning of the
Waterville community limits my perspective. However, at the same time,
being an outside observer places me in a unique position. I am able to
comment upon all of the groups in the town and assess the situation
objectively. I am only marginally a part of Waterville's social framework and
thus I have an over-arching perspective that members of the Yankee,
Lebanese, and Franco-American communities do not.
Certainly the Lebanese, Franco-American, and Yankee people in .
Waterville constitute the majority of the town's population. However, in
order to more fully understand all of the subtle social nuances in the town it
would be necessary to look at the other groups within the town. It would be
especially important to look at the Irish considering the historic tensions in
the Catholic church between Irish and French-Canadians. Also, there is a
Jewish community in Waterville with several prominent members. The
Beth Israel synagogue in Waterville was built in 1905 and Jewish-owned
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stores-such as Stems and Levines-figured prominently into Waterville's
downtown economy for a number of years. Additionally, the history of the
Lebanese in Waterville mirrors the history of many Jewish gToups in the US.
It would be important to find out more about the Jewish history in
Waterville and how this group figured into the social structure of the town.
Sources indicate that there were Polish, Italian, Lithuanian, and -Greek people
living in Waterville as well. It would be useful to trace the history of these
people to fully appreciate and understand Waterville's social matrix. Also,
throughout Maine there were immigrants from many other countries.
While I only have information on the groups mentioned above it is
important to recognize that people who immigrated from other areas may
have settled in Waterville. They may not have been documented, they may
have not stayed permanently in the town, or perhaps they were absorbed into
one of the three larg.er groups. Regardless, it is important to recognize that
these transient popUlations in Maine must have affected Waterville.209
Waterville is also closely tied to Winslow, Oakland (formerly West
Waterville), and Fairfield in an economic and social sense. In fact today
someone not familiar with the area has a difficult time knowing where one
of the towns stops and another begins; the towns have blended together as

20~

NOTE: The complexity of this history is well documented in the following passage: "Maine did not
become a major industrial state, nor did it become a major center for immigrants, but several thousand jobs
were created in the generation leading up to World War], and several thousand immigrant workers were
hired to fill those positions. The greatest number ,of immigrants came from Quebec; in addition to French
Canadians, many English and Scottish Canadians arrived from the maritime provinces. Other immigrants
included Armenians, British, Chinese, Danes. Finns, Germans, Greeks, Irish, Italians, Poles, Russian
Jews. Slovaks. Swedes, Turks, Ukranians, and of course, the Syrians." Hoogiund, Eric. uFrom the Near
East to Down East" p. 89.
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infrastructures have developed over time. Due to this phenomenon, it
would be important to look into the different immigrant communities in
each of these towns in order to better understand Waterville itself. Many
Polish people settled in Winslow. In Fairfield there is a large Franco
American population along with some Lebanese families. Certainly these
groups interacted with the groups in Waterville. Exploring more of the local
history beyond the confines of just Waterville itself would make this- paper
more comprehensive.
Another important topic for further investigation is the relationship
between the Franco-Americans in the area with the French-Canadians
Quebec. In the past few decades the French-Canadians-who are a minority
group within Canada-have raised their voices and fought harder for self
determination. The French in Canada have been resisting since the English
took control of Canada; however since the 19705 the French have been very
forceful, very vocal, and have gained the attention of the international
community. They have fought for their language rights and for recognition
of their own particular history. They have made a great deal of progress and
continue to do so within Canada today. Across the border their Franco
American counterparts have had a radically different experience. It would be
most useful to study how recent developments in Canada have affected the
Franco-Americans in Waterville (if at all) and to better assess what kinds of
connections the Franco-Americans have with Canada today.
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Other parts of the Waterville history still remain unclear and need
further investigation. For example, it would be important to learn more
about what exactly happened to the Ticonic natives in the area. The history of
the French traders in the area would also show how this region was a frontier
and might provide more clues about the first wave of French-eanadians who
settled in Waterville. The history of the railroads in the state- wonld indicate
a great deal about the economic activity in Central Maine. Tracing where the
capital to establish MCRR in Waterville came from would show networks of
social power more clearly as well. More detailed information about the
establishment of the Yankee culture during the early 1800s would be useful.
Questions still remain regarding how the hegemony worked prior to the
influx of French-Canadians-who were the minorities and ethnics around
1800 in Waterville? Were they the Native Americans? Was there more
differentiation between the Yankees themselves? I suggest that it is likely
there was more differentiation between the Yankees themselves around 1800
and that as waves of new people came into the area they entered into
Waterville society at the lowest rung. This is certainly what happened to the
French-Canadians. Thus as more people entered, the Yankee group tended to
fuse together more solidly. Thus there may have been hegemonic-like
domination and subordination going on within the Yankee community
earlier on. This is only a suggestion and would be an excellent question to
fuel more research for this paper. It would also provide another dimension
to and appreciation for the historical and hegemonic complexity at work.
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The examples stated in the last paragraphs are just some of the
lingering questions J still have and directions that I would pursue if I had
time for further research. It is important to recognize that more research
could be done on this topic} yet at the same time this paper provides a useful
working analysis of ethnic and minority group formation. The examples of
the Lebanese and Franco-Americans in Waterville serve as a model of
hegemony in process. This paper also serves to document the history of the
Lebanese and Franco-Americans. It serves as a testament to the many
forgotten histories in the world and hopefully will inspire others to uncover
similar silenced histories.
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Appendix

This section is a collection of tables, maps, and photographs relating to
the content of this paper. I am certain that there are many more photographs
from the Franco-American and Lebanese communities than are represented
here, however I did not focus on gathering this type of material. My goal was
to hear life stories and histories. However, I did come across a great deal of
visual information and decided to enclose as much as I could in this appendix
as a sort of supplement to the paper.
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( Below) Hathaway Shirt Factory (in the old Lockwood No.2 Mill), c.1976
Photograph from "Waterville 1976", a publication of the
Waterville Historical Society
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( Above) Keyes Fibre Company and (Below) Scott Paper Company, c. 1976
Photographs hom "Waterville 1976", a publication of the Waterville Historical Society
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(Above) Twopenny Footbridge, the country's only toll footbrige, c. 1900
<Below) Wyandotte Mill, around 1911.
Photographs from "Waterville 1976", a publication of the Waterville Historical Society
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(Above) Depot of the Somerset & Kennebec Railroad on Front Street
at the foot of Temple Street, c. 1875.
(Below) Getchell & Moore Sawmill (near where
Lockwood Mill was later builtl, c. 1865.
Photographs from "Waterville 1976

H
,

a publication of the Waterville Historical Society
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(Above) Lockwood Mill, Co 1885
(Below) Maine Central Railroad Depot just off of College Ave., Co 1905
Photographs from "Waterville 1976", a publication of the Wate:rvi.lle Historical Society
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(Left) Sacred Heart Catholic Church
(Lower Left) First Baptist Church
(Lower Right) Lorimer Chapel (originally
Baptist>, Colby College
Photograph from "WaterVille 1976", a publication of tn,
Watetvime Historical Society
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(Above) Notre Dame Catholic Church
Photograph from "Waterville 1976", a publication of the Waterville Historical Society
(Below) Collage of Waterville Churches
Photograph from 1902 Waterville Centennilll BrocnUTe, Colby College Special Collections
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(Above Left) Bishop James Healy, (Above Right> Bishop William O'Connell
Photographs from Maine Historical Quarferly, Vol. 22, No.1, p. 22-25.
(Below Left) Father Phi~ip N'agem & (Below Right) Fa.ther James Awad
Photographs from St. Joseph's Maronite Church Golden Jubliee Publication, 19'77
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House that was used for Maronite worship prior to construction of 51. Joseph's Maronite Church
Photograph from 51. Joseph's Maronite Church Golden Jubliee Public.ltion, 1977

Downtown Waterville during the middle of Urban Renewal The Concourse has been
constructed, however to the right the Head of Falls neighborhood, King Court neighborhood.
and Wyantotte Mill remain.
Photograph from "Waterv;i1le 1976", a publication of the Waterville Historical Society.
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A view of downtown Waterville prior to Urban Renewal. The largest street in the photograph
running down the middle is Main StreeL To the Left of Main Street is the Charles Street area
and all of the buildings that were tom down to make way for the Concourse parking lot and
shopping area.
Photograph from Morning Se1Itinel. ''Urban Renewal Project is Given Federal Approval."
2/29/68
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This shows the Lebanese neighborhood-Head of Falls, King Court, arad Front Street.
The large factory near the banks of the Kenneb& River is the Wyandotte Mill.
Photograph from Monring Sentinel. "Urban Renewal Proj&t is Given Federal Approval:'
2/29/68
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The area highlighted is the Head of FaUs a.rea where the Urban Renewal Authorily turned its
attention during the late 19605 and early 11970s. The straight part of the while line runs along
Front Street while the Ilarger sUeet over to the left is Main Street.
Photograph from Moming Sentinel. "Head of falls UR Project is given Federal Approval:'
1/26/68.
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This shows the Head of Falls area in the final days of the urban renewal proj,ecl. Note city
haJl in the lower Jeft comer and the rulnlil of the Wyandotte Mill.
Photograph .from Morn"ng Sentinel. "Head of Falls Nearly Clea,red." 4/20/73.

On pages 213-217 is a list of many of the French names that were 'Anglicized' or turned into
E.nglish-sounding nantes in Waterville. This was a particularly common practice in

Waterville. Some of the names were translated directly into their English equivalent and
some were altered according to the sound of the names. This list is reproduced from: Chenard,
Robert. 1994. 51. Francis de Sales CathQlic Cburch. WaterviUe. Maine. Waterville: The
French Connection. p. 29~294.

AOiEY-

AIr.lOT-
ALLEY-
ARDiEl-
ASHLAND
ATCHEZ-
BAKfR-
BAK£R-
BALTlC-
BARNEY-
BASHIER-
BEANE-
SEAROR-
BELL-
BELLOWS

HACH£e
AlLAIN
LANDRY
ARSENAULT
ASSEUN

AlLEN-
ANDRE
ARSENE
ASHl.EY-
A.VERY-
BAKER-
BAlDIe
BARNEY
BARNEY-
BASKfT

AVARf
8£L.ANGER
BOLDUC
BERNARD
LAGRANGE
'TRtPANIER
BUSQUE
·B~DARD
BEu.£r.lARE
BENOIT
BENOIT
DEBLOIS

BEARCl-

BEDOR-
BELl..E.M ORE
BENNETT
BENWA.Y
BERRY-

BILOW-
BISHOP(S) 
BLAlR-
BOAROMAN

BENt~En-

BERRY-
BETTERS-

BILODEAU

BJLYEA-

LEVESQUE
BLAIS

BLAlR-
BLANK-
BOIRISo-

BEAUOOIN
BOILfAU

BOLlS-
BOLLIER 
BOSSlE

BOWE--
80WOOIN
BRE.ARD--
BRIDGE
BRlTTAYNE 
BROCKER
BROOKS

BEAUUEU
805S£

BOLIA-
BOSHAN·-
BOW-

LAUBERT£
BEAUDOIN

BOWEN-
BOWIE--

BRIARD

BREARD--

DUPONT

BRILLANT-

BRETON
BROCHU
LACASSE

BROOK5

BRITION-
BROOK5-

LEBRUN

BROWN-
BUCKlER

BRUNO-
BUCKWHEAT
BUJOLD--_
BULGER---

BOISCLERC
BEAUDOIN
BOURGEOIS
""AHEU
BABIN
B£RUBt
BOURGEOIS
BOURQUE
BUSSIERE

BUDWAY
BULGER-
BUlGER-

BURBANl(
BURBEY-
BURGESS
BURK£-
BUSH-

BRETON
CANTIN

CARON
LANGELIER

CAR0---
CARRlJ'T'HER5
CARTER-
CARY--CARRlGAN-
CATBEDEREASY·

CARON
CARRIERE
CHAR£TTE

aOI.l1lER
CARIGNAN
CHALIFOUR
CHAMPA.GNE.

QU.MPINE

BOULANGER

BOLQUC
BERNIER
B£GIN
LffEBVRE

stRARD
LEBEL
BaA-NO

BINET
BARRIERE
LEMIEUX
BUER

BELAIR

LlBLANC
BOURASSA
BEAUUEU
8EAUeJolESNE

LALlBERlt
LAllBERlt
BERTHIAUME
BRJLJ.ARD
BRIARD
BRETON
DESIWISEAU
ROUSSEAU
BRUNAULT
SARRAZIN
BUCUULT
BOURGET
BONCOEUR

BOLDUC

BURKE--
BUSH-

BUSQUE
BUSQUE

OlANOLE.R

uO\).~m

ASSEUN
HAOttElHAOtEY
BaANGER

BUNKER-
SURBEC
BURGESS
BUSHEY-
BUSSE-
CAMPBELL
CAR EY-
CAR EY-
CAREY-
CARROW
CARTER
CARY-
CARPEIflER
CASEY-
CAYO-

BOURGEOIS

BUSHWAY
BUTLER-
CANTON-
CAREY-
CAREY-

tr.lONO

AU.AJRf
HAOlE!

BlRUBt

BOUO(ER
BUSQUE

DUHAMEL

BUSQUE
Q.OUTlER

QUERRY
CARON

CARTlER
BUSQUE
CHAIlPENTlER
QUESSY
CAYA
'TURCQTTE.

~~U~~\)'5~

t)\).~\l:.~t),~

CHA$E-

CHASSt

CHAYER--

otESTNUT
otONEAU-
otURCQ-

DESNOYERS
CHOUINARD
TURCOTTE

OiIRCOTT
OiRISTlAN--

OtAILU
TURCOTTE

Q.A1R--

~'ECLERC

~)OOTt-

,

CLAlR-
CLAYMORE
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OiRmEN
AUa..AIR

a.tMEHT

CLEAVES
Ct..UlMONT
C1.0UKfY-
CODY-
CONLOGUE
COREBEi.-
COSNER-
COWAN-

CROSS--
OJMMINGS-
OJRRJER
DAHNAW-
DAUDIER-
DAVIS---
DEAC
DEMO-
DENESHA
DE SOfA W 
DEVOT-
DORE-
DRINKWINE
DUCETTE
DUPERRY-
DUSTY
DYER-
ESUN-
FAIRFIELD-
FACTO-
FELLOW(S)
FISH-
FISHER
FLOY~

FOOTER-
FORNEY
FOSTER-
FOWlER-
FREEMAN
FURNlA
GAGNER-
GAKfR
GANEAU
GARDNER-·
GARDINER
GARRfTI
GARSO-·
GATEs.----
GAY--
GENEROUS-
GEROW-
GILBLAlR
GINGRASS
GOGAN-
GOKfY
GOODBLOOD 
GOODHEART
GOODHUE-
GOODINE-
GOODNG-
GOOORlCH
GOICY-

GORTON
GOULAY-
GRUN
GREENOUGH 

O-ERCK-
a.ISH-
O-UKfY-
COl.£-
co 0 1 ( - 
COROf-
COTA-
COWETn-
c:R orr 0 - 
CUMMINGS--
CUSTO-
DAMARSE
DAUGIER

CUCHE
cUMENT
CLOUTIER
COT!
COULOMBE
CORBElL
COURCELLETTE
VAOiON
LACROIX
CHATIGNY
Q.UIRlON
DAGENAIS
DODIER
D'AVIS
DAIGLE
DUMONT
DENIGER
OUOiARME
DEVOE
DROUIN

DAYFJELD-- 

DELAWARE
DEMONT-
DEROSEAW
DESONIE 
DONNA-
DRrNKWATER
OUBAY-
DUPl.£SSA-
DUSTIN-
DWYER, DWIRE·
ENGUSH-
EUPEA-
FARMER-
FECTO-
FIELDS-
FISHER - 
fISHER-
FOCO--
FOREST-
FORTY-
FOUNTAIN
FRASER-
FREEMAN
GAGAN-
GAGNER-
GAMAGE-
GARDNER
GARDINER
GARDNER
GARROW-
GASSO-
GAULT-
GELBORE-
GERO-
GILBAIR-
GILCOTT-
GIRT--·
GOKEY-
GOOD8ABY

BOISVIN
DOUCET
DUP£R£
DOSTlE

DOYON
ASSELN
BEAUCHAMPS

. FECTEAU
FERlAND
POISSON
POISSON
FLUET
fORTIN
FOURNIER

FORTIN
FERLAND
FREMONT
FOURNIER
GAGNON
B£LA.NGER

GAGNON
GARNEAU
OESJARDINS
GU£RETIE
GARCEAU

BARRIERE
GUAY

G£N£REUX
GIROUX
GILBERT
GINGRAS

GOGUEN
GRONDIN
80NSAINT
JOLICOEUR
GODDU
GODIN
GAGNON
GAUDREAU
GAUTHIER
GODIN
GOULET
GRENIER
GRENIER

GOODCHILD 
GOODHEART
GOODIN-
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LEClERC
C1.ICHE

C1.0UTlElt
GAUUN
LECUYER
CARON

colt

CAOUETTE
CtOTEAU
VIENS
COUSTUU
DEMERS
DODIER
DESCHAMPS
DROUIN
DUt040NT
DESROSIERS
DESAULNIERS
DENIS

BOILEAU
DUB£
DUPLESSIS

DOSTIE
DOIRON
L'ANGLAIS
GOUSSE
THERRIEN
FECTEAU
DESCHAMPS
LAB OISSONIERE
POISSONNIER
FOUCAULT
~FOREST

FORTIER
FONTAINE
FUGERE
LALIBERlt
DAIGNEAULT

GAGNe
GAMACHE
DESJARDINS
GALARNEAU
GAGNON
GAREAU
GARCfAU

LEGAULT
GILBERT
GIROUX
GILBERT
TURCOITE
GOUSSE
GAUTHIER
BONENFANT
BONENFANT
VADEBONCOEUR
GODIN

GOODNESS 

LABoNTt

GOODNOUGH

GAGNON

GOODRIE-
GONYA-
GOSUN-
GOULfTTE

BEAUDRY

GAGNe
GOSSEUN
GIROUX

GREENLEAF 

VERTEFEUILLf

GRfENWOOD

BOISVERT·

GREGORY-
GROVER-
GUOEWAY-
GURNEY-
HALL-

HARP-
HART-
HEALD--
HIGGJN5--
HILl-

CRE-COIRE
GAUVIN
JODOIN
GAGNON
HOUDE
ARPIN
JOLICOEUR
TALON
GIGUERE
LAMONTAGNE

HUNTER-

CHAsst
CHASS£

JARVl5--
JOBBER-
JOOC-
KJAtH-I-

GERVAIS
GAUTl-IIER
JACQUES
THIBODEAU

KJNG~

ROY
LAUBE.Rn
LABRIE
LACROIX
LAGASSE.

HlNT-

LABON-
LABREE-
LA~OSSE

LAGAS$EY 
LAtoeORE-
LANDER-
LANEY-
LANGLEY 
LARKIN - 
LASHAW
LASHUA
LASHUS-
LATRILl-
LAWRENCE
L£.AVITT-
LEFEVER
LEO----
LETURNON
LEWIA-
LEWIS--
U8BY-
UGHT-
UTn.£VlRGIN
LOON-
LUBLOW
LUROI--
LUSHA-
MAHER~

MANOR-

MAROio
MAR.IER-
MARDEN
MAR1.80ROUGH 
MASSEY-
MATHEWS
MAYNARD
MAYOI--
WCQUEfN
NtCUE-
WIl..UR-
WJSHOE-
MITOIELl
1140 ORE-
NOORE-
MORGAN
NORROW-
MOTHE

~ODER-

GROWDER 
GURNEY-
HABER-
HALl-
HARPIN-
HAVARD-

HEEL-
HILL-
HOPE-
HUPPE.Y
JANGRAN-
JENNESS(E)
JOBBE.R-
JOLER-
KJLLION-
LABRECK-
LABUN-
LACADIE
LAFOUNTAIN
LALiBERTY
LAMOUNTAIN
LANEY-
LANGOa
LAPRICf-
LASHAM-
LASHON-
LASHUA-
LATNO-
LAVOY-
LEAF-
LEOGER-
LEO--
LESSOR-
LEVER-
LfWIA-
LEWIS5--
UBERTY-
USHER NESS
LONG-
LOZIER--
LUREAU-
LURO-
LYSA RT-
MAHEW-
MARCIA--_
MARCO-
MARKfY
MARKEE-
MARSHAll
MASTER-
MATOTT-
MAYO-
MAYVillE
MERRrTT-
M1GNQ--
MISHEW-

LAt-lOUR
THERRIEN

LAUBERT£
LANGLAIS
LACOMBE
LAJOIE
LACHANCE
LACHANCE
LATOURELLE
L'HEUREUX
LAVOIE

LEFEBVRE
LAGUEUX
UTOUNEAU
BIZIER

BillER
LABB£
LEClERC

l1-lJVlERGE
HUARD

LEBLANC
L'HEUREUX
LUSSIER
MAHEU
M£NAAO
MARCOUX
MERRITT
MARnN
LARIVIERE
MASS£
MATHIEU
MENARD
MAillOUX
MOQUIN
MATHIEU
MEUNIER

MIOI'AUD

t-4ISHOU~

MIOtAUD
£MOND
PROVENCHER
MARCANO
MOREAU
THIBODEAU

MOEN--
MOOR.E-
MORANCE
MORRILl-
MOSHER-
MOUNTAIN
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GRONDIN
GRONOIN

GAG Nt

toCAHEU
HOULE
ARPIN
AVARE
TALON
DESCOTEAUX
LESplRANCE
GOusse
GINGRAS
QUIRION
JOBIN
JOUN
QUIRION
lABRECQUE
lALlBERTt
LANGEUER
LAFONTAINE
lALlBERTt
LAMONTAGNE
LAISN!
LANCTOT
LAPRISE
LACOtoCBE (\.AJOl17)

LACHANCE
LANGEVIN
L!TOURNEAU
LAVOIE
BElLEFEUILLE
LAJOIE

OoIARPENTlER
LESSARD

LEVESQUE
L.OUIS

LACHANCE
LAlIBERTt
LAJEUNESSE
LANGLAIS
LAUZIER (ROY)
L'HEURrUX
SIROIS

uzom

MAHEU
toCERCIER
. MARCOUX
toCARQUIS

MARQUIS
MERCIER
LEMAITRf
toernOT
MAHEU
MAINVILLE
MARlERIlWUt
MIGNEAUl.T
MICHAUD
MICHAUD
FAUOiER
MORIN
toCORENCY I BALOtt
MOREl.
MONJEAU
LAMONTAGNE

MURRAY-

MORIN

to4\JTTY-

1040TH£

NAnOR-
NEWBUR't'

CLOUTIER
NOBERT/N ORBERT
ROSSIGNOL
LEBRUN
AUQ.AJR
PARADIS
PARADIS
PERREAULT
POULIOnE
PAlEIolENT

NIGHllNGALf

O'BRIEN-
o 'Q..AJR 
PARADISf
PARAOY
PARO'--
PAWm 
PAYMEHT
PEANlfT
PEUCfY
PELSHAWS---
PERIONS-

PEPPER
PERRY-

PETUlS
P1PfR-
PLUDE-
POt04ELOW
POOLER

BRIARD

REGIS-

LAFRAIolBOISE
PAR£
.QUIRION

RITOIIE

RICHER
ROUTHIER
RODRIGUE

ROOT-

ROSfBUSH
RUSHFORD--
RUSSO
SANDY-

SAWYER
SCAMBo-
SEAR(S) 
SEYtolORE

SHAREm
SHEBURGE
SHORET'Tf 

$HORTlE
SlBODY-
SIMPSON-

SMALL-
SMIlH-
SOQotIA - 
SPRUCf-

STONE-
SWEENEY
TANTlSH
TATROW
TAYlOR-
nBO

PAUlIN-
PEASE
PECOR-
PELTCH£R 
PERKINS - 
PERRY
PERRY
PERRY
PETERS-
PlPER-
POMMERLO 
POMEROY-
PORTWlNE
PRETTY--
PRUE
RABOTCY-
RANCO-
RATTEZ-
RED--
RfTCHIE
RIVET-
RODERIQUE 

RENY

~OQot-

RODERICK 
ROGERS-
ROGERS-
RONCO

PAGE
PAR.K.ER-
PATRICK - 

PETRIE
P~ptN
PLOURDE
POMERLEAU
POULIN
PROULX
POUCHARD

RfADY-

OBY/OBEY
PACKARD-

PAQUIN
POIRIER
POIRIER

PREW~

PUSHARD

OAKSs--

PINETn
PELLETlER
PELCHAT

PREOI-
RAlNEY
RASPBERRY

MLfTTY-
MUTTY-
NEDDO-
NEWTON-

QUIRION
ROYER
RANCOURT
RACINE
DESROSIERS
ROCHEFORT
ROUSSEAU

SICARD

QUIRION

RATT~

LA~OUX

ROllTHlER
l "HIVER
RODRIGUE

ROllTHlEA
RACICOT
ROUTHIElt
ROUSSEL
ST-PIERRE
LAVOIE
BUREAU

COUTURE
otARRON

SWANTON-
TACEY
T1N1lSH-
TAYLOR - 
TAYLOR - 
neOlT
T1BEDO - 

l'tTREAULT
COUTURIER
THtBERGE

RANCOURT

SHARRON--'
SHEQUEEN 
SHORTSLEEVES 
SHORTY-
SlOE

STONE-

CHOUINARD

LABELLE
PROULX
ROBITAJ LL£

SIROIS

SNOW
SOCLA-

ROCHER

POIRIER
POt04ERLEAU
PO to4ERL£AU
POTVIN

SEARWAY-
SHALLOW-

SIIolPSON
SMART-

BUREAU
PETIT
LAFORGE
SAUCIER
PINEnE

QUIRION
PITRE

RODRIGUE

SAVOY-
SANsoua 
SEAMS

CHARTIER

PERREAULT

RtGIS
ROULEAU

ST.pmRS-

~ARETTE

PEU.ET1ER
PAQUET
PARt

RODRICK - 

RUSSEL

SANSCHAGRIN
ARo-lAMBAULT
CYR (SIRE)
SIMARD
CHAREST
TH£BERGE

~orn

NADEAU
VILLENEUVE
DESCHENES
AUst
PAQUIN
LlPAGE
PAQUET
PATRY
POUUN
MARCEAU
PICARD

ROGERS
ROLAND-
ROOKEY-

ROSCOE - 
ROUSKJE - 

SAmDON

LA tolOTHE

OiALlIT

OlICOtNE
COURTEMANCHE
CHATlGNY

con

SANSOUC1lBl.REAU
VAILLANCOURT

ARSENAULT
SAUCIER
LAPIERREMAZlRfT
LAFONTAINE
'
TESSIER
QUIRION

COUTURf

THERION-

QUIRION

TlBBETS 

THIBODEAU

TONGA-

nfERRIEN
nf£BERGE
nUBODEAU
TANGUAY

TRACf-

CRESSAC (TOULOUSE)

TURGEN-

TURGEON
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UPEA-

"TW£NTYHlNDAfD- VINCENT
VAGUE-
VEILlEUX
VERROW - JACQUES
VlANCO 
WAlX£R 
WA$HON 
WEDGE 

VAILLANCOURT
MARCHEnRRE
VACHON
AUCOIN

WELL - WHlTE--

DUPUIS
LEBLANC

WlLURD-
WlllET(E) 
WOOD - 
WOODS 
YOUNG-

RUEL
OUELLET(TE)
DUBOIS
CHARLEBOIS
DIONNE

VASHON-
VERROW-
V1GUE-

WARf-
WATERHOLf

WELCOME 
WHIGHT
WIDEAWAKf
W1LLfR-
W1NTER-
WOOD-
YORK-
YOUNG-
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GOUSS[
VAOlON
VERREAU

VEILlEUX
ROV
TRUDEAU

BIENVENU
OiARRON

L.fVElW
RUEL
L'HIVER
GADBOIS
JACQUES

L.f.JEUNE
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Q"ilrood •

On pages 219·223 are photographs from a 1953 publication of the
Waterville Morning Sentinel called 'Waterville Area: From the Air."
This publication is from Colby College Special Collections.

ER StREET AREA NEIGHBORHOOD OF HOMES. Familiarly known to man)' as The Plains, the section was one of the It:
~ in Waterville and w~ the home of many ol the early French Canad.ian lamilies coming 10 Waterville. Tower ol the SecoJ
It Church may be seen In center loreground and, fartheT up the llireet Ul Noire Dame Church. Summer Street runs along the I.

round and beyond can be teen the South Grammar School.

219

D AS SEEN from about over the top of Cily Barn. In lower right is corner of Main and Chaplin Streels and at top right is
tral yaros. Individual 11lIuses :lIon!!: Tic()nic Sireet and olher North End Ihnrou~hfaJ:'e!'. can he e3!'ily identified. Tht'. white
road al lop left is Drummoml Avenue, ,,-inding low3rd Fairfield.

220

~ A MILE OF PAPER
~illslow. That the millS

MILL can be seen from aloft over the Kennebec River-looking do",n on the Hollingsworth 8.: Whilne~
are situated on an i$land can be seen in the photo. To right, along the clDlal, can be seen huge piles 01
, ,backing on Benton Avenue. Right foreground-offices, a,nd just north, 6reroom. The plant extends along the riverfront to &
r MCRR shops.

221

E WORSTED CO., as seen from the Winslow side of the Kennebec. In foreground is Taconnet Clubhouse and at right
the Hollingsworth & WhJtney Co. Just above the footbridge can be seen Waterville City Hall and, over top of the Wyandoue
Professional Building. To right of Wyandoue are buildings of Waterville Iron Works. With these key locations it's usy to
otber points of interesL

222

NORTH ALONG WATERVlLLE'S compact and busy business section. Directl}' below is the Lockwood Mill and traffiC'
Winslow bridge to right. To lelt of circle is Municipal parking area. Square building above parking area is the Silver Street
ath.3way Shirt Co. St. Francis de Sales Church steeple lou/lls atiell edge. Orienting oneself by the Crescent Hotel, center, and
Hotel., top center, it's easy to pick out many other points of interesL

223

(Above) The Ku Klux Klan marching in Dexter, ME in 1925.
Photograph from: Blanchard, Dorothy A. "'Into the Heart of Maine: A Look at Dexter's Franco
American Community!' Maine Historical Quarterly. Vol. 33, No.1, Summer 1993. p.32.
(Below) City Hall in 1902
Photograph from 1902 Waterville Centennial Brochure, Colby College Special Collections.

224

(Above) Main Street at Elmwood Parle, c.1902
(Below) North Grammar and Myrtle Street Schools, c.1902.
Photographs from 1902 Waterville Centennial Brochure, Colby College Special Collections

225

Eric Hooglund's sitto (grandmother) Suda HaJb George working at a loom in Wyandotte
woolen mill. She is about twenty years old and she immigrated to the US from southern
Lebanon in 1912. This picture was taken in 1917 or 1918.
Photograph franc Hooglund, Eric. Crossinl the Waters. Washington DC: Smithsonian
Institution Pres$. p. xv.

226

tv
tv

-..J

4.

Main Street, Waterville
about ]859
Looking North from the Continental Hotel. Silrver Street
on the lett. Elmwood Hotel in background.

The photographs on pages 227-230 are from the 75th Anniversary: .City of Waterville brochure
from 1:963, Wate..viUe Pub-tic Library. (Waterville was incofPorated as a city in 1888).
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The four photos below are from the75th Anni'Dersary: City a/Waterville brochutt from 1963,
Waterville Public Library.

"-

W ate rville' s old~sc business block. the Phoenix
Block on Main Street. for more than 100 years
the sice of a drug ~tore.

'.

The Boutelle Block. Main Street. in 1870. Loca
tion of one of Waterville's oldest businesses. the
Arnold store.
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Waterville's oldest industry as it looked in 1870.
The Hothaway factory off Appleton Street.

A Waterville RR. Station in the 1860's. Believed
~o be the station of the Portland and Kennebec
R.R. at the foot of Temple Street. Note the
wood-bUrning locomotive.

231

Main Street looking scuth. at the time of the
Civil War. In the distance may be seen the large
hotel that formerly stooc within the traffic circle
and faced directly up Main Street. The two low
buildings side by side on the right. were the
Ticonic and Peoples banks.

(Above) From the75th AllniversRry: City of Wateroille
brochure from 1963, Waterville Public Library.
(Below) Covered bridges from the Winslow side of the kennebec, c. 1870.
Photograph from "Old Waterville a publication of the Waterville Historical Society
N

,

232

Photographs on pages 233·236 are from uOld Waterville",
a publication of the
Waterville Historical Society

Below: Main Street looking north
from the Common. about 1860.

233

Waterville Public Library, dedicated May 13: 1905.
Corner of Elm and Appleton Streets.

Main Street looking north from Silver Street. c. 1900.

234

Entrance to Central M aine Fairgroun ds about 1920.

'.

At/eft: Front Street looking south
before the advent of the Maine
Central Railroad. The first house
on the left was supposedly made
from the ell of the home of Colby's
first President. -Jeremiah Champlin.
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on the east side of Main Street. about opposite Silver Street, taken about 1890.
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The photographs on pages 137-139 are from the Dedication Program of St. Joseph's Maronite
School, May 11, 1959.

ST. JOSEPH MARONITE 5eHOOl.

\
-~

--

...

BUILDING COMMI'TIEE
Front Row. left to right: Joseph Ferris, L. C. Vigue. Contrt!ldor; Father P"ul Coury.
George Jabllr.
Blick row. left to right: Michllel K",tet" Teklt!l Karter. M"ry Deeb. Jt!lnet George,
J~seph Willillms.
This p"ge is dedic"ted to the Building Committee. chairman and
members. in grateful apprecit!ltion for 1I job splendidly done. Our grat
itude goes also to every single member of the Pt!lrish. one and <!Ill. who.
because of their humility. will not be recognized officially on this gre"t
Dedic<!ltion OilY. but ...,ho. nevertheless, "dded silently their sh<!lrEl in the
construction of this imposing build ing.
Generlll Chllirmt!ln: George M. Jt!lbt!lr
Building Chairman: Joseph A. Ferris
Members:
Joseoh A. Willit!lms
Michael Karter
\,...1., ..

M

Peter J. Peters
Janet George

.I,,<p,nh

237

Tekl" Kt!lrter
Sadie Ferris
Mc'lrv D.... ~

ST. JOSEPH MARONITE. SCHOOL.

REV. FR. PA.UL COURY
Pastor St. Joseph's Church

238

ST. .,IOSEPH MARONITE SCHOOl.

ST. JOSEPH'S MARONITE CHURCH
Waterville. Maine
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The lebanon Youth Society.
Photograph from St. Joseph's Maronite Church Golden Jubliee Publication, 1977

~.
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Table from: Kayal, Philip M. and Joseph M. Kayal. The Syrian-Lebanese in America: A Study
in Religion and Assimilation. Twayne Publishen: Boston. 1975. p. 69.

69

TABLE 1
Nurnhcr
r(~,r

or arri",Js

ill the United States from Turkey ill Asia, by
sea, 1869-98
t-tal.·s

Tntal

Fl"lI1,dt"s

J,')6H

2

0

0

t~7lJ
J~7]

U

U

:2

2

0
4

],1),2

0

(I

(l

Ik7.1

3

H17~

2

1875
IH70
IWii
1fl7~)
J,lj.'$lJ

1
5

0
-:l
0

3
6
1
il

J

J
19

]2

J

0

3J

J

3

~

IH8!
18X2
IMl
1M-I

5

5

0
0

0
0
0

lJ

()

()

J,lj.').';
JAAfi
IM7

()

(I

I~

t

PH

18~

2.:~

0
0
()

15

1AAH

-lY9

18!X)
J8!-l1
IliU1

2-1
43
94

8-11

2A5

1774

7J4

11.:1.

1l.:I.

UR8
ll.a.

]~j:J

lI.a.

ll.a.

1I.a.

I~).j

h.el.

1\ .....

'l .•l.

189.'5
1800
IR97

lI.a.

2767

29\.5

n.a.
J22.4

3203

1529

4139
4732

l~fS

26-51

1624

~275

12. 356

5.565

20.690

TOTAL:

208

273
593
1126

or

SOl' ........·: IlIlrnwti",,,,1 MiL....llliuli SIlIlis/ie•. VIII 1. Nation"l BUTt'''''
EC'olloll1k
II, ',,·"n·[,. Inl·.. 192.=;. T;oI,I.- (J·a "Oi<ITi[,lIlinn ur 1111111i~11l1 Alit'lI_' hy St'Y 'lild
l"l '" II t,v of () ri~jll.·· 11l6Y-9Il. IlP. 418-31,
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Map fro~: Quintal~ C1~, ed. S~les and Smokestacks; A Collection ot Essays on the Franro=
Amencan Expenen« 1D New England. Institut Fran~e Assumption College: Worcester,
Massachusetts. 1996. p.70

ClFRANCO-AMERICANIE» IN 1900
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THE TRADITIONAL
REGIONS of LEBANON

and the

MOUNT LEBANON
and its
FEUDAL PROVINCES
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Map from: Salibi, K.S, The Modem HistolY of Lebanon, Weidenfeld and Nicholson: London,
England. 1965.

The maps and graphs on pages 244-256 are from: Allen, James Paul. Catholics
in Maine: A Social Geography. Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY.
1970. (Ph. D. dissertation for Geography). The page numbers are
included on each individual map or graph.
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SOURCE AREAS AND ROUTES:
FRENCH CANADIANS IN
SOUTHERN MAINE
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FRENCH MIGRATIONS IN MAINE,

ca.. 1870-1910
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FRENCH CATHODCS,
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NEWER CATHOLIC ETHNIC CENTERS,
ca.. 1930
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MAJOR RAILROAD ROUTES
CANADA·MAINE MIGRATIONS, ca. 1900
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APPENDIX A

POPULATIOO AND HAHUTACTURIHC, TOIoINS OVER 2,900

TOlIn

AubuflI
Augulta
BAngor
Bath
&e Hast
Biddeford and Saco
Ire_r
Brunswick
Calais
CoIlIlden
Dexter
Eden (Bel' Ilerbor)
Ellsworth
"all'fleld
'anDlngton
C6rdlner
Jay
Kennebunk
KHtery
Lewhton
LI.bon
Lubec
Hadlson
Hi ll!nocket lind
EAst Hllllnock.et
Norway
01 II To","
Orono
Paris
Port land
Rockland
Ru..Cord
SanCord
Skowhegan
South Ilt'rvl ck
South Port l .. nd
WAtervi lIe
Westbrook

POrULATl~~,

19100

Total
Popu
lation

French
PapUA
bt Ion

Text{ Ie
Employ·
_nt

TiI!xtlle .. nd
Pulp (" Paper

Tot .. l Manuhcturing

Emplo~nt

E:mplo~nt

1910

1908

1910

1910

1910

A

B

D

£

15,064
13,211
24,803
9,396
4.618
23,662
5.667
6.621
6,116
3,OlS
3,530
4,441
3,549

C

2.911
2.487
1,058
674
120
10.641
624
3.308
60w
30·
855

4.1,35

40·
40·
894

3,210

450~

5.501

200*
1,525
146
10·
11,180
567
30·
550·

2.987
3.099
3.533
26,247
4,116
3,363
3,379
1<,29\

3.002
6.317
3.555
3.436
58.571
8,174
6,771
9,049
5,341
2,935
7,471
11,1<58

8.281

1,039
lOa·
3,300
1,167
70·
300
50·

2,71,5
2,968
t .806
900·
460·
5,562
2,951

250
1.050
100
0
0

5,683
0
650
0

402
520
0
0
150
0
0
0

250
1.228
100

413
0

3,776
2,431
1.612
1,962
756
7,312
1,099
866
88S
164
825
321
331
948
457

liS

1.026

700
36

0

0
5.683
600

840
0
402
S20
0
0

0

1,162
311
13

5,260

7,030

0

1,084
0

525

881

1,185
1.891
973

0
380

1,0101
0
690

0

350

0
0

0

0
0

5,260
832

0

a
0

1,593
550-

llO
0
1,100
695

0

0
2.223
1,593
550
130
0

2,195 (a>
1,745

1,137
611
1.258
7)3
693
5,891
1.509
2,413

3,186
1,250
S17

483
2,807 (a>
2.063

L£ADINC OCOJ('ATlONS OF CANADIAN-IIORN FRENCH IN MATNE, 1890

2,652

Cotton. woolen I and other text i 1e .. i II operators
Laborers (not specified)
Farmers, Plonters, end overseers
Saw and Planing 'llitl employes
Boot and shoe ~~ers and repairers
CarpeDtera and Joiners
Steam railroad employes
Brick .akers, potters. etc.
Agricultural laborers
Draymen, hackmen. teamsters, etc.

1,9"3

607
399

27S
249
247
232
225

--..1!!
9,100

Total all occupations, including those not listed here
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Report, Nov. 24, 1998. By: Julien Olivier. From:
College, Waterville, ME.

I?r.

A History of St. Francis de Sales Catholic Church, Waterville. ME. A short
history complied by: Leonard Cabana (See interview section).
Dedication Program: St. Joseph's Maronite School. May 31, 1959, Waterville,

ME. (From Anna Mitchell).
Maronite Exarchate Founders Book. Maronite Development Fund, 1967-1968.

(From Anna Mitchell).
Saint Joseph's MaTonite Church Golden Jubliee Publication. (1927-1977).

(From Anna Mitchell).
Lebanese Oral History Project. Joseph Ezhaya. 1976. (Tapes and Transcripts at

Waterville Public Library).
Franco-American Orals History Project. Marilyn Mavrinac. 1976. (Tapes and

Transcripts at Waterville Public Library).
Wyandotte Worsted Co. File. Waterville Historical Society, Redington
Museum, Waterville, ME.
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Hollingsworth & Whitney File. Waterville Historical Society, Redington
Museum, Waterville, ME.

c.F. Hathaway File.

Waterville Historical Society, Redington Museum,

Waterville, ME.

Lockwood File. Waterville Historical Society, Redington Museum,
Waterville, ME.

Interviews
Paul Laverdiere

Paul Mitchell

Father Sam Najjar

Lucien Vielleux 

Harold Vigue

Nelson Madore

Lillian Veilleux

Rhea Cote Robbins

Cynthia Mitchell

Peter Joseph

Marie (Fefa) Deeb

Leonard Cabana

Rene Plante

Al Corey

Henri Poirier

Anna Mitchell

Salim Mitchell

LUdger_ Duplesse

Paul Gregoire

Sister Rita Bourassa

Sandy Ford

Yvon Labbe

Gregoire O1abot

Margaret Bernier

Marilyn Mavrinac

email contact:
Robert Chenard
Julien Olivier
Dean Louder
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